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SUMMARY   
 
Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics is a powerful technology platform capable to 
identify and quantify the protein content of highly complex samples. Tremendous improvements 
of instrumentation over the last decades enabled an extensive coverage of eukaryotic proteomes.  
However, the capability to analyze near complete cellular proteomes have so far been restricted 
to specialized mass spectrometry laboratories with dedicated instruments and expertise in 
sample handling. This is highlighted by the remarkable efforts which were put forth to acquire the 
first MS measurements of a complete yeast proteome and the very deep coverage of human cell 
lines. However, technological developments described and discussed in this work may help the 
technology to be generally applicable and more accessible.  
The aim of this thesis was the development of a streamlined and robust LC-MS platform and to 
benchmark the performance on the yeast model system. We therefore coupled a high-resolution 
nano-UHPLC setup to a novel bench top quadrupole Orbitrap mass spectrometer. The optimized 
platform allowed very high identification rates which promised deep proteomic coverage even 
with single-shot measurements. Testing the platform on Lys-C prepared yeast samples resulted in 
the identification of nearly 4,000 protein groups in single-shot 4 h measurements which covers 
nearly the complete proteome of expected 4,500 proteins. The combined depth of six replicates 
was even higher covering 87% of all verified proteins of the S.cerevisiae database and a very high 
reproducibility of identifications with 92% of the identified protein groups represented in every 
replicate. We then demonstrated the use of the new platform for system-wide perturbation 
analysis and performed a heat-shock experiment using the spike-in super-SILAC approach for 
accurate quantification. The measurements achieved similar proteomic coverage despite the 
higher sample complexity of SILAC. As expected, significantly up-regulated protein groups belong 
to the group of heat-shock proteins, down-regulations were dominated by the transcription and 
translation related processes. 
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Because of the high performance of the discussed LC-MS platforms, we set forth to also 
improve the sample preparation for complete proteomics. We therefore challenged every 
processing step and simplified the overall sample preparation procedure. The entire sample 
handling workflow from cell material to LC-MS ready peptides was reduced to three processing 
steps that can be performed in a single enclosed reaction device. Additionally a procedure for SCX 
and SDB-RPS based fractionation technologies was developed yielding superior performance over 
classical SAX-based SPE fractionation technologies. Because of the high quantitative 
reproducibility we further performed protein copy-number estimations and provide very deep 
proteomic measurements of the model systems S.cerevisiae, S.pombe, and HeLa to the 
community (4,570, 4,134, and 9,678 estimated proteins per proteome, respectively). 
The developments of the previous projects inspired us to map genome wide protein 
expression in the model organism S.cerevisiae. The project included the deep proteomic 
measurements of well described nutrient growth conditions, environmental stress conditions, 
mating types, cell-cycle stages, and native wild-type yeast strains. We furthermore obtained a 
phosphorylation map of cells grown under normal and heat-shock condition. In the combined 
analysis of all conditions we identified 5,015 protein groups with 99% certainty and a median 
sequence coverage of 50% which represents the deepest coverage on protein and peptide level to 
date. We furthermore acquired the most comprehensive phosphopeptide dataset and observed a 
very high level of protein phosphorylation covering more than half of all identified protein groups. 
Acquired mass spectra of more than 130,000 peptides represent a large resource for directed 
measurements and targeted data analysis. 
Quantitative reproducibility and the substantial differences across the conditions still resulted 
in a large number of stable expressed proteins. We found that 499 proteins did not exceed two-
fold regulation across all conditions arguing for a household function. The proteins span the entire 
abundance range and are involved in various physiological functions such as cellular transport. 
We furthermore identified two entirely new open reading frames with high statistical accuracy 
and observed a truncated isoform of a protein believed to be non-existent. The study represents a 
new level of proteomic coverage of a eukaryotic model organism and represents a paradigm for 
future mammalian systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
TECHNOLOGIES FOR SYSTEMS BIOLOGY  
The understanding of complex molecular mechanisms of entire living systems, preferably in a 
mathematical framework, is termed systems biology. Even though this task appeared  
to be impossible, and in some respect still does, great strides have been made in defining the 
‘parts lists’ of organisms. Demonstrating the feasibility to analyze and sequence a complete 
eukaryotic genome was achieved in 1996 when the complete DNA sequence of the model 
organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae was reported, containing an estimated 5,885 protein-coding  
sequences [1].  The human genome project took billions of dollars and years of hard labor, and 
included many laboratories. A draft version of this genome was announced in 2000 by two rival 
teams and followed several years later by more complete versions [2, 3]. Despite the much larger 
size of the human genome the number of protein-coding genes was estimated to be only about 
20,000 [4, 5]. In recent years revolutionary next-generation sequencing and chip-based platforms 
have been developed and these now enable similar coverage in only a few days of measurement.  
Transcriptomics – the determination of the identity and amount of RNA species in a biological 
system – strongly profited from the developments in genomics [6]. Already a year after the 
publication of the yeast genome the first transcriptome under exponential growth conditions was 
published and 4,665 expressed transcripts were observed [7]. Transcriptomics delivered 
increasingly comprehensive data and is now able to determine accurate mRNA copy-number 
values. However, in most biological systems functional and regulatory processes rely on proteins. 
Furthermore mRNA and protein expression values were often found to be only weakly correlated, 
limiting the usefulness of transcriptome measurements as proxies for proteins [8, 9]. Direct 
analysis of the dynamic proteome is therefore the most desirable approach for global functional 
analysis and for the understanding a given phenotype in a system-wide manner [10, 11]. However 
biological complexity and dynamic range increase nearly exponentially from genome to 
transcriptome to proteome. To analyze an entire proteome is therefore a formidable challenge 
that had eluted researchers for decades (Fig. 1).  
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The modern field of proteomics has roots in classical microbiological and biochemical tools 
such as light microscopy, antibody based, and two-hybrid based systems [12]. Even though 
comprehensive studies applying these technologies have been performed, they were quite 
laborious and they were always limited by the underlying principle-of-function of the technology 
employed. In particular, each experiment typically covered only a single protein or small part of 
the proteome at a time [13-15]. The inventions of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization 
(MALDI) and electrospray ionization (ESI) allowed gentle ionization and vaporization of intact 
proteins and peptides. These efficient ionization technologies, combined with increasingly 
sophisticated mass spectrometric (MS) instrumentation opened new vistas for the study of 
proteins. Especially ESI became popular for proteomics since analytes are sprayed, volatized, and 
ionized directly out of solution and could therefore be directly supplied to the mass spectrometer 
using liquid chromatography systems (LC) [16]. The new field of MS-based proteomics then 
quickly developed and a wide variety of novel proteomic research areas were born. 
 
 
 
FIGURE 1 | Median copy numbers and total molecules per cell of two model systems.  
(Data obtained from BioNumber Database (BNIDs) entries: 106198, 100204, 103023, 108248, 
104330, 109526, 108425, 109387; Milo et al., 2010 [17]) 
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BOTTOM-UP PROTEOMICS TECHNOLOGIES 
In MS-based measurements analytes need to be ionized to enable their observation. These 
ions enter the mass spectrometer and are focused and guided by electrical fields to the analytical 
components of the mass spectrometer; the behaviors of the ions in the high vacuum exclusively 
depend on their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z, unit: Th) and mass spectrometers characterize 
analytes according to these values. MS-based proteomics can be thought of as consisting of two 
distinct research fields, the analysis of intact proteins (top-down proteomics) and the analysis of 
peptides resulting from enzymatic digestion of the proteins (bottom-up proteomics). Even though 
measurements of highly purified intact proteins, transmembrane proteins, protein complexes and 
even moderately complex proteomes by MS are possible [18-20], mass-spectrometers are much 
more sensitive for ions with smaller mass. To generate smaller peptides, which are still unique to 
the protein from which they originated, dedicated sample preparation workflows were designed 
that include a proteolytic digestion step. Digestion with sequence specific enzymes has become 
the most common approach for large-scale proteomic screens. This is because peptides are 
typically better separated by chromatography, easier to ionize, and they are much more readily 
fragmented than intact proteins [21]. For the analysis of complex proteomic peptide samples, 
liquid-chromatography systems are always coupled to mass spectrometers (LC-MS).  
SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR BOTTOM-UP PROTEOMICS 
Sample preparation is an essential part of the proteomics workflow. The processing steps are 
typically based on classic biochemical techniques and are commonly adapted to the starting 
material and the questions addressed in the experiment. Even though dedicated protocols exist 
there are common steps that are typical for all bottom-up proteomic workflows. The major ones 
are cell- or tissue-lysis, protein denaturation, reduction of disulfide bonds, alkylation of cysteins, 
enzymatic digestion of proteins, and peptide clean-up before LC-MS analysis. Interaction studies 
additionally apply an immuno-precipitation (IP) step before denaturing proteins. If post-
translation modifications (PTMs) are of interest, specific affinity-precipitation and enrichment 
steps targeted to the PTM of interest are added after the proteolytic digestion. In case of deep 
proteomic measurements fractionation techniques are often applied. 
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CELL AND TISSUE LYSIS 
The very first step of all in vitro measurements is the disruption of cellular structures. 
Generally tissue and cell samples are lysed using one of a small number of established methods. 
The major choices in lysis are whether denaturing or native protein folding is desired; 
denaturation for instance may hinder subsequent interaction analysis. Simple boiling of cell 
material typically denatures the proteins and inactivates the enzymes which can be very useful for 
those desiring complete proteome coverage and PTM analysis. Bead-milling, grinding, rotor-
stator, or blending systems are often used to disrupt rigid structures, but can also extract proteins 
in their native context if the sample is kept frozen [22, 23]. Ultrasonic homogenization is a softer 
lysis method in which large nucleic-acid structures are sheared in the process [24]. This may 
reduce unintentional co-precipitation of DNA- and RNA-binding proteins during centrifugation 
steps and improve their accessibility to proteolytic enzymes. 
In addition to physical cell disruption, most approaches use chemical or enzymatic lysis 
approaches. As in the case of physical disruption, native or denaturing conditions are chosen. The 
very strong detergent sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) has classically been the most common means 
to solubilize and denature proteins. Weaker detergents, emulsifiers, and surfactants without 
chaotropic properties such as Triton X-100 are also often used in sample lysis but are mostly 
applied in interaction proteomics. Surfactants typically help in the breakdown of membrane 
fractions and to solubilize membrane spanning proteins [25, 26]. If non-denaturing lysis 
conditions are chosen, native enzymatic activities remain. In case of proteases this can lead to 
severe loss of intact proteins of interest and PTM-modifying enzymes may alter the extent and 
quantities of PTMs; therefore inhibitor chemicals are commonly added during the lysis to avoid 
sample preparation related modifications [27, 28]. 
Classical workflows include a lysate clarification step after cell disruption. Even though this 
clarification step is rarely discussed, most workflows include the removal of the insoluble fraction 
after lysis. Removing crude remnants prior to sensitive chromatography or interaction analysis is 
necessary to avoid blocking of the column or unspecific retention of proteins in interaction 
studies. The most common clarification step across sample preparation methods remains high-
speed centrifugation and pelleting of insoluble parts; the cleared supernatant is then transferred 
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for further processing [29, 30]. The reactor based sample preparation method developed in the 
Figeys group applies high-pressure filtration before further processing steps are performed [31]. 
Special equipment is necessary for the high-pressure filtration method while simple centrifugation 
can be performed on common laboratory centrifuges. However, centrifugation is less 
reproducible and sample loss may be more pronounced. 
REDUCTION OF DISULFIDE BONDS 
Disulfide bonds are naturally occurring inter- and intra-protein crosslinks that stabilize tertiary 
and quaternary protein structures. These bonds are stable but readily break or form under 
reductive or mildly oxidizing conditions, respectively. Clearly disulfide bonds need to be broken to 
efficiently unfold and digest proteins by enzymatic proteolysis. Classically 2-mercaptoethanol was 
used for this purpose but chemicals with higher reduction efficiency have also been described and 
employed in sample preparation workflows. 
The most common reducing agent for proteomics is dithiothreitol (DTT), which demonstrates 
very high reducing efficiencies at slightly basic conditions. DTT breaks disulfide bonds by two 
successive nucleophilic attacks with two thiol-disulfide exchange reactions. After the reaction a 
kinetically favored ring-shape is formed by DTT; one DTT breaks one disulfide bond and therefore 
needs to be supplied in excess (Fig. 2A) [32]. Because DTT is readily oxidized, it is unstable under 
aqueous and basic conditions and needs to be freshly prepared before use. A second popular 
reducing agent is tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP). It is stable and active across a broader pH 
range and demonstrates similar disulfide reductions rates [33, 34].  
MODIFICATION OF FREE CYSTEINE 
Cysteine residues contain a reactive thiol group which readily reacts with various reagents or 
other free cysteine groups to form disulfide bonds. Because these reactions may interfere with 
subsequent analysis, cysteine groups are typically irreversibly modified by alkylating reagents. The 
major requirements of these alkylating reactions are very high specificity while maintaining high 
efficiencies. Independent of the reagent, free cysteine groups are necessary to efficiently alkylate 
thiol groups.  
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The initial reduction of disulfide bonds is an important step before alkylation, but because 
thiol-based reducing agents are normally used, excessive amounts of the alkylating reagent are 
necessary to avoid reaction quenching [35]. In contrast to thiol-based reducing agents, TCEP was 
shown to be compatible with some alkylating reagents and does not necessarily affect the 
alkylation reaction [36].  
 
FIGURE 2 | Reactions performed on cysteine side-chains. A Reduction of disulfide bonds by DTT 
and the spontaneous oxidation forming disulfide bonds. B Reaction of iodo-acetamide with free 
cysteine residues. (Adapted from Cleland et al. and Rombouts et al. [32, 37]) 
The commonly used alkylating reagents date back to Edman degradation protocols and a wide 
variety of these chemicals has been described over the last decades. Even though many options 
exist in principle, only a small subset is applied in proteomic studies. Especially halo-acetamides 
are highly reactive and selective, leading to near complete alkylation of free cysteine residues. 
Among proteomic studies iodo-acetamide (IAA) is the most common alkylating reagent yielding 
stable S-carboxamidomethyl cysteine residues (Fig. 2B). Iodide is a better leaving group than 
other halogens and leads to a fast reaction [35]. Because of the high reactivity it was believed to 
be a superior choice for alkylating reactions, but IAA has been demonstrated to react with lysine 
residues resulting in identical composition as the di-glycine remnant tag used to identify the 
modification in MS-based ubiquitination studies [38]. Such side-reactions can be avoided by early 
quenching of the alkylating reagent or by using the somewhat less reactive chloro-acetamide 
(CAA) analog. 
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ENZYMATIC DIGESTION OF PROTEINS 
Enzymatic protein digestion remains the most important and time-consuming step in sample 
preparation. Even though substrate proteins are more accessible in a denatured state, even minor 
amounts of strong chaotropes reduce or completely block protease activities; most enzymes are 
almost entirely incompatible with SDS which is mostly used during cell disruption. Therefore a 
removal and exchange step is typically employed after protein alkylation. The most common 
removal methods are protein precipitation (in-solution sample preparation) and filter-assisted 
removal (FASP). The buffer is then replaced by enzyme compatible surfactants or chaotropic 
agents [30, 39]. The newly established buffer conditions are typically chosen to be compatible 
with the applied protease. Classically urea is used as a chaotrope for the enzymatic digestion but 
recent studies demonstrated that certain other conditions increase protease performance and are 
better suited for the digestion step [40]. 
The choice of the protease can have an important role in the outcome of a proteomics 
experiment. The resulting peptides are analyzed by LC-MS and should therefore be suitable for 
the surface chemistry of the chromatography material and for the mass spectrometer used. The 
enzyme should also be highly sequence specific and active. Since most shotgun approaches use 
the positive ion mode (MS analysis of gas phase cations) the enzyme should generate peptides 
that are readily chargeable under ESI conditions and the resulting peptides should be of an m/z 
distribution easily observable by the mass spectrometer. While all these aspects are important, 
only two proteases have gained broad popularity in proteomic studies: the endoproteases Lys-C 
and trypsin cleave C-terminal to lysines or lysine and arginine residues, respectively [41]. 
Lys-C and trypsin are well suited for proteomic studies because nearly all peptide products 
carry basic lysine or arginine at their C-terminus; under acidic conditions N-termini and the C-
terminal amino acids are charged leading to multiple charges. Multiply-charged peptides are 
highly suited for MS-based proteomics because they yield information-rich fragmentation spectra. 
They are also easily distinguishable from non-peptide polymers which are typically singly-charged. 
A combination of both enzymes yields even higher efficiency since Lys-C tolerates higher 
concentrations of denaturant and the resulting peptides with internal arginines can easily be 
cleaved by trypsin at lower concentrations [41]. 
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PEPTIDE CLEAN-UP FOR LC-MS ANALYSIS 
Most protocols include a final clean-up step before chromatographic separation. Remaining 
detergents can damage chromatography media and insoluble fragments can block the very 
sensitive parts of high pressure chromatography set ups; a damaged or clogged column is costly 
and leads to lost samples and LC-MS downtimes. Salt remnants may cause ionization-suppression 
in ESI and may form crystals in the MS-components. Some laboratories therefore perform on-line 
sample clean-up steps using pre-columns and column-guard systems. Risk-free and cheaper 
solutions are disposable solid-phase extraction (SPE) systems, which can be quickly applied before 
loading the sample on a LC column. A specialized SPE design for proteomic sample clean-up was 
introduced by Rappsilber et al. in 2003. So called Stop-and-Go Extraction Tips (StageTip) are 
constructed of regular pipette tips, which can be equipped with small amounts of Teflon-
embedded chromatography material. This simple and inexpensive yet sensitive solution is ideal 
for the microgram range quantities applied for LC-MS analysis [42].  
StageTips can be supplied with various stationary phase chemistries and can be used for one- 
or multi-dimensional fractionation of the peptide contents [43, 44]. Even though fractionation is 
possible, StageTips are typically only used for peptide clean-up before LC-MS measurements. 
Most peptide purification protocols employ reversed-phase C18 bead materials comparable to the 
resin used during the analytical liquid chromatography separation. The peptides are therefore 
loaded and washed under aqueous conditions removing non-binding salts. The clean peptides are 
then eluted using volatile organics such as acetonitrile (ACN). The final step of sample preparation 
is the concentration of the purified peptides and the removal of volatile components using a 
vacuum concentrator centrifuge. 
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR BOTTOM-UP PROTEOMICS 
The very high complexity and dynamic range of digested proteomic samples generally 
necessitates a molecular separation before mass spectrometric analysis. For this purpose high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) systems are commonly coupled to mass 
spectrometers. The aim of the chromatography is to sufficiently separate peptides in time and 
upon elution from the column, spray them directly into the mass spectrometer to measure them 
by MS and MS/MS. The increasing sample complexity and throughput of LC-MS systems also 
necessitate very high chromatographic reproducibility, chromatographic and electrospray 
stability, and sensitivity. This can be achieved by nano-flow high-performance liquid 
chromatography (nano-HPLC) systems and column ovens to improve the reproducibility and 
chromatographic resolution (Box 1) [45, 46]. Nevertheless chromatographic reproducibility 
remains a major challenge in proteomics. 
The resolution of HPLC systems has been studied over the last decades but major 
improvements became feasible when slurry packing of stationary phases with very small diameter 
beads became possible. Band broadening and therefore resolving power of a chromatography 
system is described by the van Deemter equation (HETP = A + B/u + Cu). The equation takes major 
commonly occurring physical phenomena in chromatography into account that are major factors 
effecting peak shape – channeling (Eddy diffusion, A), random diffusion (Diffusion coefficient, B), 
mass transfer (Resistance to mass transfer coefficient within particles, C), and linear mobile-phase 
velocity (u) (Box 1, Fig. 3). A small HETP value is desired to achieve high chromatographic 
resolution and each factor can be optimized by itself [47, 48]. 
The Eddy diffusion depends mainly on the packing of the column material; large, non-uniform 
sized or badly packed particles tend to allow channeling, which means that some molecules may 
travel faster through the packed bed while others are retained and thereby cause peak 
broadening. The longitudinal diffusion is caused by void volumes and occurs over the separation 
time, diffusion along the flow-path cause peak broadening, whereas higher mobile-phase 
velocities can counteract diffusion. Therefore narrow columns with higher flow rates are typically 
used on HPLC systems. The mass transfer between stationary and liquid phase that is responsible 
for separation largely results from the porous surface of the packing material. The bead material 
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therefore typically needs to be porous as this increases the surface area of the beads; shallow 
pores decrease the stagnant mobile phase within the pores and cause faster transfers resulting in 
less peak broadening. This is typically the case for small beads and therefore the plate height (a 
measure of separation efficiency) of a column with smaller beads is typically less affected by the 
linear velocity and the optimal velocity spans a larger range. The mass transfer can further be 
optimized by increased chromatography temperatures and by causing the stagnant mobile phase 
to exchange faster. 
 
 
FIGURE 3 | Influence of physical phenomena on chromatographic resolution. A-C: Schematic 
depiction of factors influenced by particle size. D: The effect of flow rate on chromatographic 
plate height according to the van Deemter equation (adapted from Meyer, 2013 [49]). 
 
These factors are a focus of recent developments and are a reason for the appearance of 
HPLC-MS systems with long columns (>15cm), narrow inner diameters (I.D., <100 µm), and sub-
2µm packing materials running at increased temperatures (50 °C). The major difficulty of these 
setups is the reproducible and uniform packing of such columns. In particular decreasing bead size 
and increasing packed-bed lengths cause higher back-pressures of the columns. Because of the 
higher desired performance of chromatography, ultra-high pressure liquid chromatography 
(UHPLC) systems are increasingly needed with state of the art systems allowing pressures of 
15,000 psi (1,000 bar).  
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A further aspect of backpressure and peak shape comes from the column outlet, which is 
typically an emitter tip pointing at the inlet of the mass spectrometer and which should involve as 
little peak broadening as possible (Fig. 4). Because of the direct coupling chromatographic 
conditions need to be MS compatible. Especially reversed-phase (RP) chromatography media such 
as C18 allow eluting peptides in gradients of volatile liquids such as increasing concentration of 
acetonitrile (ACN). At this point peptides need to be transferred from the liquid into the gas phase 
by ESI. 
 
 
Box 1 – Definitions for chromatography (McNaught and Wilkinson [48]): 
Mobile phase is liquid running through the stationary phase. 
Flow rate (FC) is the volume of mobile phase passing through the column per time (nano-flow 
typically 100-400 nl/min). 
Mobile-phase velocity (u) is the linear velocity at which the mobile phase passes through the 
average cross-section of the chromatographic bed (typically cm/min). The mobile-phase velocity 
mainly depends on the inner diameter (I.D.) of the column and the packing material.  
Gradient elution is a procedure where the make-up of the mobile phase is changed during the 
elution process. 
Peak width at half height (wh) is the retention time parallel to the baseline at 50% of its 
maximum. 
Peak width at base (wb) is the retention time at the base of a peak. 
Hold-up volume (tM) is the retention volume (time) of an unretained compound. 
Peak resolution (in chromatography, RS) is defined by the separation of two peaks in terms of 
their average peak width at base (for adjacent peaks: tR2 > tR1, wb1 ≈ wb2, RS ≈ (tR2-tR1)/wb2). 
Height equivalent to a theoretical plate (HETP) is a value describing the theoretical resolving 
power of a chromatography system. 
Plate number (N) is a number to evaluate chromatographic performance assuming a symmetrical 
Gaussian peak: N = 5.545(tR/wh)
2 (more plates translates to better chromatography) 
Plate height (Heff) is used to evaluate a chromatographic system according to the column length 
(L) with H = L/N. 
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ELECTRO SPRAY IONIZATION 
After chromatographic separation, eluting peptides need to be charged and the liquid 
evaporated so that they can enter the mass spectrometer’s vacuum conditions. ESI is based on 
the theoretical principles of electrostatic dispersion and the desolvation to gas-phase ions [50, 
51]. While theorized already in 1968, the experimental demonstration of electrospray ionization 
of intact macromolecules was first demonstrated by Fenn et al in 1988 [52]. In electrospray, a 
spray tip needs to be charged to kilovolt potential (Fig. 4). The liquid and the analytes within the 
liquid are emitted by flow and dispersed into very small, highly charged droplets causing the 
formation of a spray plume. During the flight, liquid evaporates from these droplets, which leads 
to higher field densities on the surface of the droplets [53]. When a density threshold is reached 
smaller droplets are formed (Coulomb explosion) and separate at points of high curvature. The 
repeated separation of larger to smaller droplets combined with the rapid evaporation finally lead 
to desolvated ions in the gas phase [54]. In the final step ions enter the transfer capillary of the 
opposite charge. The capillary is typically heated to assist further evaporation and forms the 
bridge from atmospheric pressure to vacuum.  
 
 
FIGURE 4 | A schematic view of electrospray ionization (ESI). The flow rate of the liquid defines 
how well the Taylor cone and the desolvation of the electrospray plume perform (adapted from 
Hahne et al., 2013 [55]). 
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The efficiency of ESI strongly depends on the formation of small droplets leaving the spray tip. 
The droplet size mainly depends on the quantity of liquid being sprayed per time (flow rate). A 
very high flow rate may cause large droplets to fly into the mass spectrometer resulting in 
disturbed ion formation and intensity variations; such a condition can interfere with 
quantification and large droplets may carry unionzed analyte as well as contaminants into the 
mass spectrometer [56]. For this reason drying gas was initially applied to facilitate the 
evaporation of the liquid; this is not necessary with most of the current nanoflow systems. 
Because the flow-rate is directly related to the linear velocity by the cross-section area of the 
column, very narrow columns can be used with low flow-rates while maintaining a high linear 
flow-velocity across the chromatographic bed. LC-MS setups for proteomics typically use nano-
flow columns leading to efficient electrospray, which together achieves high chromatographic 
resolution and sensitive ionization. 
MASS SPECTROMETERS FOR BOTTOM-UP PROTEOMICS 
After peptides are sprayed into the mass spectrometer by ESI, they need to be guided to the 
mass resolving components to be identified and quantified (Fig. 5, 7, 8). Peptide ions normally 
enter the mass spectrometer through an ESI capillary, which forms the bridge between 
atmospheric pressure and vacuum. Ions leaving the back end of the capillary are often focused to 
proceed to further components, while non-charged gas molecules are pumped away, improving 
the sensitivity of the instrument. In some instruments the ion focusing is performed by ring-
shaped poles through which the ions travel. Especially the ion-funnel and S-lense technologies 
demonstrate high sensitivity as the first stage of a mass spectrometer [56, 57]. The mass 
spectrometric analyzers themselves need to record the masses and intensities of the ions and can 
precisely determine the peptide sequence by peptide fragmentation. Three technical features are 
therefore commonly supplied by nearly all mass spectrometers used for standard bottom-up 
proteomics analysis: mass selection, peptide fragmentation, and mass analysis.  
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QUADRUPOLES AND MULTIPOLES 
Quadrupoles or multipoles are extremely versatile functional components and are therefore 
components in nearly every mass spectrometer type used in proteomics. They typically consist of 
four, six, or eight hyperbolic or cylindrical rods which are equally spaced in a pair wise orientation 
around the center (Fig. 5A). The two opposing rods are always set to the same, and the 
neighboring to opposite potentials. Ions are guided into the center of the rod arrangement and 
applied voltages lead to attractive and repulsive forces. Typically the voltage on the rods is 
applied periodically as radio frequency waves, thereby changing attraction and repulsion (φ0 = U + 
V cos(ω t); φ0: total potential, U: direct current (DC) voltage, V: radio frequency (RF) voltage, ω: 
frequency). This causes ions to follow controlled oscillating trajectories. The radial oscillation 
distance of a specific m/z is a function of the rod geometry and the applied potentials. Only ions 
within the physical oscillating distance from the center of the quadrupole to the rods have stable 
trajectories along the quadrupole (2r0, Fig. 5A) [58].  
The simplest mode of operation of these multipoles is ion guiding and transmission. The best 
transmission is achieved by RF-only quadrupoles (q) or 2N-multipoles (hexapoles: h, octapoles: o). 
Only RF voltages are applied without DC-voltages (U=0) leading to stabilization across a large m/z 
range (Fig. 5B). Higher-order multipoles offer the best guiding and transmission characteristics, 
and perform best at lower vacuum. They are therefore often used at the front parts of the ion 
path and in collision cells. Because ions follow the stabilized ion paths, bent RF-only quadrupoles 
can be used to remove residual neutrals and photons in the early sections of the mass 
spectrometer or after collision cells [56]. 
Mass selection quadrupoles (Q) are often employed in MS-based proteomics. As described 
earlier, specific ion trajectories can be stabilized within a quadrupole but destabilization of all 
other m/z values is equally important. Qs are found in nearly every mass-spectrometer and act as 
m/z-filters, with high-performance quadrupoles achieving narrow m/z selection without dramatic 
loss in transmission. The mass-selection capabilities are also used in conjunction with the 
detection capabilities of electron multipliers, constituting a mass analyzer (see Mass Analyzers). 
The scanning of the quadrupole is typically performed by linearly increasing the U/V voltages  
(Fig. 5B). Starting from a low to high U/V ratio, smaller to larger m/z values are stabilized by the 
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quadrupole and thereby a specified mass range can be scanned. Because the area under the curve 
defines the stability region for a given m/z it also reflects the resolving power of quadrupole 
analyzers; higher resolving powers would result in a steeper scan lines, which would narrow the 
stable U/V ratio without ion loss. The resolving power strongly depends on the quality of the 
quadrupole and the scan speed but it typically only reaches about 1000 along the m/z range 
which is typically measured in proteomics experiments (Box 2) [58, 59]. 
Trapping quadrupoles are also often used where ion storage or collection is needed. An 
additional electric field is applied in the front and back of the quadrupole to collect and hold ions 
within the quadrupole. This is typically achieved by two small additional quadrupoles before and 
after the main quadrupole or by lenses at the ends (trapping elements) (Fig. 7A). 
 
FIGURE 5 | Schematic function of a quadrupole for mass selection or ion guiding. A Conceptual 
construction of a quadrupole. B Diagram of quadrupole scanning and stabilization of ions 
(adapted from Barner-Kowollik et al., 2012 [58]). 
 
COLLISION CELLS 
The second common component of mass spectrometers used in proteomics is the collision cell 
for peptide fragmentation. Many technologies were developed to fragment ions resulting in 
different fragment ion distributions. The most prominent fragmentation principles are collision-
induced dissociation (CID), higher-energy C-trap dissociation (HCD), and electron-transfer 
dissociation (ETD), which is a further development of electron capture dissociation (ECD). These 
fragmentation systems are typically performed in RF-only quadrupoles or multipoles (see 
Quadrupoles and multipoles). This is beneficial because all generated ions are stabilized and the 
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fragmentation can be performed at higher pressures without ion destabilization. In one typical 
procedure specific peptide precursors are isolated using a mass selection quadrupole and are 
transferred to a fragmentation cell. The selected peptides are then fragmented by collision 
(termed collision induced dissociation, CID, higher energy collisional dissociation, HCD) or by 
transferring electrons to the ions (ETD); resulting fragment ions are then measured by the mass 
analyzer. 
During CID the ion beam is directed into the collision cell. Here peptides of high kinetic energy 
collide with a neutral gas that is locally leaked into the multipole (typically He, N2, or Ar). The 
collisions leads to conversion of kinetic energy into internal energy of the ion (activation); the 
gained internal energy destabilize the chemical structure and the peptides decompose into 
smaller peptide fragments. The reaction can be controlled by the gas density and the kinetic 
energy of the ion and also depends on their m/z. In CID b- and y-ions are both generated but 
mostly y-ions are observed (Fig. 6B,C) [60, 61]. The same working principle of CID is termed HCD 
when implemented on Orbitrap mass spectrometers. In ion trap CID the ions are excited by an RF 
field and the precursor can be completely converted to fragments if activated sufficiently long. 
However, ion trap CID often only fragments to one lower energy state, i.e. water loss or loss of a 
phospho group, necessitating more complicated fragmentation schemes. HCD has the further 
advantage over CID to also stabilize lower mass reporter ions after activation; these reporter ions 
can therefore be used for database search and offer a more complete fragmentation spectrum 
[62]. Conversely, HCD spectra have a higher proportion of internal ions generated by double 
fragmentation of peptides [63]. 
In contrast to collision based fragmentation technologies ETD, as its name implies, activates 
the peptide ions by transferring electrons. For this purpose special fragmentation cells are used 
which are filled with radical anions; the radical transfers its electron to the peptide-cation causing 
the peptide backbone to break. ETD performs relatively better for larger mass ions and a more 
instantaneous fragmentation method, which makes it more likely to retain weakly bound post-
translational modifications [64]. Because it is less sensitive for small peptides and because the 
technological implementations of ETD is not as well developed as CID based technologies, ETD still 
remains rarely used but promises high potential for future applications. 
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FIGURE 6 | Peptide mass selection and fragmentation. A 3D elution peak of peptide isotope-
patterns. B Ion series annotation generated during peptide backbone fragmentation.  
C Fragmentation spectrum and peptide sequencing principle. (Adapted from Steen and Mann, 
2004 [61]). 
 
MASS ANALYZER AND DETECTOR 
The most important part of a mass spectrometer is the mass analyzer which needs to fulfill 
certain criteria for defined tasks. The major characteristics of a mass analyzer are the mass 
resolving-power, mass accuracy, detection limit, and scan speed (Box 2). A large variety of mass 
analyzers exists but four types are mainly used for proteomics because of their cost and 
performance characteristics. The simplest analyzer is the quadrupole mass filter consisting of a 
quadrupole and a detector (see Quadrupoles and multipoles). The quadrupole is used to scan 
through the mass range, transmitting one m/z value at a time and an electron multiplier which 
detects the ions (Fig. 5B). Most electron multipliers used in proteomics contain semiconductor 
channels which are arranged in a way to generate an avalanche of secondary electrons for every 
incoming ion with sufficient kinetic energy that hits the semiconducting surface (Fig. 7C) [56]. An 
array of channels is called multi-channel plate (MCP) and is often used in mass spectrometers 
because of the high sensitivity, low production costs, and small footprint. The output current is 
converted by analog-to-digital converters (ADC); the ADCs mostly define the speed of detection. 
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A similar working principle is applied in linear ion trap (LIT) analyzers (Fig. 7A). LITs consist of 
hyperbolic quadrupoles with a central selection and two trapping units (see Quadrupoles and 
multipoles). In contrast to the principle of a scanning quadrupole mass analyzer that was 
described above, a resonance ion ejection is performed. Here ions of each devised m/z in turn are 
destabilized and ejected through an exit slit in one or two rods of the central quadrupole. The 
ejected ions are then measured on electron multipliers [65]. Early platforms used these LITs for 
ion trapping, mass selection, CID fragmentation, and as mass analyzer. While the LIT is capable of 
all these functions, separating the function into two units is highly beneficial – a first higher-
pressure collision unit and a high-vacuum selection and scanning unit. The units operate at the 
same RF voltages but separate DC supply to transfer ions between the parts [57].  
Because of its limited resolution, the LIT is today mainly used in conjunction with a high resolution 
analyzer. 
A different working principle is applied in time-of-flight (TOF) analyzers. Here ions  
are accelerated, traverse a given distance and the mass of the ions is deduced from the  
time ions remain in flight, with larger ions traveling slower than smaller ions.  
Most state of the art TOF instruments use orthogonal acceleration and ion reflectors to  
precisely time the flight. The ions are filled into the acceleration unit and are pulsed  
orthogonally along the drift tube. The ions are then reflected in an electrostatic mirror (reflectron) 
to compensate for the kinetic energy distributions of identical m/z species and to  
prolong the flight time without increasing the length of the drift tube. Finally the ions are 
observed on an MCP detector (Fig. 7B). Employing long drift tubes and very fast ADCs, resolving 
powers above 20,000 and a dynamic range of 105 can be reached. One challenge of TOF 
instruments are their large mass drifts over time with mass deviations of 5-50 ppm [58], however, 
this can be avoided by recalibration of the spectra using internal mass standards or already 
identified ions. 
The highest mass resolving-power is achieved by Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance 
(FT-ICR) analyzers using very high magnetic field. However, these are rarely used because of very 
high costs. A similar principle, albeit without magnetic fields, is used in Orbitrap mass analyzers 
(OT), which demonstrate very good performance at lower cost. In a typical scan a defined number 
of charges are pulsed into the Orbitrap analyzer. Because of the special orientation and shape of 
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the electrodes (outer and inner) ions cycle/orbit the inner axial electrode without any RF fields 
(Fig. 7D) [66]. The centrifugal forces lead to a balanced orbiting while the axial field leads to 
harmonic oscillation of the ions. A cyclotron frequency inversely proportional to the square root 
of m/z of the ions is induced and oscillation currents are measured between the two halfs of the 
outer electrode. The recorded signal is an overlay of those originating from different ion species in 
the Orbitrap, hence a Fourier-transformation (FT) of the recorded time signal separates waves 
and amplitudes of the ions giving the m/z and signal intensity of the ions present [67]. 
The Orbitrap achieves very high mass accuracy and mass-resolving power depending on the 
number of oscillations recorded (time). The dynamic range of the Orbitrap is limited by the 
number of charges that can be supplied (dynamic range ~104, in proteomics typically <103 in one 
spectrum) [68]. The first generation of the LTQ-Orbitrap family achieved a resolving power of 
60.000 at 400 m/z in 1 Hz scans and demonstrated mass accuracies below 2 ppm using internal 
and 5 ppm with external standards. The Orbitrap can routinely achieve resolving-power above 
140.000 at 400 m/z but such resolution settings are rarely used because they increase the scan 
time. Novel generations of Orbitrap instruments and a smaller diameter Orbitrap (D20) achieve 
even higher resolving-power with shorter scans [69] (see Novel MS instrumentation). 
 
 
FIGURE 7 | Mass analyzers and detectors used in modern mass spectrometers. A Linear ion-trap 
quadrupole with scanning capability. B Orthogonal time-of-flight (TOF) system with a reflector. 
C Working principle of multi-channel plate (MCP) electron multiplier detector. D Schematic of an 
Orbitrap mass analyzer depicting the central and outer electrodes. (Adapted from Gross and 
Roepstorff, 2011 [56]). 
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HYBRID MASS SPECTROMETERS 
Nearly all mass spectrometers for bottom-up proteomics offer mass selection, peptide 
fragmentation, and ion detection but the different instruments are more suited for some tasks 
than others. The most featured instruments in proteomics are triple quadruple (QqQ) analyzers, 
Qq-TOFs [16], and Orbitrap instruments [67] (Fig. 8). The QqQ instruments consist of three 
quadrupoles as the name suggests; the first and last quadrupole are mass selection quadrupoles, 
and the second quadrupole functions as a CID collision cell. The first quadrupole transmits a 
defined m/z window corresponding to the peptide ion of interest, the second quadrupole is used 
to fragment the peptide, and the third again filters and scans through the detection m/z window 
before the ions hit a detector plate [70] (Fig. 8A). Qq-TOF instruments have a similar setup but the 
mass analyzer consists of an orthogonal time-of-flight unit. Because of the lower cost, QqQ and 
Qq-TOF are often used for targeted analysis (Fig. 8C) (see Experimental designs of bottom-up 
proteomics). 
Orbitrap instruments contain trap-type mass analyzers and therefore always require external 
fragmentation devices. The first generations of Orbitraps belonged to the LTQ-Orbitrap family and 
were equipped with two independent detector types – the linear ion-trap (LTQ part) and the 
Orbitrap (see Mass analyzers). The analyzers are connected by a specialized c-shaped ion trap – 
the C-trap – where ions can be trapped or re-directed (Fig. 8B). The first generation was limited to 
CID fragmentation in the LIT but later generations were equipped with HCD and optionally ETD 
fragmentation cells behind the C-trap [57, 67]. Further improvements in ion path, LIT, and the 
Orbitrap were incorporated over time into the LTQ-Orbitrap family; the last redesigned model – 
the Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid – was announced 2013 as a Q-OT-qIT instrument featuring a selection 
quadrupole, C-trap-Orbitrap D20 (denoting the inner diameter of the Orbitrap), and a dual cell 
linear ion trap analyzer [71].  
A different benchtop Orbitrap setup was introduced in 2012 and named Q Exactive (Q-OT); the 
major hardware differences were the replacement of the LIT mass analyzer by a regular selection 
quadrupole. Furthermore, ion transmission in this device appears to have improved. The novel 
hardware construction restricted the instrument to HCD fragmentation only and therefore to an 
exclusive high-high strategy where all mass measurements are performed in the Orbitrap (high 
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resolution full- and fragmentation-scans). A major operational improvement was the parallel 
filling option where ions are collected in the C-trap during the preceding scan; this option 
improves the cycle times up to two-fold because the time for trapping ions is reduced. 
Additionally an enhanced Fourier-transformation algorithm was introduced (eFT), which doubled 
the resolving-power per unit time by taking phase information into account [69]. These advances 
make the Q Exactive a very efficient yet compact and relatively economical instrument for 
discovery-based proteomics approaches [72]. 
 
 
FIGURE 8 | Components of QqQ, LTQ-Orbitrap, and Qq-TOF instruments. A Arrangement of 
quadrupoles of a QqQ instrument, with mass selection quadrupoles (Q1 and Q3), and a 
fragmentation cell (q2). B Dual analyzer arrangement of LTQ-Orbitrap hybrid instruments.               
C Working principle of Qq-TOF instruments with a mass selection (Q), a collision cell (q), and a TOF 
analyzer. 
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SCAN MODES APPLIED IN MS-BASED PROTEOMICS 
State of the art mass-spectrometers allow a variety of scan modes. Especially instruments with 
trapping capabilities have a large variety of such options. The most simple scan type is the full 
scan (survey scan, MS1, or normal mass spectrum); typically no mass selection or fragmentation is 
applied and the entire m/z range is scanned [16]. In these scans peptide isotope patterns are 
usually observed; since natural stable-isotope distributions exist for the elements found in 
peptides so called isotope patterns of all peptide are observed at sufficiently high resolutions. 
Doubly-charged peptide ions for instance generate isotope patterns with 0.5 Th (m/z = 1/2) and 
triply-charged peptides 0.33 Th (m/z = 1/3) spacing. Full-scan measurements are typically 
performed using TOF or Orbitrap analyzers because of their high resolving power [56]. 
Mass filtering without fragmentation can also be applied – so call selected ion monitoring 
(SIM) scans. SIM scans are of special interest if high intense ions in another part of the spectrum 
cause detection issues because of limited dynamic range or space charging [73]. SIM scans can be 
performed in data dependent or independent manner; in a data dependent scan the window of 
the SIM scan can even be defined in real-time according to a data independent survey scan. 
Box 2 – Definitions for mass spectrometry (McNaught & Wilkinson; Marshall, 2008 [48, 59]): 
Mass resolution and resolving power (peak width definition) for a single peak made up of singly 
charged ions at mass m in a mass spectrum is expressed as m / Δm50% where Δm50% is the width 
of the peak at 50% of the maximum peak height. 
Mass accuracy is the error of the observed mass from the calculated molecular mass. Typically 
mass spectrometers need regular calibration and mass accuracy may change due to 
temperature fluctuations. 
Dynamic range is defined by the ratio of the most intense to the lowest signal within a single 
scan. 
Signal to noise describes the ratio of the signal caused by the desired ions to chemical or 
electrical noise.  
Detection limit is the smallest amount of material still correctly detectable. 
Scan speed is the time needed to acquire a certain signal.  
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A rather untypical scan mode is all-ion fragmentation (AIF) or MSE; here all ions entering the 
mass spectrometer are fragmented and measured at high resolution. In this and related scan 
modes, the fragments are related to the precursors via their elution similarity on the 
chromatographic time axis.  
One problem of fragmentation of complex mixtures is the different fragmentation behavior of 
diverse peptide species. Typically the collision energy is chosen according to the mass and charge 
(m/z and z) of the precursor ion; since this is not possible in AIF stepped-collision energies can be 
used instead. Batches of ions are fragmented with stepwise increasing energies; the fragment 
ions are collected and pooled and are measured together [74]. Other challenges of AIF or MSE 
experiments are the high complexity of the AIF scan, the dynamic range, and the interpretation of 
the measurements. Nevertheless, results rivaling Q Exactive measurements have recently been 
reported [75].   
Scans in which mass selection is applied before fragmentation are typically called MS/MS scans 
(tandem scan, MS2). This scan type is commonly used after peptide-fragmentation of a precursor 
identified in an MS scan (see Database search). In so-called topN methods ions are chosen for 
sequencing according to their intensity; this data-dependent measurement work by the selection 
of precursor ions according to non-fragmented survey spectra obtained in the same measurement 
[16]. Similarly single or multiple peptides can be chosen at previous measurements where the 
chromatographic retention time and exact mass of a selected subset of ions has been determined 
beforehand. Sequencing events consisting only of measuring a precursor-fragment relationship 
are then scheduled to take place in the analytical measurements; these measurements are 
termed selected reaction monitoring (SRM) or multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) when several 
transitions are monitored [70]. Data-independent scans are generally termed data-independent 
acquisitions (DIA). A variant of a mass selection and fragmentation DIA mode has recently been 
reported in which the instrument cycles through a defined number of DIA windows and the 
resulting fragmentation spectra are compared to a library of peptide fragmentation spectra 
(SWATH) [76]. 
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Higher order fragmentation scans (MSn) consist of further fragmentation of the fragments in 
MS2 and have been used in specialized applications. One of these is in the field of cross-linking. 
Here precursors are selected and fragmented with low energy, fragmentation-products are again 
selected, and fragmented with higher energies. First tests using this scan mode with readily 
cleavable cross-linkers look promising and the technique could be used beneficially in the field of 
large-scale structural proteomics [77]. 
Mass spectrometers with both mass selection and trapping capabilities also introduce 
controlled ion multiplexing as a scan option. Multiplexed SIM scans, for instance, can trap ions 
from two or more different mass windows and the collected ions can then be measured together 
in a single scan. These multiplexing options can be performed in various constellations depending 
on experimental requirements. In general the conceptual idea is to remove unwanted ions and 
thereby improve the dynamic range and intensity of the desired ions. The major drawbacks of 
multiplexing strategies are the prolonged fill times if many different precursors are targeted. This 
is because of non-parallel ion collection; the windows need to be collected sequentially and while 
one window is being collected, the ions of the other window(s) are lost. 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS OF BOTTOM-UP PROTEOMICS 
The workflow of bottom-up proteomics differs strongly across various experimental designs. 
Three approaches are mostly applied in the proteomic community namely shotgun (discovery-
based), directed, or targeted proteomic workflows and acquisition modes [70, 78]. The choice of 
the approach is often limited by the available hardware because each strategy typically works 
best on a dedicated MS setup. The major differences of the technologies are the prior knowledge 
necessary for their application; targeted workflows in particular monitor preselected peptides 
while directed and discovery-based proteomics work in a more unbiased fashion.   
In contrast to the other concepts, targeted proteomics experiments are entirely hypothesis 
driven; conceptually similar to western-blots, one chooses to monitor only the targeted proteins. 
But in contrast to anti-body based techniques mass spectrometry directly measures the analyte of 
interest and it can therefore be more specific and robust. A targeted workflow usually starts by 
synthesizing, purifying, or purchasing peptides which are expected from the proteolytic digestion 
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of the target proteins of interest and which are unique in their sequence and transitions 
(‘proteotypic peptides’) [79]. These synthesized peptides are then measured by LC-MS to 
determine their retention time, m/z-value, and fragmentation spectra (transition coordinates). 
Alternatively peptide libraries can be used to obtain these values. The actual targeted 
measurement consists of monitoring the SRM or MRM transitions during the appropriate part of 
the LC gradient (see Scan-modes applied in MS-based proteomics). The much more complex 
mixtures of biological samples are subjected to the same chromatographic gradient which was 
used to determine the transition coordinates; the coordinates are then used to mass select and 
monitor the peptide fragments during their elution. For this purpose precise mass selection would 
be beneficial at the MS and MS/MS levels but QqQ instruments with relatively modest resolution 
are usually used for this purpose instead (see Mass spectrometers for proteomics) [80].  
In contrast to the classical targeted acquisition as described above, the SWATH strategy 
mentioned above only uses a targeted data analysis. The acquisition of SWATH is independent of 
prior knowledge while the interpretation of the acquired spectra relies on prior knowledge. After 
the acquisition the spectra fitting the transition coordinates of desired peptides are searched for 
the fragment ions from prior knowledge. Because a large number of scans have to be performed 
in very short time state of the art Qq-TOF instruments must be used [76]. 
Discovery-based proteomics strategies can be performed without any prior knowledge and are 
therefore, as the name suggests, primarily used to discover proteins of interest in a biological 
system. Classically shotgun LC-MS/MS strategies employ topN measurements (see Scan modes 
applied in MS-based proteomics). Because the scans are performed without prior knowledge and 
because peptide mixtures are typically very complex, pre-fractionation, long measurements, high 
performance chromatography, and fast scan speeds have been necessary to obtain 
measurements of low abundant proteins. Because the proteomic coverage of complex samples is 
strongly hardware dependent, high performance instrumentation is highly beneficial for 
discovery-based approaches. Increasingly faster and more sensitive LC-MS based systems have 
been developed over the last years, in particular based on the Orbitrap analyzer, which have 
enabled a more complete coverage in discovery based proteomic measurements [81]. 
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PEPTIDE SEQUENCING AND IDENTIFICATION 
The database search is currently an essential data analysis step as it allows the identification of 
the peptide species. As described before, peptides are typically mass selected and fragmented in 
MS2 scans. The fragment ions are measured and depending on the fragmentation technique 
mostly y-ions or a mixture of b- and y-ions (or c- and z-ions in case of ETD) are observed. In an 
ideal scenario every fragment ion of a peptide species would be observed; with the mass 
differences of the fragment ions corresponding to the mass of each amino-acid lost (Fig. 6C).  
Such a perfect coverage could therefore be used to de-novo sequence peptides.  
In a real life situation the fragmentation spectra are not perfect; in a typical fragmentation 
scan peptides are not completely fragmented, many b-ions are lost, internal and side-chains 
fragments are produced, and co-isolated peptides are co-fragmented making MS2 spectra difficult 
to interpret. For these reasons database searches are performed to assign fragment ions to 
expected sequences. The databases are typically based on deducing possible peptides from 
protein-coding gene sequences.  
Because of ongoing research, sequence databases and their annotations are regularly revised 
and change over time which can make comparisons to older publications tedious. A major leap for 
the community was the establishment of UniProt providing unified and well documented 
databases and annotations for proteomic searches (www.uniprot.org). Typically provided protein 
sequences are in silico digested during a search to generate a set of possible peptide sequences, 
these sequences are then assigned to spectra. A pre-selection of possible sequences is performed 
according to the measured mass of the precursor selected for fragmentation [82-84]. 
The complexity and quality differ widely between different MS2 spectra even in the same 
workflow. This requires a quality and statistical control for the search. In the first step of statistical 
evaluation MS2 spectra matches are ranked according to their quality and confidence of 
assignment. This is done by observing the peptide coverage according to mass difference of 
fragment ions, the correlation of theoretical and experimental spectra, or by the probability that 
observed peaks could have occurred by chance [85, 86]. The MaxQuant environment for instance 
calculates a posterior error probability (PEP) for each peptide based on its identification score and 
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length. The length dependent PEP calculation is performed because longer peptides are less likely 
to occur and may therefore be correct even though their assignment score might be lower. The 
same algorithms can be applied to assign localization probabilities for post-translational 
modifications. Classically a simple score cut-off was chosen to guarantee a certain quality but such 
approaches are statistically insufficient and have been replaced by more sophisticated 
approaches.  
The simplest and most often applied statistical cut-off method is the target-decoy search 
strategy [87, 88]. For the decoy search a second database of typically reversed peptide sequences 
is added to the regular search; the decoy search-space is equivalent to the one of the forward 
database and is assumed to be equally likely to be assigned to a spectrum as an incorrect hit. The 
knowledge of the reverse hits therefore gives an estimation of false positive assignments. The 
score in conjunction with the false positive reverse hits can be used to make a false-discovery rate 
(FDR) cut-off at the peptide level. In a typical experiment a 1% peptide FDR is applied to warrant 
statistically relevant spectrum assignments meaning that a cut-off is chosen where 1% of the 
identifications belong to the decoy database [89].  
Apart from simple reverse databases, alternatives have been developed. One important aspect 
is that most peptides have specific amino-acids in the N- or C-terminal position originating from 
sequence specific enzymatic digestion. These amino-acids are therefore specially treated in the 
decoy database to avoid peptides with precisely the same mass as peptides in the forward 
database, which would bias the likelihood of peptide assignment [85].  
The third step is a protein-based FDR cut-off. For this purpose peptide hits are assembled into 
single protein or protein group identifications. If a protein cannot be distinguished from other 
proteins because the assigned peptides do not contain a unique sequence, they are combined 
into a protein group. Even though only 1% of all peptide identifications might be false the number 
of falsely assigned protein groups would be larger if no additional filters were applied. False 
positive peptides are more likely to result in single protein assignments. A simple assignment to 
reverse protein groups is not possible and complex calculations are therefore necessary to 
maintain statistical quality. In the case of the Andromeda search engine the posterior error 
probability of each protein or protein group is calculated by the multiplication of all sufficiently 
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scoring peptide PEPs. According to these error probabilities, all proteins can be arranged in a list 
and an FDR cutoff can be performed on a protein level [85, 89]. 
 
PROTEIN QUANTIFICATION 
Even though the correct identification of a protein is imperative, quantitative information 
about the identifications is equally indispensable in proteomics. Mass spectrometry, like all 
biochemical quantification technologies, is affected by the composition of the analytes.  As 
described before, bottom-up MS-based proteomic workflows involve sample preparation, a 
separation of peptide species by liquid chromatography, the ionization by ESI, and the 
measurement by mass spectrometry. These steps rely on biochemical differences of the analytes 
but they also make quantification challenging. Relative quantitative changes of single peptides are 
a difficult task but the absolute measurements of different peptide or protein species is even 
more challenging [90]. 
Every physical step of the proteomics workflow in principle contributes to quantitative 
variations. The first and most severe cause is the sample preparation; here most deviations 
originate from pipetting errors, variations in multi-stage processing, enzymatic digestion, and 
chemical modifications (see Sample preparation). The second step of the workflow is the 
reversed-phase chromatography dimension of the LC-MS setup. Their distinct affinities to the 
reversed-phase material cause peptides to separate and elute along a gradient. Even minor 
differences in conditions may affect the chromatographic peak width of a peptide and therefore 
the number of acquire spectra and the observed peptide intensities. Similarly, electrospray 
sensitivity and ionization efficiency are subject to variations and individual peptide ionization may 
depend on the changing chemical composition of the analyte. Furthermore, mass spectrometers 
and their components may have a bias of transmission according to m/z, which further 
complicates correct quantification. These problems are the reason for the existence of a whole 
research field of mass spectrometry based quantification strategies (Fig. 9). MS- based 
quantification technologies can be divided into two strategies: label-free and labeling 
technologies. These again can be distinguished as relative and absolute quantifications.   
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FIGURE 9 | Schemes of the most frequently applied quantification strategies. Metabolic labeling 
enables combination of samples at the earliest point. Samples in label-free quantification, in 
contrast, are processed separately and are combined only during bioinformatics analysis. 
(Adapted from Ong and Mann, 2005; Bantscheff et al. 2007 [90, 91]) 
 
METABOLIC STABLE ISOTOPE LABELING 
Because of the large variations in sample handling and measurement, internal reference 
technologies are typically more accurate than label-free methods. Naturally occurring stable 
isotopes have nearly identical sample handling and ionization behaviors leading to the natural 
isotope patterns described previously (see Scan modes applied in MS-based proteomics). This 
property can be used to label and distinguish samples at the MS-level. Typically, sample labeling 
strategies use a combination of stable isotope atoms of hydrogen (D or 2H), carbon (13C), oxygen 
(18O), or nitrogen (15N) which naturally occur in organic analytes. These labels can be added to the 
sample or introduced in reference analytes by various approaches and during different stages of 
the sample handling steps (Fig. 9).  
The earliest introduction of a stable isotope label is at the level of cell-growth – so called 
metabolic labeling. The most popular and cost-efficient form is stable-isotope labeling by amino-
acids in cell culture (SILAC) [92]. Typically heavy isotope-labeled amino-acids are added to the 
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growth-conditions of a cell culture to be incorporated into the entire proteome. Typically the 
amino acids that are sequence-specifically recognized during proteolytic digestion are used for 
labeling to ensure that at least one label is introduced in each peptide. In a quantification 
experiment heavy- and light- labeled samples are mixed even before sample preparation and are 
processed and measured together. The ratios between heavy- and light-labelled peptide isoforms 
reflect the quantitative differences of the peptides. This circumvents all processing artefacts and 
therefore guarantees the most accurate quantification [91, 93]. 
A variety of SILAC technologies have evolved and especially interaction and PTM studies with 
SILAC forward-/reverse-labeling have become popular. In this case an interaction sample and a 
negative control are labeled by heavy and light amino-acids, respectively, and mixed before 
sample processing and enrichments. In a second experiment the labeling order can be reverted. 
Therefore a simple plotting of the forward-/reverse-ratios allows accurate quantification, which 
distinguishes labelling effects, background-binders, and true interactors/regulators in a simple 
manner [93]. For large scale studies the so called super-SILAC strategy has become popular [94].  
In a simple SILAC experiment only two conditions are compared, making a forward-/reverse-
strategy ideal, but in the case of multiple conditions or time-courses a simpler strategy has been 
described. First a super-SILAC standard is designed that consists of a mixture of heavy-labeled 
reference proteins. The same super-SILAC standard is added to each of the experimental 
conditions or patient samples before sample preparation. The ratio-of-ratios in turn yield accurate 
quantitative information across the conditions. A further strategy is time-dependent labeling 
(pulsed-SILAC) that can be used to observe production and degradation of protein products [95]. 
Even though the benefits of SILAC outweigh its limitations in many cases a few caveats remain. 
One issue with SILAC, at least with current generation instruments, is the loss of dynamic range 
due to doubling of sample complexity compared to equivalent unlabeled samples. This is typically 
the reason why SILAC experiments result in fewer peptide and protein identifications. Another 
restriction is the need to grow cells under labeling conditions. Even though labeling of higher 
organisms has been achieved, it remains uneconomical in many cases. Additionally very large 
differences in heavy- and light-labeled samples can lead to a larger number of missing ratios. 
However, this problem has successfully been addressed by a hybrid label-free/label algorithm. 
Another limitation is restricted multiplexing of classical amino-acid labels.  
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CHEMICAL STABLE ISOTOPE LABELING 
Chemical labeling strategies have been described for the protein or the peptide level but the 
latter is much more commonly applied. The classical chemical labeling strategy was termed 
isotope-coded affinity tag (ICAT). The initial ICAT chemicals consisted of a reactive group (halo-
acetamide derivatives), an isotope-labeled linker, and an affinity tag. Only cysteine containing 
peptides were labeled by alkylation and therefore only these carried the attached affinity handle 
that was used for enrichment [96]. A more cost-efficient system is dimethyl labeling which can be 
highly accurate [97]. Typically, regular (CH2O), median- (CD2O), and heavy-labeled (13CD2O) 
formaldehyde is used to methylate primary amines of sample peptides. Lysines, especially, are 
labeled in a very fast chemical reaction. Labeled peptides are then combined and measured by LC-
MS leading to peptide ratios similar to SILAC ratios. The sample complexity is also increased 
leading to less identification [98]. Minor drawbacks are slight retention-time shifts between 
deuterated and hydrogen isotope labels. These shifts can be computationally compensated to 
some degree. 
The most elegant but also expensive chemical labeling is isobaric labeling. Especially two 
systems became popular for bottom-up proteomics: tandem mass tag (TMT) and isobaric tag for 
relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ) [99-102]. Isobaric labels consist of a reactive group 
(typically labeling primary- and secondary amines) and two isotope-labeled regions connected by 
a CID-cleavable linker. One region acts as reporter region while the other is used to 
counterbalance the mass so that various reporter/balance combinations lead to the same mass 
for the labeled precursor. Upon fragmentation, the linker region breaks and only the differently 
heavy reporter-region is seen in the low mass part of the spectrum. This tandem mass spectrum-
based quantification in principle enables accurate quantification ratios in single scans; several 
fragment ions can carry a reporter region and therefore several ratios can be measured in a 
multiplexed way. Apart from their high costs, a major drawback of the reporter ion based 
strategies is ‘ratio compression’ due to the fact that co-eluting labeled peptides with similar mass 
are co-fragmented and contribute to the observed ratios. 
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LABEL-FREE QUANTIFICATION 
While label-free quantification is in principle the most straightforward approach, isotope-
labeling technologies are normally more accurate since they use internal standards to circumvent 
variations during sample processing. State of the art label-free approaches combined with high 
resolution measurements can correct for many of the sample processing-dependent differences 
with bioinformatic algorithms. Nevertheless, higher reproducibility of sample handling would be a 
major step towards accurate label-free quantification.  
A very simple label-free quantification approach is the counting of MS2 spectra acquired  
for each protein. This spectral counting approach only provides a very indirect measure  
and strongly depends on the acquisition modes applied. A more direct approach is the use of raw 
signal intensities observed of each peptide belonging to the protein to be quantified.  
The area under the curve for MS spectra and along the elution profile can be integrated yielding 
more accurate mass and intensity read-outs, these calculated values can then be compared  
to the signal intensities of other measurements of the same peptide [103, 104]. The ion intensity-
based approach gains from high mass resolution and from high density of MS scans because  
the profiles of the eluting peptides are then captured more accurately [105, 106].  
High mass resolution is also necessary to successfully distinguish the extracted ion currents (XICs) 
of peptides, a prerequisite for accurate quantification. Innovative and complex algorithms have 
been developed to achieve higher accuracy in label-free quantifications. Most of these algorithms 
normalize the total intensities to achieve better comparisons between samples and runs. 
ABSOLUTE QUANTIFICATION STRATEGIES 
Absolute quantification of proteins is the most difficult but often also most desirable level of 
quantification. All approaches to determine absolute protein abundance are based on labeling or 
label-free quantification technologies. In case of spike-in methods using labeled standards, 
quantification proceeds as it does in relative quantification (ratios to the standard are 
determined). Therefore, the accuracy of the absolute determination is directly related to the 
underlying relative quantification. The earliest introduction of an absolute quantified standard is 
at the level of proteins. This is the case in a highly accurate approach that is based on protein 
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epitope signature tag (PrEST) proteins. This SILAC-PrEST strategy makes use of a pre-existing 
expression library created for the immunization and generation of anti-bodies against the entire 
human proteome. These PrEST constructs contain of an affinity and solubility tag, which are used 
for purification, absolute quantification of the construct, respectively. Furthermore there is a 100 
to 150 aa region that is sequence identical to a part of the target protein but with no homology to 
any other protein region and this region allows the absolute quantification of the endogenous 
target protein [107]. Other label-based strategies make use of artificial constructs such as 
QCAT/QconCAT (quantitative concatenated protein) [108, 109] or AQUA (absolute quantification 
peptides) in which labeled, synthetic peptides constitute the standard [110]. 
Label-free approaches to estimate protein copy numbers mostly rely on normalization 
algorithms that correlate a mass spectrometry quantity to the amount of the protein. A first 
attempt to normalize protein abundance was the protein abundance index (PAI) [111]. The PAI is 
calculated by dividing the number of observed peptides per protein by the number of 
theoretically observable peptides. This approach was refined into the exponentially modified PAI 
(emPAI) derived by calculating 10PAI-1, which correlates roughly with absolute protein amount 
[112]. A more complex algorithm normalizes the average MS signal of the top three intense 
peptides of a protein by a signal response factor (Top3 method) [113]. Another variation to these 
themes was introduced in 2011. It consists of dividing the sum of intensities of observed peptides 
of a protein by the number of theoretically observable peptides (intensity based absolute 
quantification, iBAQ) resulting in a proxy of protein abundance [114]. A straightforward 
estimation for protein copy number estimations was introduced by Wisniewski et al and termed 
total protein approach (TPA) [115]. Here the percentage of protein quantity is first calculated by 
dividing the label-free intensity of each protein by the summed intensities of all proteins. In the 
next step the absolute quantity is calculated by dividing the percent quantity by the molecular 
weight (g/Mol) of the protein, the Avogadro constant (Mol) and by the total protein content per 
cell. This approach is only applicable to deep proteomic datasets but has shown promise for the 
estimation of copy numbers in a variety of analytical situations.  
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COMPLETE PROTEOMICS 
The greatest challenge of MS-based proteomics is the quantitative and comprehensive analysis 
of the entire protein content of tissues, cells, or even entire organisms. While some groups refer 
to complete proteomes as the measurement of every protein coding gene or every isoform of 
every protein coding gene, we mean by this the measurement of at least one form of an 
expressed protein coding gene (Article 2). Typically cells and organisms express thousands of 
proteins in a given state with a very wide range of protein copy numbers; this generates 
extremely complex samples with a very large dynamic range.  
The comparatively low-complex eukaryote S. cerevisiae expresses around 4,500 different 
proteins at a given time while the human cancer cell-line HeLa appears to contain approximately 
12,000 different proteins [116]. The complexity alone makes the analytical task seem 
overwhelming, but when the dynamic range challenge is added it appears nearly impossible. 
Protein copy numbers range from approximately 10 to 1x106 and about ~10 to 5x107 in  
S. cerevisiae and HeLa, respectively (Article 3). The estimated dynamic range of the proteins of 
blood plasma is even larger and spans more than ten orders of magnitude [117]. A sample 
prepared for LC-MS analysis is more complex still since proteins are digested into multiple 
peptides; the peptides may carry various charges, be in vivo or in vitro modified, and ionize with 
different efficiencies further increasing complexity and dynamic range. These factors typically lead 
to hundreds of thousands of peptide species in a complete proteomic sample.  
The task of complete proteomic coverage necessitates the best performance of every area of 
MS-based proteomics: proper sample preparation can reduce the overall sample complexity, high 
resolution liquid chromatography can help with the complexity and dynamic range during the 
measurement, and faster, more sensitive, and accurate mass spectrometers can improve the 
identification rates and the total number of peptide identifications. Recent advances in all these 
research fields have now resulted in impressive proteomic coverage. Likewise the time required 
for a comprehensive measurement has been reduced tremendously over the last few years 
(Article 1). 
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PRE-FRACTIONATION TECHNIQUES FOR COMPLETE PROTEOMICS 
The aim of complete proteomic sample preparation is to provide peptides of all proteins for 
the LC-MS/MS analysis. The peptides should be provided without any suppression of protein 
classes or properties. For this reason classical protocols employ protein solubilization and 
membrane spanning proteins extraction by strong detergents such as SDS [30, 46, 118]. The SDS is 
removed before digestion and the resulting peptides represent a picture of the complete 
proteome. But this also leads to very complex mixtures which span a high dynamic range. To 
reach deeper proteomic coverage extensive sample fractionation techniques were employed 
before LC-MS/MS analyses which intend to reduce the complexity of the sample. 
Typically complex samples are pre-fractionated at the protein or peptide level, preferably in an 
orthogonal dimension to the final LC measurement; peptide fractionation techniques are usually 
better suited because even insoluble proteins may provide soluble peptides. For protein based 
fractionation, strong detergents are required and SDS-PAGE with in-gel digestion remains the best 
option for complete proteomics [29]. During the in-gel protocol single bands from the SDS-gel are 
cut out and proteins are extracted in a lengthy procedure. Some problems of this method are 
sample loss of proteins during the extraction which leads to uncontrolled quantification errors 
and the general workload for the procedure [119]. It can be said that SDS-gel based techniques 
can be useful for samples with few highly abundant proteins such as muscle fibers where the 
abundant protein can be removed entirely from the analysis.  
A much simpler technique is the OFFGEL fractionation where either proteins but preferably 
peptides are fractionated in an electric field on top of an immobilized pH gel [29, 120]. The 
solubilized peptides settle in the well corresponding their pI and can be readily further processed, 
either by protein digestion or peptide clean-up. The method has previously demonstrated to be 
highly efficient in terms of fractionation efficiency but large sample quantities have to be used 
due to severe losses. A single OFFGEL procedure typically takes around two days and large 
quantities of ampholytes need to be removed prior LC-MS/MS analysis which can be difficult 
depending on the nature of the sample. However, the first study to accomplish a complete 
coverage of the yeast proteome successfully applied the OFFGEL method [29]. 
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Alternatively, affinity-based chromatographic pre-fractionation techniques demonstrate a high 
potential for peptide fractionation but often reach lower fractionation efficiencies. Generally 
cation-exchange, anion-exchange, and reversed-phase fractionations are applied before the LC-
MS/MS analysis [44, 121-123]. These dimensions can be coupled directly to the LC-MS/MS or can 
be performed independently before the measurements. Methods such as the multidimensional 
protein identification technology (MudPIT) are highly efficient and nearly lossless and have 
demonstrated high throughput and very good coverage [124]. However, on-line fractionation 
approaches necessitate dedicated LC set-ups with additional high-pressure pumps and special 
buffer systems. Furthermore the applied buffers for the first dimension need to be compatible 
with the final dimension or the samples need to be desalted on-line, increasing the complexity of 
the LC systems.  
Off-line fractionation techniques are typically simpler and solid-phase extraction (SPE) based 
methods are easily applicable without dedicated machinery. Cost-efficient solutions are StageTip-
based fractionation techniques [43, 44]. StageTips are typically used for sample-cleanup and 
desalting after digestion. Wisniewski et al demonstrated very deep proteomic coverage using a 
FASP-SAX (strong anion exchange) combination [121]: lysis is performed in SDS and the samples 
prepared on a molecular-weight cut-off membrane (FASP), the resulting peptides are fractionated 
by SAX-based StageTips and the eluted peptides are desalted on C18-based StageTips. The 
procedure proved to be very cost efficient and is compatible with few micrograms starting 
material. 
NANO-UHPLC WITH SUB-2-MICRON PARTICLES FOR DEEP COVERAGE 
Sample pre-fractionation techniques can be used as a first dimension of separation but the 
final liquid chromatography step almost always has the highest resolution power and is essential 
to reach deep coverage. Liquid chromatography is performed on line with the mass spectrometry 
measurements and therefore has to be optimized in conjunction with the mass spectrometer. The 
chromatographic resolution and MS scan speed need to be matched to each other; a low 
resolution chromatography system with a very high acquisition rates typically lead to low 
coverage even though the mass spectrometer capable of better performance. It is therefore 
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necessary to couple a chromatographic system with high resolution to mass spectrometers with 
high scan speeds to reach deep proteomic coverage. 
The resolution of a chromatographic system can be described by its plate number (Box 1). The 
plate number is directly related to the length of the packed bed and the plate height which in 
turn, is directly related to the particle size of the chromatographic resin. For high resolution 
chromatography very long columns with small particle size have become more mainstream than 
they were before. These developments also result in higher backpressures and ultra-high pressure 
liquid-chromatography (UHPLC) systems have now become available [45, 125, 126]. Recent 
publications demonstrate that novel UHPLC systems together with high sequencing speeds are 
now capable of identifying the near complete yeast proteomes in single measurements without 
pre-fractionation (Article 1; Article 3) [71]. The concept of single-shot measurements is a 
tremendous advance towards higher reproducibility, better quantification, and higher 
throughput. 
STATE-OF-THE-ART MASS SPECTROMETERS 
The sequencing of thousands of peptide species in a short time necessitates high acquisition 
rates yielding high quality spectra. The introduction of the bench-top Q Exactive instruments was 
a hallmark for very high acquisition rates and the most recent Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid further 
increased the scan rates. Higher scan rates typically necessitate higher sensitivity or need to come 
with better identification rates. This became very obvious with the high-high strategy employed 
on the new Orbitrap instruments; even though fewer scans can be performed per time on the 
Orbitrap in contrast to a LIT analyzer, the overall identification rates are much higher leading to 
larger numbers of peptide identification per time [57]. High resolution scans with efficient 
fragmentation can lead to high identification rates but sufficient ion quantities need to be 
available if higher scan rates are intended. 
The sensitivity of the detector is as important as the sensitivity of the overall ion path; with the 
simplified and shorted ion path of the Q Exactive instruments a higher sensitivity was achieved 
but the time necessary to collect sufficient numbers remains a limiting factor [127]. Recently a 
new member of the Q Exactive family – the Q Exactive Plus – was announced featuring an 
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upgraded bent flatapole and a better selection quadrupole compared to the predecessor 
(http://planetorbitrap.com/q-exactive-plus). These improvements will improve the general 
throughput and quality of MS2 spectra. 
Contributing to the overall sensitivity is the efficiency of the electrospray ionization. A recent 
publication from the Kuster laboratory demonstrated improved ESI sensitivity when 
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) is added to the LC buffer conditions [55]. While the exact working 
principle remains unclear it was theorized that DMSO reduces the surface tension and increases 
the Rayleigh limit of the sprayed ion droplets; this again leads to a faster and more efficient ion 
formation. 
S. CEREVISIAE PROTEOMICS 
The behavior and phenotype of eukaryotic cells is often represented by the classic model 
organism S. cerevisiae. Similar to the phenotype are proteomic measurements of S. cerevisiae a 
predictor for more complex eukaryotes; the advances in the analysis of the yeast proteomes can 
be directly applied and translated to the measurements of higher eukaryotes. Like genome- and 
transcriptome-wide sequencing approaches, recent yeast proteome measurements are a great 
resource for the community of basic biological research. Because proteomics is the observation of 
actual protein products, actual expression of proteins and their function can be studied. Amongst 
the many identifications of characterized proteins are large numbers of uncharacterized proteins. 
These may offer new opportunities to explore protein functions and may still hold a vast amount 
of unknown cellular mechanisms. 
One rather special protein group of the S. cerevisiae UniProt database are proteins annotated 
to be “dubious”; these proteins are uncertain to be expressed. Even though the exact number 
varies over time approximately 10% of the S. cerevisiae databases (657 of 6,630 entries of release 
12.2013) are dubious coding sequences (CDS).  This number gives an additional estimation of the 
actual protein FDR within a measured dataset [29]. Measurements of 4,000 protein identifications 
with 1% FDR cutoff should therefore contain no more than 4 protein entries annotated as dubious 
CDS. While these values cannot be used to absolutely quantify the FDR, they give a hint of the 
quality of acquired data. Especially early complete proteomic studies based on tagging 
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approaches demonstrated high rates of false positives in contrast to LC-MS/MS based 
measurements (TAP-tagging: 26 of 4,251; GFP-tagging: 23 of 4,154; LC-MS/MS: 3 of 4,399 protein 
identifications) [13, 29]. 
According to LC-MS/MS based strategies, targeted as well as discovery-based methods have 
been applied to demonstrate the applicable proteomic coverage. For targeted proteomics the 
Aebersold group synthesized 28,000 peptides for a database representing the entire yeast 
proteome and observed 97% of these synthetic peptides. In the measurements of the biological 
samples only 2,509 proteins could be observed [128]. In contrast to the targeted approaches 
similar efforts were performed by the Mann lab and with elaborate fractionation techniques and 
many measurements 4,399 protein groups could be observed in discovery-based experiments 
[29]. Even deeper coverage of wild-type yeast was achieved with a similar effort and employing a 
large variety of proteases by the Heck group reporting 4,401 protein identifications [123]. These 
approaches were highly time consuming and not feasible in routine application. Hence there was 
a high interest and effort to simplify the technology to achieve similar proteomic depth with less 
effort.  
Thakur et al demonstrated the feasibility to achieve deep proteomic coverage in single-shot 
measurements of 8-h reaching 2,990 proteins [46]. With a new generation of LC systems, novel 
high-resolution bench-top mass spectrometers with very high sequencing speeds we could 
achieve the remarkable depth of more than 4,000 protein groups in single 4-h measurements 
reaching nearly the complete yeast proteome (approximately 90% of the expected expressed 
yeast proteome) (Article 1). A further beneficial alteration to achieve such a proteomic depth was 
the use of the endopeptidase Lys-C instead of trypsin, reducing the complexity and thereby 
facilitating proteomic coverage. Recently a near complete proteomic coverage of median 3,977 
protein identifications was reported applying 70 min measurements on the novel Orbitrap Fusion 
Tribrid instrument (total 4,395 protein identifications; 16 dubious identifications) [71]. These new 
technological breakthroughs make proteomics a competitive technology for well-established 
genomics and transcriptomics systems in terms of coverage. Quantification of proteins is a further 
aspect of technological advances. 
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PROLOGUE: 
Complete proteomic measurement of eukaryotic systems is a highly challenging task. The 
complexity and dynamic range of the proteome span many orders of magnitude. This is especially 
pronounced when analyzing peptides resulting from proteolytic digestion of complex protein 
samples. Initial attempts to observe peptide species of every expressed protein have relied on 
extensive pre-fractionation technologies that are supposed to reduce sample complexity during 
LC-MS measurements. A first successful complete eukaryotic proteome – of S. cerevisiae – was 
achieved in 2008 applying various fraction technologies. Work by Thakur et al. in 2011 
demonstrated that even highly complex mixtures could potentially be analyzed in single LC MS 
measurements while retaining adequate proteomic depth. Subsequently, the introduction of a 
high-performance bench top Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Q Exactive) promised even higher 
identification rates per time. 
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We reasoned that an optimized chromatographic setup would capture the potential of the 
newly introduced MS instrument, but that a better LC system was also needed. A recently 
developed nano-UHPLC system (Proxeon Easy nLC-1000), capable of delivering a pressure up to 
1000 Bar, was therefore supplied with a column setup to realize very high chromatography 
resolution along extended gradient lengths. Optimized self-packed 50cm long and 75µm I.D. 
pulled emitter tip columns with 1.8µm C18 bead material promised to be a highly efficient 
combination with the Q Exactive. Additionally we observed that in yeast higher proteomic 
coverage could be obtained when Lys-C digestion (rather than trypsin digestion) was combination 
with FASP. Integrating all these improvements into a single platform proved highly successful. The 
tip based sample preparation, the high-resolution chromatography system, and the high-
performance mass spectrometer turns out to be a very efficient combination and enabled a near 
complete coverage of the yeast proteome with 4h measurements. 
We demonstrated the power of the system using a biological perturbation of regular growth in 
yeast. For accurate quantification we employed the spike-in super-SILAC approach in the context 
of heat stress. This allowed system-wide proteome quantification, which was rigorously 
statistically evaluated for stress response related changes. Most of the significant changes were 
expected, providing a positive control, however, we also observed down-regulation of protein 
expression pathways on various regulatory levels, which provided interesting insights into yeast 
biology. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
System-wide Perturbation Analysis with Nearly
Complete Coverage of the Yeast Proteome by
Single-shot Ultra HPLC Runs on a Bench Top
Orbitrap*□S
Nagarjuna Nagaraj‡§, Nils Alexander Kulak‡§, Juergen Cox‡, Nadin Neuhauser‡,
Korbinian Mayr‡, Ole Hoerning¶, Ole Vorm¶, and Matthias Mann‡
Yeast remains an important model for systems biology
and for evaluating proteomics strategies. In-depth shot-
gun proteomics studies have reached nearly comprehen-
sive coverage, and rapid, targeted approaches have been
developed for this organism. Recently, we demonstrated
that single LC-MS/MS analysis using long columns and
gradients coupled to a linear ion trap Orbitrap instrument
had an unexpectedly large dynamic range of protein iden-
tification (Thakur, S. S., Geiger, T., Chatterjee, B., Bandilla,
P., Frohlich, F., Cox, J., and Mann, M. (2011) Deep and
highly sensitive proteome coverage by LC-MS/MS without
prefractionation. Mol. Cell Proteomics 10, 10.1074/
mcp.M110.003699). Here we couple an ultra high pressure
liquid chromatography system to a novel bench top Or-
bitrap mass spectrometer (Q Exactive) with the goal of
nearly complete, rapid, and robust analysis of the yeast
proteome. Single runs of filter-aided sample preparation
(FASP)-prepared and LysC-digested yeast cell lysates
identified an average of 3923 proteins. Combined analysis
of six single runs improved these values to more than
4000 identified proteins/run, close to the total number of
proteins expressed under standard conditions, with me-
dian sequence coverage of 23%. Because of the absence
of fractionation steps, only minuscule amounts of sample
are required. Thus the yeast model proteome can now
largely be covered within a few hours of measurement
time and at high sensitivity. Median coverage of proteins
in Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathways
with at least 10 members was 88%, and pathways not
covered were not expected to be active under the condi-
tions used. To study perturbations of the yeast proteome,
we developed an external, heavy lysine-labeled SILAC
yeast standard representing different proteome states.
This spike-in standard was employed to measure the heat
shock response of the yeast proteome. Bioinformatic
analysis of the heat shock response revealed that trans-
lation-related functions were down-regulated promi-
nently, including nucleolar processes. Conversely, stress-
related pathways were up-regulated. The proteomic
technology described here is straightforward, rapid, and
robust, potentially enabling widespread use in the yeast
and other biological research communities. Molecular
& Cellular Proteomics 11: 10.1074/mcp.M111.013722, 1–
11, 2012.
Yeast is one of the most well established model systems in
molecular biology. It is used to study a large range of con-
served cellular processes, including the cell cycle, metabo-
lism, and stress responses. Yeast was the first organism
whose genome was sequenced completely (1), and many
other systems-wide biology screens were first carried out in
the yeast model (2–6). Large scale proteomics has also been
pioneered in yeast, identifying first hundreds and then thou-
sands of proteins (7–13). Using three different analytical strat-
egies, including one with subcellular fractionation and two
involving peptide separation into 24 fractions, our group has
reported a substantially complete proteome of yeast as
judged against genome-wide tagging experiments (14). How-
ever, the expertise and analysis times associated with in-
depth proteome measurements have so far precluded the
widespread adoption of in-depth proteomics in the yeast
research community. Targeted proteomics, in the form of
multiple reaction monitoring, offers a possible solution to this
problem and has recently been used to detect proteins
throughout the dynamic range of the yeast proteome, as well
as to quantify changes in key proteins after metabolic shift
(15). However, targeted proteomics aims at the characteriza-
tion of relatively few key proteins across many conditions, and
it is therefore less well suited to the discovery of biological
responses on a global scale.
Both the multiple reaction monitoring experiments and anal-
yses of the total features detectable in the MS retention time
contour plots suggest that a very large number of peptides are
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present in LC-MS runs of total proteome digests (16, 17). We
recently investigated the dynamic range of single LC-MS/MS
runs and found that even very low-abundance proteins could be
detected in this mode (18). Furthermore, direct analysis without
prefractionation implies high sensitivity because only a few mi-
crograms of peptides are required to load the column to capac-
ity. However, our previous study was performed with a dedi-
cated chromatographic setup and would not be straightforward
to adopt for nonspecialized groups.
A novel mass spectrometer, the Q Exactive, couples a mass
selective quadrupole to the Orbitrap analyzer (19). In this
bench top instrument, precursor ions are selected by the
quadrupole, fragmented by higher energy collisional dissoci-
ation (20), and measured at high resolution and mass accu-
racy in the Orbitrap analyzer. Cycle times for a top10 method
(survey scan followed by up to 10 MS/MS scans) are 1 s,
more than twice as fast as with previous instruments of the
Orbitrap family. Thus the Q Exactive offers the potential to
analyze many more peptides in a given time, with very high
MS/MS data quality. We wanted to combine these benefits
with ultra HPLC (UHPLC),1 which was not available to us in
the previous single-run analyses. Taking advantage of a newly
developed compact UHPLC system termed the EASY-nLC
1000, we achieved higher chromatographic performance with
relatively long columns and small particle diameters. Here, we
describe this simple but powerful bench top platform and
evaluate its capability to characterize the yeast proteome in
high throughput but also in-depth fashion.
To quantify proteome states in yeast, SILAC labeling can be
employed in the standard format, which requires labeling both
the control and the experimental conditions (21). To enable
even more streamlined systems analysis of perturbations of
the yeast proteome, we further wanted to decouple the SILAC
metabolic labeling step from the actual experiments by using
a “spike-in” SILAC strategy (22). Here we developed such a
standard, taking into account several proteome states of
yeast. We then used this standard to quantify yeast proteome
changes upon heat shock, an important perturbation fre-
quently encountered with temperature-sensitive mutant
strains and synchronization experiments (23, 24).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Yeast Culture and Lysis—The yeast strain W303 MAT was grown
in YPD medium until early- to mid-log phase and was harvested by
centrifugation at 4000  g for 5 min at 4 °C. The cell pellet was
resuspended in 100 mM Tris, pH 7.6, containing 100 mM dithiothre-
itol and 5% SDS. The lysates were heated to 95 °C for 5 min
followed by sonication using a Bioruptor Sonicator (20 kHz, 320 W,
60 s cycles) for 15 min at the maximum power to achieve complete
lysis. The lysate was centrifuged at 16,000  g for 5 min to clarify
the protein extract.
Yeast Spike-in Standard—The W303 MAT strain for heavy lysine
labeling was constructed by deletion of the Lys2 gene using the
pYM-natNT2 plasmid according to Janke et al. (25). The cells
were labeled only with heavy lysine, and not heavy arginine, to reduce
sample complexity and avoid arginine to proline conversion. The
spike-in standard was used to compare expression levels across
different conditions. We cultured 250 ml to log phase (A600  0.9) in
SCD medium containing [13C6/
15N2]L-lysine. To represent further bi-
ological conditions in the spike-in mix, we also cultured cells with 2%
ethanol as the carbon source as well as at higher temperature (37 °C
for 30 min after previous culture at 24 °C). These three conditions
were mixed in equal proportions to produce the spike-in mix. This
quantity of cultured cells would be sufficient for thousands of spike-in
experiments in single-shot measurements (at a few g/analysis) and
hundreds of experiments with an up front pipette-based strong anion
exchange fractionation step (26).
Yeast Heat Shock Treatment—Yeast was cultured to mid-log
phase to obtain an A600 of 2.5 for cells at 24 °C in the YPD medium
and was subsequently shifted to 37 °C via water bath incubation to
achieve uniform and efficient heat transfer. Samples were collected at
t  0 and 30 min after incubation at 37 °C to analyze the proteome
changes upon heat shock. The samples were lysed as described
above.
Protein Digestion—Proteins were digested using the FASP method
(27). Briefly, 140 g of protein was loaded on the filter, and SDS was
completely replaced by washing two to three times with buffer con-
taining 8 M urea. The proteins were then alkylated using iodoacet-
amide, and the excess reagent was washed through the filters. The
reduced and alkylated proteins were digested using endoproteinase
LysC, which cleaves at the C terminus of lysine residues, with an
enzyme to protein ratio of 1:50. Peptides obtained by FASP were
desalted using C18 StageTips (28).
Ultra High Pressure Easy LC—The Thermo Scientific EASY-nLC
1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Odense, Denmark) is a split-free,
nano-flow LC designed to operate at ultra high pressures up to 1000
bars (15,000 p.s.i.). The system employs two direct-drive syringe
pumps to generate binary gradients with minimum stable flow down
to 50 nL/min. Flow and pressure sensors (one set for each mobile
phase) are placed immediately upstream from the high pressure
mixing Tee such that sensor output can accurately control the gradi-
ent. The LC system is preconfigured, requiring only two liquid con-
nections by which the user connects the column(s) to the eluent flow
line and a waste/venting line. This simplicity facilitates daily use, and
further ease-of use is obtained by a finger-tight fitting, named Nano-
Viper (Thermo Fisher Scientific), that ensures zero dead volume seals
up to 1200 bars. This compact LC instrument, with its maximum
pressure limit of 1000 bars, enables the use of long columns with
linear velocity of 250 nl/min in the temperature range of 35 °C, rather
than the relatively high temperatures of up to 60 °C required in our
previous setup without ultra high pressure (18).
LC-MS/MS—Peptides were loaded on a 50-cm column with
75-m inner diameter, packed in-house with 1.8-m C18 particles (Dr
Maisch GmbH, Germany). Reversed phase chromatography was per-
formed using the Thermo EASY-nLC 1000 with a binary buffer system
consisting of 0.5% acetic acid (buffer A) and 80% acetonitrile in 0.5%
acetic acid (buffer B). The peptides were separated by a linear gra-
dient of buffer B up to 40% in 240 min for a 4-h gradient run with a
flow rate of 250 nl/min in the EASY-nLC 1000 system. The column
was operated at a constant temperature of 35 °C regulated by an
in-house designed oven with a Peltier element (18). The LC was
coupled to a Q Exactive mass spectrometer (19) (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) via the nanoelectrospray source (Proxeon Biosystems, now
Thermo Fisher Scientific). The Q Exactive was operated in the data-
dependent mode with survey scans acquired at a resolution of 50,000
1 The abbreviations used are: UHPLC, ultra HPLC; SILAC, stable
isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture; FASP, filter-aided
sample preparation; GO, gene ontology.
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at m/z 400 (transient time  256 ms). Up to the top 10 most abundant
isotope patterns with charge 2 from the survey scan were selected
with an isolation window of 1.6 Thomsons and fragmented by higher
energy collisional dissociation (20) with normalized collision energies
of 25. The maximum ion injection times for the survey scan and the
MS/MS scans were 20 and 60 ms, respectively, and the ion target
value for both scan modes were set to 1E6. Repeat sequencing of
peptides was kept to a minimum by dynamic exclusion of the se-
quenced peptides for 40 s.
Data Analysis—The raw files were processed using the MaxQuant
computational proteomics platform (29) version 1.2.0.34. The frag-
mentation spectra were searched against the yeast ORF database
(release date of February 3, 2011; 6752 entries) using the Andromeda
search engine (30) with the initial precursor and fragment mass tol-
erances set to 7 and 20 ppm, respectively, and with up to two missed
cleavages. Carabamidomethlyation of cysteine was set as a fixed
modification, and oxidation of methionine and protein N-terminal
acetylation were chosen as variable modifications for database
searching. Both peptide and protein identifications were filtered at
1% false discovery rate and thus were not dependent on the peptide
score. Bioinformatics analysis was performed using the Perseus tools
available in the MaxQuant environment. All enrichment analysis and
analysis of variance tests were performed with Benjamini-Hochberg
correction at a false discovery rate of 2%. The raw data are available
from the Tranche proteome repository with the following access
code: Bz9hlKJ5EaEq/rgoVH0fHehRgTSaCcD2  879Q1JnJm3d9
sFaCpNgFnPPZT9WFu5K5mXKz8o1B9qaK7WBFxdFPu2ThkAAAA
AAAAPmA  .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Single-shot LC-MS/MS System—We aimed to devise a
shotgun proteomics workflow with the lowest possible num-
ber of processing and analysis steps and consequently high
FIG. 1. Minimalistic proteomics setup. Yeast samples were lysed and prepared by the FASP method. Peptides were purified on StageTips
and placed in an autosampler, which loads them directly on to a relatively long column (50 cm). The binary gradient system is provided by an
UHPLC system (EASY nLC 1000) system coupled to a bench top quadrupole Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Q Exactive) via a nanoelectrospray
source. The data obtained were analyzed in the MaxQuant computational proteomics platform, and bioinformatics analyses were performed
using the Perseus tool.
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robustness (Fig. 1). Yeast cells were lysed in the presence of
SDS, ensuring efficient denaturation and solubilization of all
protein classes (“Experimental Procedures”). The proteins
were reduced to peptides by LysC digestion using the FASP
method (27), and the resulting peptides were purified on
StageTips (28). These procedures only involve pipette-based
operations, and they can be performed in several hours and in
parallel for several conditions. Peptide mixtures were then
loaded onto the autosampler of the UHPLC system (EASY-
nLC 1000) and analyzed in an automated manner by LC-
MS/MS on the bench top quadrupole Orbitrap mass spec-
trometer (Q Exactive) (19). The LC setup does not use
precolumns or flow splitting, avoiding sample loss and reduc-
ing solvent consumption. The UHPLC system itself is de-
signed for compactness and simplicity (“Experimental
Procedures”).
To facilitate deep sampling of the proteome, we employed
relatively long columns and small particle sizes (50 cm, 1.8
m). This was readily accommodated by the UHPLC pump,
which produced a stable flow of 250 nL/min at 500 bars.
Another advantage of the UHPLC system is its ability to load
samples at a higher flow rate and to equilibrate columns more
FIG. 2. In-depth coverage of the yeast proteome. A, number of peptides identified in individual runs with and without matching between
the runs. Peptides identified by matching are indicated in green. B, proteins identified in individual runs with the gain from matching between
the runs indicated in green. Proteins identified with single peptide hits are shown in red. C, the median sequence coverage of individual runs
after matching was 17%. The median sequence coverage from the combined run for 4099 proteins was 22.9% as shown. D, the conjoint
circles represent the frequency of identification of proteins in the six runs. Proteins identified in all six runs were designated as core proteome
in the innermost circle.
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quickly, leading to a shortening of overhead times. We found
the combination of a 50-cm column and 4-h gradients to be a
good combination for standard use.
Depth of Analysis of the Yeast Proteome—Having estab-
lished the single-shot workflow, we next measured six yeast
cell lysates, which simulates an experiment with triplicate
control and triplicate perturbation. Approximately 4 g of
peptide material was loaded onto the 50-cm column and
separated with the 4-h gradients. Joint analysis of the six
LC-MS/MS files in MaxQuant resulted in an average of
26,173  286 peptide identifications with unique amino acid
sequence for the single runs. Transferring identifications
between the runs based on their mass precision and reten-
tion time (“match between runs” feature in MaxQuant) led to
33,122  405 sequence-unique peptide identifications per
single run (Fig. 2A). Together, 41,035 peptides were identified
from this experiment, which took 24 h of total measurement
time. Even though LysC peptides are on average larger than
tryptic peptides and therefore more difficult to identify, the
identification rates for runs were above 51%. This is presumably
due to the high mass accuracy enabled by the high resolution
higher energy collisional dissociation spectra.
When matching between the runs, 4084  8 proteins were
identified per run. In the combined data set, 4206 proteins
were identified (not counting contaminants such as keratins),
and only 180 of these had a single peptide (Fig. 2B and
supplemental Tables I and II and other supplemental materi-
als containing the spectra of all the proteins identified with
single peptides). We repeated the database search with an
arbitrary Andromeda peptide score threshold of 60, which is
high for a database with the size of the yeast proteome, and
still identified 4137 proteins. This further demonstrates that
our data do not rely on low scoring peptides. Our previous
study using 8-h gradients, a custom LC setup, and the pre-
vious generation Orbitrap instrument identified just under
3000 proteins in a triplicate experiment (18). Here we achieved
dramatically increased performance—close to the complete
expressed proteome (see below)—with a very streamlined
and minimalistic proteomic system.
Median sequence coverage of identified proteins was
23.4% with a median of seven peptide sequences (Fig. 2C).
Many more peptides can be detected in LC MS plots than are
sequenced and identified by tandem mass spectrometry. In
our data set, the median intensity of the fragmented isotope
patterns was 10-fold higher than that of the nonfragmented
isotope patterns (supplemental Fig. 1). This suggests that
many more yeast peptides are present in the single-runs than
are fragmented and identified, although they may not be
accessible to data-driven LC-MS/MS (19).
A key challenge in shotgun proteomics is the “missing
value” problem, which refers to the absence of data on par-
ticular proteins or peptides in some of the measurements of a
series and which is caused by the semi-random nature of
peak selection for fragmentation. Remarkably, when compar-
ing identifications in different subsets of the single-shot anal-
yses, we found that a full 3887 of the 4206 proteins (92%)
were identified in all six runs (termed core in Fig. 2D), and 96%
were identified in at least five of the six data sets. This indi-
cates that for the vast majority of the proteins, there is no or
very little “missing value problem.” At the peptide level, nat-
urally, overlap is not as high, but 75% of the peptides are still
identified in at least five of the six runs (sup-
plemental Fig. 2). High reproducibility between the single runs
is presumably a consequence of the very high sequencing
speed of the Q Exactive, combined with the efficient matching
of peptides between runs by MaxQuant.
To assess the completeness of our data set, we compared
it against our previous in-depth study (14). Despite differences
in the yeast background (W303 versus S288C), somewhat
different conditions and slight reannotation of the yeast ge-
nome in the past 4 years, 95% of the 4206 genes found here
were contained in our previous data set. Of the 217 proteins
not reported there, 133 were identified in six of six runs (core
in Fig. 2D). Yeast has 809 ORFs that are classified as “dubi-
ous” by the Saccharomyces Genome Database, and these
ORFs are thought not to encode a corresponding protein
(Table I). As described before (14), this set of genes provides
a useful independent test of false positive identification rates.
TABLE I
Coverage of Saccharomyces Genome Database annotations and GO biological process terms that are de-enriched
Yeast ORFs Proteins identified Proteins identified  core proteome
Total 6717 4206 (63%) 3887 (58%)
Saccharomyces Genome Database
Verified 4941 3856 (87%) 3587 (73%)
Uncharacterized 857 335 (39%) 287 (33%)
Dubious 809 2 (0%) 2 (0%)
Transposable Elements 89 17 (19%) 13 (15%)
Pseudogenes 21 1 (5%) 1 (5%)
Silenced 4 1 (25%) 1 (5%)
GO biological process
Maltose metabolic process 11 1 (9%) 0 (0%)
Synapsis 10 2 (18%) 2 (18%)
Multidrug transport 11 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
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The combined single-shot data set only identified two dubi-
ous ORFs (“majority” protein column in supplemental Table II),
whereas on the basis of a 1% false positive rate, we would
have expected five false positives hits in this subset (1% of
809 dubious ORFs given our coverage of the 6717 yeast
ORFs; Table I). Furthermore, one of the two dubious ORF hits
was also found in our previous study because one of only four
hits in this subset (YBR126W-A), which suggests that it may
not in fact be a false positive. These data provide independent
evidence that our false positive rate is below 1%.
Pathway Analysis of the Detected Proteome—Table I indi-
cates that the six single-shot runs together identified 78% of
the ORFs verified as genuine gene products by the Saccha-
romyces Genome Database; therefore at least this number is
expressed as proteins in laboratory yeast. Many pathways
and functions are not needed under laboratory conditions,
and the corresponding proteins may not be expressed. At
88%, coverage of the proteins in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes database was very high in the single
shot yeast proteome, as was the coverage of the three gene
ontology (GO) categories (GOCC, 85%; GOMF, 82%; and
GOBP, 85% CC-cell component, MF-molecular function, BP-
biological process). (Because some pathways consist of only
a few proteins, we restricted the analysis to pathways with 10
proteins or more; coverage would be even higher without this
filter.) Interestingly, the pathways with most missing proteins
belong to sugar metabolism and meiosis (Table I), functions
that are not expected to be active in haploid yeast growing in
glucose media.
Dynamic Range of the Single-shot Proteome—Given the
number of identified proteins, we expected the single-shot
proteome to have a large dynamic range of protein expres-
sion. Indeed, the integrated peptide signals for all the identi-
fied proteins spanned approximately 5 orders of magnitude in
FIG. 3. Dynamic range of the identified proteome. Expression levels of identified proteins were roughly estimated using their summed
peptide intensities. The proteins were ranked into five quantiles based on their abundance. A Fisher exact test extracted enriched GO terms
in each quantile (false discovery rate  0.02 after Benjamini-Hochberg correction).
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the single-shot measurements (Fig. 3). A recent multiple re-
action monitoring study examined the detectability of 127
proteins chosen to represent the full range of the yeast protein
expression from most abundant to least abundant protein
classes (15). Our single shot proteome included 121 of these
proteins, and the six missing proteins were all in the lowest
abundance classes. All of the proteins in the category “less
than 50 copies/cell” were identified, but they may have been
misclassified (18). Together, these results indicate that our
data set covered a remarkably large dynamic range.
Bioinformatic enrichment analysis of GO terms in the most
abundant quantiles of the distribution, as expected, placed
the cell cytoskeleton and biogenesis-related functions among
the functions carried out by the most abundant proteins. Cell
cycle-related functions are diluted down in nonsynchronized
cells and accordingly were enriched in the lowest quantile.
Performance of a Spike-in SILAC Standard—Although
SILAC has become a standard and highly accurate quantifi-
cation method in many systems, the requirement for meta-
bolic labeling prevents some researchers from adopting this
technology. Furthermore, in some systems the requirement
for media free of external amino acids may impose restrictions
on the intended experiments. These issues are addressed by
a spike-in SILAC approach (22). In that strategy, a standard
FIG. 4. Quantification of the yeast proteome using spike-in SILAC labeling. From four single-shot runs, more than 3200 proteins were
quantified with respect to the spike-in SILAC mix. A, box plot of the number of ratio counts contributing to quantification of each protein.
B and C, distribution of protein ratios to the spike-in SILAC standard. D, the reproducibility of spike-in SILAC quantification of the biological
replicates as illustrated by the protein ratio correlations as shown here.
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representing the proteome of interest is heavy lysine-labeled
and serves as a reference across diverse experiments. Bio-
logical experiments can be performed as usual, and the
spike-in standard is mixed in before sample preparation.
To enable a spike-in strategy for yeast, we SILAC-labeled
the W303 MAT strain in which the Lys2 gene was knocked
out by homologous recombination. A relatively small amount
of standard is sufficient for a large number of experiments
(“Experimental Procedures”). It is advantageous to choose
the standard so that it represents diverse conditions. There-
fore we also cultured yeast under a different growth condition
(2% ethanol) and a temperature stress condition. The spike-in
mix was prepared by combining all three conditions in equal
amounts. To test quantification with the spike-in SILAC stan-
dard in single-run conditions, we mixed it into yeast growing
under normal laboratory conditions in rich media. Quadrupli-
cate single-run analyses together identified 3794 yeast pro-
teins (supplemental Table III). This number is somewhat lower
than in the above “label-free” experiments because SILAC
doubles the complexity of the peptide mixtures and because
the number of runs was lower. Of these proteins, 3656 and
3553 were quantified with two and three “ratio counts,” re-
spectively, which designates valid SILAC quantification ratios
in the MaxQuant analysis. The median number of ratio counts/
protein was 16 (Fig. 4A). Despite using a spike-in SILAC
standard including several conditions, the distribution of the
ratios in these single-run experiments was very narrow, with
89% of the protein ratios within a 2-fold change (Fig. 4, B and
C). Furthermore, correlation analysis between all of the indi-
vidual replicates resulted in R values of at least 0.83 (Fig. 4D).
Remarkably, inclusion of the ethanol growth condition in the
mix now enabled complete identification of the glycolysis and
gluconeogenesis pathways, TCA cycle, and glyoxylate cycle
(45 of 45 proteins) as targeted in the recent multiple reaction
monitoring study (15). These results demonstrate that the
yeast spike-in SILAC adequately represents the yeast pro-
teome and that it performs well in single-run quantification
analysis.
Systems-wide Response to Heat Shock—To test the single-
run workflow in a systems biology context, we chose to
investigate the heat shock response. This is a much studied
stress response in yeast. Despite many microarray studies
(31, 32), no in-depth proteomic study of this process has been
reported. In addition, heat shock is an inevitable component
of experiments involving temperature-sensitive mutants, and
it would therefore be interesting to know how heat shock
modulates the proteome.
The heat shock experiment was performed by shifting the
yeast cultures from 24 to 37 °C, taking time points at 0 min
and after 30 min at 37 °C (Fig. 5A). The samples were com-
bined with the spike-in standard and analyzed by 4-h single
runs in quadruplicates. After MaxQuant analysis with the
“matching between run” feature, we identified 4072 proteins.
The heat shock data set had an overlap of 3708 proteins with
the core proteome depicted in Fig. 2D. We filtered for proteins
that had at least been quantified twice at both time points and
obtained 3152 yeast proteins (supplemental Table IV).
Fig. 5B shows the fold change of proteins with significant
change upon heat shock on a log2 scale. For every protein,
these fold changes were calculated as “ratios of ratios” by
dividing the ratios of the unlabeled samples to spike-in SILAC
standard (light to heavy ratio) for control (t  0) and heat
shock (t  30 min). One of the proteins with the highest fold
change (close to 4-fold induction) was HSP12 (heat shock
FIG. 5. Quantitation of heat shock response by spike in SILAC strategy. A, schematic representation of the heat shock experiment.
Samples at t  0 and 30 min after incubation at 37 °C were mixed 1:1 with spike-in SILAC standard grown at 30 °C. B, fold change represented
in log2 ratios is shown for selected proteins.
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protein 12), which is known to be highly induced by heat
shock as well as other stress factors (33). Other heat shock
proteins were also up-regulated, including SSA4, SSA2,
HSP104, HSP82, and HSP60 (Fig. 5B), and this group dis-
played the highest fold changes overall. Among the down-
regulated factors, we noticed a prominent group of proteins
involved in ribosomal biogenesis. For example, NSA2, NOG1,
RPF1, NOP4, and NOP12 were all down-regulated signifi-
cantly. The fold changes of these proteins were between 0.6
and 8.0, which was still reliably quantified by MaxQuant (see
error bars in Fig. 5B).
Next we explored the global proteomics response using the
Perseus bioinformatics environment that is part of MaxQuant.
We performed one-way analysis of variance between the
quadruplicates at t  0 and t  30 min and Benjamini-
Hochberg correction for multiple hypothesis testing with a
cutoff false discovery rate value of 0.02. This yielded 234
proteins that were significantly changing in expression
(supplemental Table V). More than half of these proteins were
up-regulated (Fig. 6A). Enrichment analysis of either set re-
vealed the GO terms “nucleolus” and “ribosome biogenesis”
as highly significantly down-regulated (p  1016). Among the
up-regulated proteins, the GO categories “response to stress”
and “catabolic process” were most dominant. The profiles of
the proteins responsible for these effects are plotted in Fig. 6
(B and C). As a control, we inspected the profiles in the
category “transport,” which is not significantly changing upon
heat shock. These profiles do not display a coherent trend
upon heat shock.
Closer inspection of the down-regulated processes high-
lighted additional categories related to the regulation of trans-
lation. For example, proteins belonging to “tRNA metabolic
processes”, which are needed for translation initiation and
elongation, are all significantly down-regulated during heat
shock (p  105). By the same token, rRNA transcription,
maturation, and ribosome assembly would be expected to be
down-regulated, and this is indeed what our bioinformatics
analysis shows. The nucleolus itself is the site for many of
these processes and is independently known to be a key
sensor of cellular stress (34). Our analysis now pinpoints
proteins responsible for this interesting connection.
Conclusion and Outlook—Here we have devised a minimal-
istic proteomic workflow consisting only of pipette-based
preparation of digested yeast cell lysate, spike-in SILAC as
FIG. 6. Hierarchical clustering of significantly changing proteins. A, clustering of significantly up- and down-regulated proteins upon heat
shock. Significance was determined by analysis of variance with correction for multiple hypothesis testing. B and C, expression patterns for
clusters enriched for ribosome biogenesis (B) and response to stress (C) show the two major trends of protein regulation.
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the quantification technology, single UHPLC-runs on a bench
top mass spectrometer and data analysis by the freely avail-
able MaxQuant framework. Despite its simplicity, this tech-
nology reaches very large coverage of the yeast proteome
and readily allows system-wide analysis of a perturbation
such as stress response.
Attractive features of our workflow include its sensitivity and
rapid analysis times. Because there are no requirements for
labeling, experiments can be performed according to stan-
dard protocols, and standard yeast strains can be employed.
We believe that the single-shot system is indeed a valid third
approach between in-depth shotgun proteomics employing
fractionation and targeted approaches. That said, there are
many applications of proteomics where the single shot tech-
nology as described here would not be the ideal approach.
For example, very large sequence coverage of the proteome,
as needed to distinguish all isoforms, cannot be expected of
this strategy. Likewise, analysis of post-translational modifi-
cations usually requires enrichment and fractionation steps.
However, almost all the improvements made to enable nearly
complete coverage of the yeast proteome would carry over to
the analysis of fractions in a standard shotgun proteomics
approach.
Here we have applied the single-shot technology to the
yeast model system. The human proteome is much more
complex than the yeast proteome, but with further advances
in technology, it is possible that much of that proteome will
also be analyzable by single-shot approaches.
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PROLOGUE: 
Recent developments of LC-MS platforms allow increasing coverage of proteome 
measurements. The achievement of near complete proteome coverage of a eukaryotic model 
system inspired us to investigate the state of the art of comprehensive shotgun proteomics 
measurements. Focus of this perspective was the recent advances and technological 
breakthroughs that now allow deep measurements of yeast and mammalian cells. We discuss the 
necessary developments to achieve deep proteomic coverage in more routine settings with 
limited acquisition times and their potential use for system-wide studies. 
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High-resolution mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics has progressed tremendously over the years.
For model organisms like yeast, we can now quantify complete proteomes in just a few hours. Developments
discussed in this Perspective will soon enable complete proteome analysis of mammalian cells, as well, with
profound impact on biology and biomedicine.Introduction
Proteins are the biochemical actors in all cellular processes, and
diseases almost alwaysmanifest at the level of proteins. Accord-
ingly, analysis of specific proteins of interest is ubiquitous in
biological research. Usually, this relies on long-established tech-
niques such as staining of gel-separated proteins or antibody-
based methods. In an age of whole-genome analysis and
systems biology, however, it would be desirable to determine
how the entirety of all expressed proteins, the proteome,
changes in the process of interest. In effect, such a capability
could transform the traditional protein by protein approach in
biomedical research into an investigation of the entire cellular
system. The appeal of unbiased and large-scale analysis of the
total protein complement of a biological system in a given state
has in fact always been evident. Indeed, attempts to map pro-
teomes date back even further than those to map genomes
(O’Farrell, 1975). However, accurate large-scale protein charac-
terization had to await the development of analysis methods
equal in power to those that can be brought to bear on oligonu-
cleotides. For proteins, this technology is mass spectrometry
(MS), a nearly universal detection method that has no principal
limits to its specificity and sensitivity down to the level of single
molecules. Biomolecules have been made amenable to MS by
the development of the MALDI and electrospray soft ionization
methods in 1988 for which the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was
awarded in 2002. Initially, MS-based characterization of proteins
took the form of peptide mapping of isolated proteins, meaning
the mass measurement of peptides derived from enzymatic
digestion. The masses and fragmentation spectra of the
peptides were assigned to the known protein sequence. This
basic principle was then extended by searching for peptide
mass and peptide fragment information in an amino acid
sequence database, which enabled the identification of previ-
ously unknown proteins with unprecedented sensitivity (Wilm
et al., 1996). Even complex peptide mixtures generated from
unseparated protein complexes proved to be amenable to liquid
chromatography combined with online electrospray analysis by
MS and tandem MS (MS/MS) (Link et al., 1999). By the early
2000s, the basic pieces of the ‘‘shotgun proteomics’’ pipeline
were in place and a steady march toward more and morecomplex protein samples began (Aebersold and Mann, 2003).
However, until very recently, it was still thought that daunting
technological challenges would keep complete proteome anal-
ysis impractical for the foreseeable future (Malmström et al.,
2007).
In addition to complex peptide mixture analysis, MS-based
technologies have been developed for different applications.
For instance, MALDI ionization is used for ‘‘imaging’’ of the
surface molecules of tissues (Schwamborn and Caprioli, 2010),
and ‘‘top-down’’ electrospray analysis of intact proteins can
reveal important information about the combination of modifica-
tions on a mature protein or about the structure of protein
complexes (Tran et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011). Since these
methods do not aim at complete proteome characterization,
we will not discuss them here. Likewise ‘‘targeted proteomics’’
employs basically the same workflow as shotgun proteomics,
but like traditional protein chemistry methods, it aims at rapid
and simplified analysis of already known candidate proteins
(Picotti et al., 2009; Wolf-Yadlin et al., 2007).
In this Perspective, we explore the idea that MS-based
shotgun proteomics is now becoming sufficiently powerful to
tackle complete proteomes in a sensitive, accurate, and stream-
lined manner. We show that this is already the case for the yeast
proteome and highlight the evidences that suggest it will soon be
true of mammalian proteomes as well. Proteomics will ideally
complement and perhaps extend genomic methods such as
microarrays and next-generation sequencing, which are
extremely powerful but which by their nature cannot directly
interrogate the proteome.
What Is a Complete Proteome?
Sequencing of the first genomes, and especially of the human
genome, was the signature accomplishment of the new ‘‘large-
scale biology.’’ While requiring great ingenuity and large interna-
tional efforts, achievement of a complete reference genome was
relatively easy to define. This is not the case in proteomics,
because in contrast to the linear array of genomic information,
a proteome has a high dynamic range and varies with time and
space. If one takes into account posttranslational modifications
and protein isoforms, even the definition of what constitutesMolecular Cell 49, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 583
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Figure 1. Shotgun Proteomics Workflow for Complete Proteome
Measurements
The first three steps pertain to sample preparation and on-line peptide sepa-
ration. Steps 4–7 represent electrospray ionization of peptides, analysis in
the mass spectrometer (quadrupole-Orbitrap analyzer), resulting in survey
scans of the eluting peptides as well as high-resolution fragment spectra.
584 Molecular Cell 49, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
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biological system, is subject to diverse interpretations (Cox and
Mann, 2011). From an analytical perspective, a comprehensive
proteome could mean all of the proteins identifiable by a state
of art mass spectrometric methodology, but this is of course
a limited view (Beck et al., 2011a). Alternatively, a comprehensive
proteome could mean identification of one or few protein repre-
sentatives of all of the protein coding genes in an organism. The
Chromosome-Centric Human Proteome Project has broken
down this task chromosome by chromosome and assigned
them to different countries (Paik et al., 2012). A complete pro-
teome could also consist of characterization of all the possible
isoforms and modification states of all expressed proteins.
This may be impossible to achieve, regardless of advances in
technology, because a single coding region can give rise to
many chemically distinct species, and, when multiplied by
looking at all coding regions, the number of possible species is
astronomical. From a biological perspective, identification and
quantification of at least one protein from every genomic locus
that is expressed in a given biological system would already
deliver almost all of the benefits. This pragmatic definition of
a complete proteome,whichwe adopt here, also provides a clear
goalpost for technology development. Furthermore, by ensuring
at least minimal information for the lowest abundance proteins,
peptide sequence coverage of all other proteins would inevitably
be substantial—because more-abundant proteins are identified
with more of their peptides. This would provide a rich source of
information about protein isoforms and other protein variants.
Clearly, the achievement of a complete proteome defined in
this way is not the endpoint for proteomics technology. Instead,
it opens up for further developments aimed at maximizing infor-
mation about functional protein variations within and between
proteomes—somewhat akin to the way reference genomes
were followed by the current era of studying individual genome
differences.
Progress in the Proteomics Workflow
Before complete proteomes could become a realistic prospect,
a large number of discoveries and developments related to
the basic shotgun proteomics workflow had to happen first
(Figure 1). Although often overlooked, technologies aimed at
improving and simplifying the sample preparation prior to the
actual MS measurement are crucial because they determine
if the entire proteome is accessible for exploration. As a result
of progressive improvements, proteome measurements can
now be unbiased in the protein classes covered, including
low-abundance proteins such as transcription factors or
difficult-to-extract membrane proteins (Wisniewski et al.,
2009). This is in marked contrast to the early days of proteomics,
when these proteins were often missing entirely from published
data sets.
There has been a trend away from using extensive cellular
fractionation to improve the depth of proteome coverage. While
this approach is informative, especially in an organellarComputational proteomics makes up the remaining steps of the pipeline,
including bioinformatic and systems biological interpretation of the results
(shown for the MaxQuant framework).
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measurements. This is because even rigorous fractionation
only alters the relative abundance of proteins by a factor of ten
to 100, meaning that de-enriched proteins are still easily de-
tected by modern mass spectrometers. Furthermore, cellular
fractionation multiplies the number of samples to be analyzed,
increasing measurement time per proteome and inherently
limiting overall sensitivity. Instead, two other areas have turned
out to be crucial for in-depth proteome characterization: the
chromatography setup preceding online peptide analysis and
the mass spectrometers themselves. Recent workflows now
tend to push peptide separation to its limits, using high-pressure
high-performance liquid chromatography pumps, very small
bead particles as column material, and relatively long columns
and gradients (Köcher et al., 2011; Thakur et al., 2011). Together,
these factors yield high peptide-separation capacity and maxi-
mize the number of eluting peptides that the mass spectrometer
can isolate and fragment. Increasingly, the combined power of
the LC system and the mass spectrometer make it possible to
dispense with any upfront protein or peptide separation
(‘‘single-shot’’ or ‘‘single-run’’ analysis, see below), but usually
such a step is still included.
The largest hardware improvements have been in the mass
spectrometers themselves. Notably, they have become
extremely fast. In one second, they can execute the basic
measurement cycle, which involves acquiring a survey mass
spectrum then fragmenting ten of the eluting peptides (known
as the ‘‘top 10’’ method) (Andrews et al., 2011; Michalski et al.,
2011). Furthermore, they are now more sensitive and they have
a greater dynamic range. Most importantly, instruments with
low mass resolution have almost universally been replaced by
instruments with resolution in the tens of thousands (MS resolu-
tion is defined as peak width divided by mass; a dimensionless
quantity). This makes it possible to routinely achieve mass accu-
racies in the ppm or even sub-ppm range with obvious benefits
for the certainty of peptide identification (Cox and Mann, 2008).
With highmass resolution, coeluting peptides of similar mass are
readily distinguished. This is a precondition for their accurate
quantification, which is now a feature of more and more proteo-
mics projects and which has been reviewed in depth elsewhere
(Bantscheff et al., 2012; Bantscheff et al., 2007). In brief, themost
accurate methods for relative quantification of two or more
proteomes are still based on the metabolic incorporation of
heavy or light stable isotopes into the entire proteomes to be
compared, followed by combined mass spectrometric analysis.
Protein turnover can be investigated for every protein in the pro-
teome by dynamic or pulsed versions of these techniques
(Hinkson and Elias, 2011). Chemical labeling with stable isotope
reagents is also very widely employed. In principle, all proteomic
samples are amenable to chemical labeling but care must be
taken that they are processed in the same way. In ‘‘label-free
quantification,’’ the mass spectrometric signals of the peptides
are directly compared between different proteome measure-
ments, meaning that this form of quantification can be performed
on any high resolution MS data, provided that measurement
conditions remain identical between separate measurements.
Metabolic labeling can determine protein changes within a preci-
sion as high as a few percent, whereas abundance changesgenerally need to be at least 2-fold to confidently detect them
in a label-free format. Proteomics is also capable of absolute
quantification, either with the added peptide signal of a protein
(a label-free method) or with isotope-labeled standards, and
their accuracies vary accordingly.
The sophisticated algorithms needed for accurate label-free
quantification are one example of the astounding improvements
made in ‘‘computational proteomics,’’ which has become a
research field of its own in recent years. Previously, interpreta-
tion of proteomics data was at best semimanual, and data anal-
ysis times frequently stretched to several months for a single
project. In contrast, the much larger data sets generated in
current projects can be processed in a completely automated
manner and with quantitative and statistical rigor on par with
any other field of large-scale biology. Together, the above devel-
opments have laid the groundwork for the proteome analyses
described below.
The Yeast Proteome
Apart from being an experimental system of choice for studying
many basic biological functions, yeast has long been a testing
ground for large-scale biology. Budding yeast has about 6,600
open reading frames, and tagging experiments had shown that
more than 4,000 of these are expressed in normal growth condi-
tions (Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003;Huh et al., 2003). As a demon-
stration that MS-based proteomics can identify and quantify an
entire proteome, haploid and diploid yeast were grown in media
containing light or heavy SILAC-labeled amino acids, respec-
tively (de Godoy et al., 2008). Combined lysates were either sub-
jected to cellular fractionation (which proved to be comparatively
ineffective) or analyzed after one step of peptide separation
before LC MS/MS (which proved to be highly efficient). Analysis
of the results from these extensive measurements in the
MaxQuant framework (Cox and Mann, 2008) identified 4,399
yeast proteins with a confidence of 99%. In each abundance
range of the yeast proteome, essentially equal numbers of
proteins were detected by MS than had been shown to be ex-
pressed by the tagging experiments mentioned above
(Figure 2A, from de Godoy et al. [2008]). Due to SILAC quantifi-
cation, the general absence of the pheromone pathway in diploid
yeast was immediately apparent, but the data also pinpointed
members of the pathway that must have functions in diploid
yeast unrelated to mating (since they were expressed in both
cell types). Detailed analysis of transcriptome changes against
proteome changes revealed a number of processes that were
controlled mainly at the transcript or mainly at the proteome level
(Cox and Mann, 2012; de Godoy et al., 2008).
While these results demonstrated that shotgun proteomics
can indeed acquire a complete proteome, the entire project
involved measurement times of several months, clearly imprac-
tical for routine applications. Recently, the yeast proteome was
revisited with the latest technology, with the aim of radically
simplifying the workflow (Nagaraj et al., 2012). In this minimalistic
approach, sample preparation is reduced to a single step, diges-
tion of yeast cells, and there was no fractionation before mass
spectrometric analysis (Figure 2B). A benchtop quadrupole Orbi-
trap mass spectrometer was employed in which peptides are
analyzed very rapidly and fragments are always recorded withMolecular Cell 49, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 585
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Figure 2. The Complete Yeast Proteome
(A) Comparison of shotgun proteomics results against tandem affinity tagging
(TAP) or green fluorescent protein (GFP) tagging experiments. (Reprinted from
de Godoy et al. [2008].)
(B) Streamlined system for rapid analysis of nearly the entire yeast proteome.
(Adapted from Nagaraj et al. [2012], American Society for Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology.)
(C) Median fold changes for heat shock proteins (red) and nucleolar proteins
(blue). Error bars represent the SD from quantification with a yeast spike-in
SILAC standard. (Reprinted from Nagaraj et al. [2012].)
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measurements, this streamlined setup was able to identify
more than 4,000 yeast proteins, nearly the complete proteome
in this growth state. Sample requirements in single-run analysis
are inherently reduced, and the entire analysis could be per-
formed with a few micrograms of peptide material.586 Molecular Cell 49, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
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expression levels of each yeast protein changes during heat
shock. Answering such a straightforward question by standard
western blotting experiments would require a separate experi-
ment for each open reading frame. Instead, the proteome of
yeast was grown at normal temperatures and at high tempera-
tures, followed by quadruplicate MSmeasurements for accurate
statistics in little more than a day. Among the significantly
changing proteins, heat shock proteins were upregulated
(serving as positive controls), and members of the ribosomal
biosynthesis pathway were downregulated moderately but
highly reproducibly. While temperature stress is a simple pertur-
bation, the employed single-run workflow is entirely generic and
could be applied to any biological situation that ultimately
involves protein regulation. At least for the yeast proteome,
single-run analysis now provides an alternative to targeted pro-
teomics because it shares its beneficial features of rapid and
sensitivemeasurements and still retains the advantages inherent
in systems-wide approaches.
Mammalian Proteomes
Attempts to map mammalian proteomes started with 2D gel
electrophoresis decades ago (O’Farrell, 1975). Although there
sometimes were thousands of spots on these gels, recent anal-
ysis of such patterns by MS revealed that they only represented
a few hundred different protein coding regions. In contrast, MS-
based proteomics in mammalian systems started with small
protein complexes and gradually worked its way up to complex
organelles (Yates et al., 2005). Reports with more than a few
thousand proteins in mammalian systems have only appeared
in the last few years (Wisniewski et al., 2009).
Two recent papers have taken a first serious stab at character-
izing human proteomes in comprehensive depth (Beck et al.,
2011b; Nagaraj et al., 2011). Both investigated human cancer
cell lines (HeLa or U2OS), which are widespread models in cell
biology and also have the advantage of being relatively homoge-
neous and reproducible biological systems. Furthermore, both
used generally similar shotgun proteomics strategies, including
the measurement of very large numbers of fractions. These
were the first proteome measurements to identify more than
10,000 different human proteins in a single experimental system,
providing a lower limit to the complexity of mammalian cell line
proteomes. To ask how close to completion these proteomes
actually were, Beck et al. used modeling tools showing that their
mass-spectrometric measurements had gone to saturation, i.e.,
that addition of further replicates would notmaterially change the
depth of the detected proteome. Nagaraj et al. compared their
proteome with deep sequencing of the transcriptome of the
same cells. The RNA sequencing data contained 16,500 tran-
scripts from protein-coding genes. Their histogram showed
a bimodal distribution whose lower abundance part is probably
not functional (Hebenstreit et al., 2011). Commonly used filtering
criteria for RNA-seq data dropped this number to less than
12,000 genes. Comparison of the filtered transcriptome and
the proteome of HeLa cells suggested that perhaps 10,000 to
12,000 different protein coding loci are expressed in this cancer
cell line and that the measured proteome was not very far from
completion.
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the copy numbers of the measured proteins. Beck et al. used
heavy labeled peptides and extrapolation from measured
peptide intensities (Malmström et al., 2009), whereas Nagaraj
et al. verified their absolute expression estimates with the PrEST
SILAC method (Zeiler et al., 2012). MS-derived signals indicated
a dynamic range of protein expression that extends over more
than six orders of magnitude. At the same time, 90% of the
HeLa proteome is contained within a range of less than 60-fold
above and below the median expression level of 18,000 copies
per cell. Such data now allows messenger RNA (mRNA) and
protein abundance estimation not only for individual proteins
but for protein complexes, pathways, and compartments. For
instance, protein tyrosine kinases turned out to have a large
copy number range from very low expression levels up to the
top quarter of expression values. Such information has previ-
ously not been available at all on a large scale and is extremely
useful when building qualitative or quantitative models of cellular
processes or disease mechanisms.
Using a more streamlined approach, Geiger et al. extended
the HeLa proteome measurement to 11 common human cell
lines and identified more than 10,000 proteins in each (Geiger
et al., 2012). With this data, researchers working with these or
similar cell lines can now check whether their proteins of interest
are expressed and, if so, at what levels and how these levels vary
across common cell lines. Such information can reveal that
a protein is constantly expressed, i.e., part of the ‘‘household
proteome,’’ or if it is coexpressed with other proteins in specific
cell types (Schaab et al., 2012). Interestingly, this study under-
lined conclusions from the ProteinAtlas project (Uhlen et al.,
2010; Lundberg et al., 2010) that proteins tend to be expressed
ubiquitously, with the character of the tissue being shaped more
by the level of expression of the proteins rather than by their
presence and absence.
With a somewhat less extensive depth of proteome coverage,
several recent reports have investigated overall proteome
properties in specific biological contexts, for example, stem
cell proteomics. Slight but significant changes in embryonic
stem cells (ESCs) versus induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)
were found at the proteome and phosphoproteome level.
Notably, it was possible to detect the remaining imprints of the
cell line used to derive the iPSCs (Phanstiel et al., 2011). Studying
the differentiation of human stem cells, Blagoev and coworkers
found dynamic changes in much of the proteome and at least
half of more than 20,000 phosphorylation sites. These results
indicated that DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) are regulated
by phosphorylation in this process. Furthermore, the authors
observed an interesting association between DNMTs and
PAF1, providing a possible molecular link for the silencing of
OCT4 and NANOG during differentiation (Rigbolt et al., 2011).
Similarly, Heck and coworkers quantified proteome differences
between human ESCs, iPSCs, and a fibroblast cell line, reporting
more than 10,000 proteins in the combined cell types and con-
firming high similarity between ESCs and iPSCs as opposed to
the fibroblasts (Munoz et al., 2011).
The above studies were all done in cell lines, which can be
much easier to analyze than tissue samples. Accordingly, there
are only a few in-depth studies of tissue proteomes. A totalof 12,000 proteins were reported in a study of phosphorylation
sites in nine different mouse tissues (Huttlin et al., 2010). In a
very recent colon cancer study, more than 7,500 proteins were
quantified across patient matched normal mucosa, primary
carcinoma, and nodal metastases (Wisniewski et al., 2012).
Unexpectedly in light of previous microarray studies, the authors
observed a very large change in the proteomes of normal tissue
and primary carcinoma, whereas there were hardly any statisti-
cally significant changes between primary tumor and nodal
metastasis.
All the above investigations required significant resources,
which makes routine applications impractical. To determine
what part of the proteome could be obtained in a few hours
with the amounts of material comparable to standard western
blotting, the approach described above for single-run analysis
of the yeast proteome (Nagaraj et al., 2012) was extended to
analyze lysates from 11 cell lines in single 4 hr gradients
(N. Nagaraj, et al., 2012, ASMS conference). Remarkably, this
led to a detected cellular proteome of around 8,000 different
proteins in each of these systems (Figure 3A). The first 184
proteins already accounted for half the proteome mass, while
the last 5,600 added up to less than 5%. Protein dynamic range
in these single-run measurements exceeded six orders of
magnitude, and different abundance ranges were enriched for
different biological functions (Figures 3B and 3C). Thus, a very
large percentage of the mammalian proteome can be captured
in a short time.
Impact of Complete Proteome Analysis
The developments discussed above open up for a future in
which complete proteome measurements are not only possible
but also streamlined and easily applicable. This vision has
already been put into practice for yeast. It is now in principle
possible to quantify the entire yeast proteome on a benchtop
mass spectrometer, with similar sample amounts and measure-
ment times as those used for western blotting, but probing for all
expressed proteins simultaneously. Processing of the data is
completely automated and straightforward. As we have shown
here, it is only a matter of time until the same approach will
deliver essentially complete human cell line proteomes. Tissue
analysis and especially the analysis of body fluids are more chal-
lenging still and the latter may need entirely novel modes of
analysis.
Although the analysis of complete proteomes could soon be
feasible in a straightforward manner, we strongly emphasize
that the required technology is by no means widespread or
readily available. This indeed remains one of the Achilles’ heels
of modern proteomics: the capabilities of leading laboratories
have taken long to translate into general accessibility for the
entire research community. Illustrating this point is a recent study
in which only seven out of 27 laboratories correctly identify the
protein constituents of an equimolar mixture of just 20 proteins
(Bell et al., 2009). Given the impressive capabilities of modern-
day proteomics, it is crucial that more resources are invested
into making the technology available to the broad scientific
community. There are no intrinsic reasons why proteomics
should be any less affordable, sensitive, or streamlined than
current deep sequencing methods.Molecular Cell 49, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 587
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Figure 3. Single-Run Analysis of the Human Proteome
(A) Eleven different cell lines were measured by single 4 hr LC MS/MS runs.
Numbers of identified proteins are indicated with (blue) or without (green)
‘‘matching between runs’’ in the MaxQuant environment.
(B) Dynamic range of the single-run proteome spans more than six orders of
magnitude, but 90%of theMS signals of the identified proteins are within three
orders of magnitude.
(C) Binned histogram of estimated protein copy numbers. Significantly en-
riched protein categories compared to the entire proteome abundance
distribution are annotated (calculated by 1D enrichment [Cox and Mann,
2012]).
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tion in the gene expression cascade. For instance, a pioneering
study comparing the turnover of the mRNAs and proteins found
that differences in translation rates have a major impact on
protein levels relative to mRNA, explaining why mRNA and
protein levels often correlate only modestly (Schwanhäusser
et al., 2011). In the future, it will be very interesting to investigate
whether or not the astonishing complexity of the genome and
transcriptome, with its myriad forms of different RNA molecules,
is transmitted to the level of the proteome.
Comprehensive expression proteomics is powerful and multi-
dimensional. It can be used to study many aspects of protein
function and regulation, including turnover, localization, and
protein-biomolecule interactions, all with essentially the same
shotgun proteomics pipeline. Improved pipelines for deep
expression proteomics can now be used for more exhaustive
analysis of PTMs, including phosphorylation, glycosylation,
ubiquitination, SUMOylation, and many other modifications.
Illustrating how biochemical and cell biological experiments
can be reimagined with quantitative proteomics, Lamond and
coworkers performed subcellular fractionation of differently
SILAC-labeled cells into compartments. This allowed them
to take an unbiased look at how the proteins move from one
cellular compartment to another in response to perturbations.
Importantly, modern proteomics technology in principle allows
researchers to resolve protein isoforms and modification states,
opening up entirely new perspectives on cell biology (Ahmad
et al., 2012; Boisvert et al., 2012). It is also possible to learn about
changes in the interaction landscape of the cell over time. For
example, Kristensen et al. observed changes in small protein
complexes in response to signaling events by combining protein
correlation profiling with classical size exclusion chromatog-
raphy (Kristensen et al., 2012).
In conclusion, this Perspective has shown that proteomics can
be as comprehensive as other ‘‘omics’’ approaches. The ability
to characterize all expressed proteins at once could transform
any cell biological experiment into a systems biology study.
Furthermore, it is clear that deep proteome characterization
could have many applications in the clinic. Because proteins
are often closer to biological functions than either DNA or RNA,
we believe that this is an especially important area to explore,
given the potentially far-reaching benefits for understanding
disease processes, monitoring drug efficacy, and classifying
patients.
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ARTICLE 3: THE MINIMALISTIC SAMPLE PREPARATION  
 
MINIMAL, ENCAPSULATED PROTEOMIC-SAMPLE PROCESSING APPLIED TO COPY-
NUMBER ESTIMATION IN EUKARYOTIC CELLS  
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1 Department of Proteomics and Signal Transduction, Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry 
 
PROLOGUE: 
The above described development of a robust and powerful LC-MS platform was a major 
breakthrough for easy and complete measurements of proteomes. Since every component of the 
platform was developed with a view towards simplified handling, a more robust sample 
preparation procedure was the logical next step for better overall applicability. The initial aim was 
to streamline the pre-existing filter based FASP workflow and to achieve better reproducibility 
and the capability to multiplex the sample handling. We therefore started out to challenge every 
processing step in the complex sample preparation workflow. For this we used the SILAC 
technology to quantify the effect of each of the changes made to the established FASP protocol.  
The first major breakthrough was the combination of lysis, reduction, and alkylation, removing 
two independent and highly time consuming procedures. With this adaptation to the protocol, 
approximately 1 hour of lab-work is saved. The second essential and unconventional alteration to 
classical protocols was to perform the proteolytic digestion in the same buffer that was used for 
tissue- or cell-lysis. This in term reduced the processing pipeline from cell to peptides to a two 
stage protocol. Depending on the workflow applied such a change reduces the entire procedure 
by 3 hours or even an entire day. The final breakthrough was to perform the entire procedure 
within a single enclosed container. For this we built on the StageTips, which are routinely used for 
peptide clean-up. Together this resulted in a minimalistic three-step protocol without changing 
reaction vessels. 
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The new sample processing procedure entailed a wide range of positive effects. Excellent 
quantitative reproducibility and sensitivity was observed for all tested samples. The simplified 
procedure also allows multiplexed sample processing and specially designed 96-well processing 
blocks in principle allow processing of hundreds of samples in parallel. Because the sample 
preparation is performed in StageTips, fractionation techniques can be readily added. We 
therefore further developed the aspect of simple peptide fractionation and achieved excellent 
results using novel SPE fractionation technologies. We here obtained the deepest proteome 
coverage of exponentially growing S. cerevisiae and S. pombe and one of the most comprehensive 
quantitative datasets of the human cancel cell line HeLa reported so far. This is even more 
remarkable considering that it was done with only 24 hour gradient times. 
Because of the very high quantitative reproducibility and close to comprehensive proteomic 
coverage, we used the data set for protein copy number estimates. These should provide a useful 
resource for basic research using these model systems. We further observed evolutionary 
variations and similarities across the model systems that argue for very high functional 
conservation. With its excellent coverage and data quality the workflow and resulting data sets 
define a benchmark for proteomic studies. 
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mass spectrometry (ms)-based proteomics typically employs 
multistep sample-preparation workflows that are subject to 
sample contamination and loss. We report an in-stagetip 
method for performing sample processing, from cell lysis 
through elution of purified peptides, in a single, enclosed 
volume. this robust and scalable method largely eliminates 
contamination or loss. Peptides can be eluted in several 
fractions or in one step for single-run proteome analysis.  
in one day, we obtained the largest proteome coverage  
to date for budding and fission yeast, and found that protein 
copy numbers in these cells were highly correlated (R2 = 0.78).  
Applying the in-stagetip method to quadruplicate 
measurements of a human cell line, we obtained copy-number 
estimates for 9,667 human proteins and observed excellent 
quantitative reproducibility between replicates (R2 = 0.97).  
the in-stagetip method is straightforward and generally 
applicable in biological or clinical applications.
Bottom-up MS-based proteomics involves the separation of 
peptides by liquid chromatography (LC), coupled to electro-
spray ionization and peptide analysis in the mass spectrometer. 
Sample preparation in proteomics is an important part of the 
workflow because it determines the overall sensitivity, accuracy 
and robustness of the entire analysis1. It consists of a multistep 
procedure that begins with the extraction and solubilization of 
the protein material, and is followed by denaturation, reduction 
and alkylation of cysteines, and enzymatic digestion. Peptide 
mixtures that result from digestion need to be cleaned up for 
LC-MS/MS. Sample preparation can also include additional 
separation steps such as fractionation at the organelle, protein 
or peptide levels.
By combining advances in both analytical and computational 
proteomics workflows, and using extensive sample prepara-
tion and fractionation strategies, we have previously reported 
the identification and quantitation of essentially the entire 
proteome of exponentially growing yeast2. Subsequently, we 
achieved nearly equivalent proteome coverage with a single-
run shotgun proteomics approach, direct LC-MS/MS analysis 
without prefractionation3–6, using a benchtop quadrupole 
Orbitrap mass analyzer7. In this work we set out to radically 
minimal, encapsulated proteomic-sample processing 
applied to copy-number estimation in eukaryotic cells
Nils A Kulak, Garwin Pichler, Igor Paron, Nagarjuna Nagaraj & Matthias Mann
simplify proteome-sample preparation by eliminating or combin-
ing steps and performing all processing steps in a single, enclosed 
volume. We applied the method to determine copy numbers 
of the proteomes of budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), 
fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) and a human cancer 
cell line (HeLa cells).
results
development and validation of the method
Protein characterization typically involves cell lysis, clarification 
of the lysate, optional enrichment of the protein or the protein 
class of interest, protein separation on acrylamide gels followed 
by detection with antibodies or MS. Strong detergents such as SDS 
ensure protein solubilization before clarification, but they need 
to be removed for enzymatic digestion of in-gel8, in-solution9,10 
or protein reactor–based11–14 approaches. Although such 
approaches are very robust, they necessarily involve several dras-
tic milieu changes of the proteomic samples, with attendant losses, 
biases and possible introduction of contaminants. Furthermore, 
they are time-consuming and laborious.
To radically simplify the proteomic sample preparation 
workflow, we aimed to retain a filter-aided sample preparation 
(FASP)-like reactor-based method12 but to avoid the use of strong 
detergents that are incompatible with proteolytic digestion and 
LC-MS/MS analysis as such detergents necessitate the use of 
molecular weight cut-off filters. As the reactor, we used stop-and-
go extraction tips (StageTips)15, which consist of a pipette tip with 
an inserted C18 disc that is usually used for final peptide cleanup 
before LC-MS/MS. Starting from the established FASP protocol12, 
we first processed digests of light and heavy isotope–containing 
yeast and HeLa cells (encoded by stable isotope labeling by amino 
acids in cell culture (SILAC)16) with or without clarification. We 
used MaxQuant17 for quantitative analysis. Most proteins were 
equally abundant in clarified and unclarified lysate, but for yeast, 
an outlier population was enriched for Gene Ontology (GO) cat-
egories ‘intrinsic to membrane’ and ‘nucleus’ in the upper right 
quadrant (two-sided, false discovery rate–based two-dimensional 
annotation enrichment18; P = 5.6 × 10−11, P = 8.9 × 10−8, respec-
tively), indicating that clarification preferentially depleted these 
protein classes (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 1a). When we 
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quantified SDS-solubilized (FASP protocol) and urea-solubilized 
nonclarified HeLa cell lysates, we observed no differences 
(Supplementary Fig. 1b). These experiments showed that SDS 
can indeed be omitted if there was no prior clarification step, even 
for difficult-to-lyse samples such as yeast.
In standard proteomic workflows, lysis is performed before the 
reduction of disulfide bridges with dithiothreitol, which is fol-
lowed by alkylation of free cysteines. These steps cannot be com-
bined because iodoacetamide reacts with dithiothreitol. We found 
that the reducing agent tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) 
is compatible with the alkylating agent chloroacetamide, which 
allows these chemicals to be incorporated directly into the lysis 
buffer and eliminates the need to perform reduction and alkyla-
tion as separate steps. The simplified alkylation procedure was 
as efficient as the previous multistep reaction (as, for instance, 
applied in the FASP protocol12) and did not bias the results at the 
peptide or protein level (Fig. 1b).
Having combined lysis, reduction and alkylation into a single 
step, we reasoned that intact HeLa cells could be lysed in a single 
chemical reactor without interfering with downstream analysis. 
This dramatically reduced opportunities for contamination, 
sample loss and sample preparation–related modifications 
(Supplementary Fig. 1c,d).
We initially tried separating complex peptide mixtures into six 
fractions with StageTips containing strong anion exchange (SAX) 
material (referred to as ‘SAX StageTips’)15, which required desalt-
ing in C18-containing StageTips before MS analysis. We found that 
the use of strong cation exchange (SCX) resins and volatile elution 
buffers allowed us to perform the peptide separation and clean-up 
in one device; this eliminated the need to use an organic solvent 
for the activation step, which is otherwise needed to prepare the 
bead material for peptide binding (Supplementary Figs. 2–4). 
We found that six-fraction SCX outperformed six-fraction SAX 
and even a three-fraction poly(styrenedivinylbenzene) reverse 
phase sulfonate (SDB-RPS) approach resulted in higher pep-
tide numbers than the six-fraction SAX approach (Fig. 1c and 
Supplementary Fig. 5).
To test whether our in-StageTip (iST) processing method was 
compatible with fixed samples such as those encountered in 
biobanks, we fixed HeLa cells with formalin for 15 min before 
sample processing. We obtained clean peptides with comparable 
yield to that for nonfixed HeLa cells (Fig. 1d). There was little 
if any protein class–specific change in protein abundance, and 
total peptide signal after a 15-min fixation was ~63% of the signal 
without fixation and 33% of the signal after 16 h of fixation.
in-stagetip processing protocol, automation and scaling
The entire iST sample-preparation method is thus performed in 
a single device, which consists of an enclosed reaction chamber 
whose bottom part serves as a barrier during processing, and as a 
filtration and separation medium during elution (Fig. 2a,b). Cells 
or other protein material are pipetted into the reaction chamber 
from above and, depending on their nature, are disintegrated by 
boiling, sonication or bead milling in a lysis buffer that already 
incorporates the reduction and alkylation reagent. Guanidinium 
hydrochloride and sodium deoxycholate have advantages over urea 
as the lysis agent because of their temperature stability and chemi-
cal inertness19,20. Excluding digestion, the five manual steps of 
the final protocol (Online Methods and Supplementary Video 1) 
can be performed in less than 30 min. Starting materials of sub-
microgram to ~20 µg protein content can readily be processed; 
for larger amounts, we perform lysis and digestion in a separate 
tube and add the resulting peptide material to the device.
Samples can be eluted into autosampler vials of the LC-MS/MS 
system in one step for single-run proteomic analysis or in several 
elution steps if peptide fractionation is desired. We found the 
combination of our standard 4 h gradient durations with three-
fraction elution (3 × 4 h gradient duration) or six-fraction elution 
(6 × 4 h gradient duration) to be particularly efficient (data not 
shown).
We also developed a version of the protocol for use with an in-
house–made 96-well device (Fig. 2c). Performance with that pro-
tocol was indistinguishable from performance using the protocol 
for the single device (data not shown), and total processing time 
per sample became negligible. Because of the ease of handling 
these 96-well devices, we routinely use them for multiple-sample 
processing.
copy numbers in S. cerevisiae and S. pombe
Protein copy numbers are of great interest to the biological and sys-
tems biological communities, and we reasoned that a streamlined, 
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Figure  | Validation of improvements incorporated in the iST method.  
(a) SILAC-based ratios (normalized to median log ratio of zero as is 
normally done by MaxQuant) of clarified over nonclarified S. cerevisiae 
lysates before proteolytic digestion. The excluded fraction shows the 
content in a discrete manner in terms of distance from the density center  
(see color bar in d; e.g., black data points represent 5% and the 
outermost population. Outlier points in the bottom-right quadrant 
originate from proteins enriched in nonclarified lysate (supplementary 
note). (b) Comparison of stepwise over simultaneous lysis and alkylation  
using SILAC-labeled HeLa cells. Here peptide ratios are plotted unlike  
in the other panels. (c) Peptide identifications from 20 µg starting 
material fractionated by SAX, SCX and SDB-RPS StageTips. Numbers of 
unique peptides identified with each approach are shown. (d) Comparison 
of the iST method applied to formalin-fixed HeLa cells and nonfixed cells.
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minimal sample-processing method such as the iST method 
could provide unbiased values. We grew S. cerevisiae in four 
biological replicates and processed them in parallel in the 
96-well format (100-µl cultures, each at optical density at 600 nm 
(OD600) of 0.8). In four single-run analyses together we identified 
4,270 protein groups, and we detected 97% of them in at least 
three of the four replicates with high quantitative reproducibility 
(34.4% total median sequence coverage and, 46,125 total unique-
sequence peptide identifications; Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary 
Table 1). In our recent yeast proteome analysis in single-run 
mode, in which we had used the same downstream LC-MS/MS 
setup5, the mean identification in each individual run was 4,084 
protein groups (33,122 ± 405 (±s.d.) unique-sequence peptide 
identifications and 23.4% median sequence coverage), whereas 
using the iST method we identified an even greater number (4,144 
protein groups, 37,880 ± 1,771 (±s.d.) unique-sequence peptides 
and 27.2% median sequence coverage).
SCX fractionation of a yeast sample directly from the reaction 
device into six autosampler vials, followed by essentially the same 
LC-MS/MS approach as the single-run analysis, resulted in the 
identification of 4,577 protein groups, which, to our knowledge, is 
the largest expressed yeast proteome reported to date. We did not 
identify any of the 656 dubious open reading frames, which are 
thought not to represent expressed messages or proteins (Online 
Methods). Excellent correlation of label-free intensity values with 
those of a single-run analysis (R2 = 0.91) showed that iST frac-
tionation did not introduce biases, even in the very-low-intensity 
region (Fig. 3c).
The deepest previously reported proteome of exponentially 
growing S. cerevisiae had been measured using five different 
proteolytic enzymes as well as extensive, column-based SCX 
fractionation of peptides21. We identified 94.9% of the proteins 
identified in the previous study in our six-fraction data set and 
also identified an additional 400 proteins, among which intrinsic 
membrane proteins were significantly enriched (P = 9.4 × 10−6, 
one-dimensional annotation enrichment18; Fig. 4a). We next 
used the label-free MS signal for each protein as a fraction of 
the total MS signal of the proteome22 to estimate copy numbers 
for 4,570 yeast proteins (Online Methods and Supplementary 
Table 1). Copy numbers have previously been established for 21 
yeast proteins using synthetic peptide standards23, and our values 
agree well within the expected uncertainties (R2 = 0.82; Fig. 4b). 
The most abundant yeast protein we identified, at 1.6 × 106 cop-
ies per cell, was the glycolytic enzyme Tdh3p, which is encoded 
in three genomic loci. The yeast protein with the median abun-
dance value had ~800 copies per cell, and copy number values 
for 90% of the proteins were within a range of 2,000. The six 
origin-recognition complex members had a median copy number 
of ~300 ± 150 (±s.d.), a value that is interesting to compare to the 
estimated 500 origins of replication in S. cerevisiae24. We found 
that more than 763 yeast proteins had less than 100 copies per 
cell (Fig. 4c), a much larger proportion than reported in a clas-
sical study of yeast protein copy numbers25. This population was 
significantly enriched for the GO terms ‘cell cycle process’ and 
‘DNA repair’ (P < 9 × 10−10 and P < 1.8 × 10−4, respectively). 
For very-low-abundance proteins, a weak MS signal may intro-
duce uncertainties; nevertheless, we measured largely consistent 
copy numbers for members of the anaphase promoting complex 
(APC), ~30 APCs per cell. Proteins only present in certain cellular 
states were often found with very low apparent copy numbers, 
for example, the cyclin CLB2 (G2/M phase) at 100 copies or the 
kinase inhibitor FAR1 (G1 phase) at ~50 copies. This illustrates 
that our data set includes contributions from several different 
proteomic states.
S. pombe diverged from S. cerevisiae more than 400 million years 
ago, which makes for an interesting comparison. The deepest pro-
teomic study of S. pombe used several growth conditions and very 
extensive, orthogonal fractionation to identify 3,542 proteins26. 
Using the six-fraction iST approach on exponentially growing 
cells only, we identified 4,087 proteins by searching against the 
same database as that used in ref. 26 (Supplementary Table 1). 
This represents 80% of S. pombe open reading frames and covers 
96.5% of the previous proteome as well as 670 additional, gener-
ally low-abundance proteins (Fig. 4d and Supplementary Fig. 6). 
In comparison to another deep S. pombe proteome27, our S. pombe 
copy numbers agreed very well with data reported for 34 pro-
teins for which isotope-labeled standards had been synthesized 
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Figure 2 | Minimal sample-processing protocol performed in an  
enclosed volume is amenable to automation and scaling. (a) Outline of 
the iST sample-processing method. Cells or other protein material are 
directly transferred into a StageTip and are processed in three steps. 
(b) Enclosed iST reactor. (c) 96-well iST device for multiple-sample 
processing. Inset, shows StageTips reaching into PCR tubes.
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in-depth analysis of S. cerevisiae proteome and 
copy-number estimation. (a) Frequency of protein 
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(R2 = 0.89; Supplementary Fig. 7) and there was no apparent bias 
against any protein class, including intrinsic membrane proteins 
(Fig. 4e). The most abundant proteins had around 106 copies 
per cell, similar to S. cerevisiae, but the proportion of proteins 
with fewer than 100 copies per cell was much lower (17% versus 
3%). Median copy number was 5,137, about sixfold higher than 
in S. cerevisiae. The lowest-expressed 5% of the proteome was 
significantly enriched for replication fork processing–related and 
DNA repair–related proteins (P < 1.1 × 10−6 and P < 1.2 × 10−6, 
respectively, one-dimensional annotation enrichment). This 
fraction of the proteome contains many so-far uncharacterized 
S. pombe open reading frames (59 of 207 proteins; P < 3.9 × 10−5, 
one-dimensional annotation enrichment).
Despite the compressed dynamic number range of S. pombe 
proteins (Supplementary Fig. 8), there was a high rank cor-
relation (rs = 0.78) of the copy numbers of the 1,773 eggNOG 
orthologs28 between the yeast species (Fig. 4f and Supplementary 
Table 2). Enrichment analysis of the yeast proteomes against each 
other18 suggests that almost all functional categories are highly 
conserved between the species (Supplementary Fig. 9). The few 
outliers, such as copy-number values for vacuolar, cell wall and 
Golgi apparatus components were significantly higher for S. cer-
evisiae proteins (P < 10−3 for all) and they relate to well-known 
morphological differences between the species.
copy numbers in the human proteome
Applying the six-fraction workflow to HeLa cells in quadru-
plicate yielded highly reproducible label-free quantification 
values (R2 > 0.96, Supplementary Fig. 10). We obtained copy 
numbers for 9,667 human proteins (Online Methods, Fig. 5a 
and Supplementary Table 1), which we validated by previ-
ous measurements of SILAC-labeled protein fragments29 (R2 = 
0.81; Fig. 5b). Median protein expression was 21,000 copies per 
cell, close to the 18,000 copies that we determined in a previous 
in-depth HeLa cell proteome study30 and comparable to the 
10,000 copies per cell that had been reported for the U2OS cell 
line31. Our calculations resulted in an estimate of 2.98 × 109 pro-
tein molecules per HeLa cell. We observed 581 proteins with more 
than 106 copies, which included histone components, members 
of the proteosomal core complex, ribosomal proteins, metabolic 
enzymes and proteins associated with folding, as observed pre-
viously32. Ranking HeLa cell proteins by copy number revealed 
that the vast majority (92.6%) were expressed with copy numbers 
between 100 and 106 (Fig. 5c). For any two proteins, there was a 
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64% chance that their copy numbers were within a factor 100 of 
each other and a 40% chance that they did not differ more than 
tenfold (Supplementary Fig. 11). As expected, protein classes 
involved in biogenesis such as ribonucleoproteins generally had 
high copy numbers. Regulatory protein classes, such as those with 
kinase activity or receptor activity did not have members with 
very high copy numbers but were otherwise evenly distributed 
in abundance (Fig. 5a). S. cerevisiae and human are evolutionary 
separated by ~109 years, and human cells are much larger than 
yeast cells, but the rank-order correlation of the copy numbers 
was still high (rs = 0.59, Fig. 5d).
At the level of complexes, pathways and individual proteins, the 
catalytic and scaffold subunits of the phosphatase PP2A have a 
median copy number of ~80,000, whereas the regulatory subunits 
that drive specificity were about half as abundant (copy number 
of 50,000). (See Supplementary Table 1 for copy numbers men-
tioned here and below.) The PP2A alpha isoform was more abun-
dant than the beta isoform (80,000 versus 20,000 copies per cell, 
respectively), confirming previous reports based on northern 
blots33. A main marker of autophagy is MAP1LC3, a protein 
present in three isoforms, A, B and C. We found that the B isoform 
was expressed in greater quantity than the A isoform (~400,000 
versus ~40) as observed before34, in accordance with the high 
basal autophagy levels in this system35.
Factors involved in DNA replication such as DNA polymer-
ases and helicases were also present in high copy numbers and 
expressed at comparable levels. Copy numbers for core members 
of the eukaryotic replicative helicase complex MCM2-7 were 
~670,000, much higher than the number of origins of replication. 
A similar observation already has been made in yeast36. In 
contrast, MCM8, which is part of the MCM8-9 complex and is 
required for DNA-damage tolerance was expressed at only 1,400 
copies. There was also concordance of stoichiometry-adjusted 
copy numbers among members of the DNA-repair protein 
complex Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 (ref. 37) (~87,000, ~82,000 and 
~65,000, respectively). In contrast, there were large differences 
in copy numbers between DNA-repair complexes within the 
same repair pathway, for instance, Fanconi anemia (FA) associ-
ated proteins FANCD2 and FANCI were present in high copy 
numbers (85,000 and 220,000), whereas members of the FA 
core complex were much less abundant (median copy number, 
2,000). We similarly found an uneven distribution of copy 
numbers for pathway members involved in repair of DNA 
double-strand breaks (for example, Rad50-Mre11 and CtIP 
(RBBP8); ~170,000 and ~1,700, respectively) providing useful 
insights into pathway architecture.
discussion
Our minimal iST protocol allows proteome-sample prepara-
tion in five pipetting steps and can readily be performed in a 
96-well format. We believe that this proteomic method is 
now even simpler, more robust and faster than ubiquitously 
used standard procedures such as western blots. Advantages 
of our workflow are especially apparent in comparison to the 
sophisticated preparation protocols used to obtain accurate 
transcriptome results with RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)38. 
The simplicity of this iST method also reduces opportunities 
for contamination, sample loss and workflow-induced post- 
translational modifications.
The estimation of absolute protein abundance in a cell type can 
yield important insight into its biology2,23,25,29. Combining the 
iST processing method with high-resolution, high-mass-accuracy 
LC-MS/MS, we obtained for S. pombe and S. cerevisiae the deepest 
proteomes reported to date and the largest copy number resource 
for a human cell line, to our knowledge. Total analysis time per 
proteome was a little more than a day, compared to weeks typically 
required using more complex workflows2,21,26,27. Our analysis 
revealed that the proteome of exponentially growing S. cerevisiae 
already has contributions from cell-specific states such as phases 
of the cell cycle or DNA-damage response in a subset of the cells. 
Copy number estimates from our data in three different species 
compared very well with accurate absolute quantification using 
isotope-labeled standards, which showed that a straightforward 
workflow using no or minimal fractionation and a single protease 
can comprehensively cover the proteome. This is also supported 
by a relatively high rank-order correlation (rs = 0.64) to a previous 
MS-independent data set in which all yeast genes had been tagged 
and quantified separately25.
Although cellular proteomes are known to have an extremely 
large dynamic range, we found that most of the yeast and human 
proteomes are expressed within a relatively small factor of the 
median expression number. Finally, we found that copy numbers 
of proteins are generally highly conserved across vast evolution-
ary distance, indicating that the functional proteome imposes 
constraints in addition to the more familiar sequence conserva-
tion of individual orthologs.
The S. cerevisiae, S. pombe and HeLa cell line proteomes 
obtained with the iST workflow have been uploaded to the 
MaxQB database39, where they can easily be visualized and ana-
lyzed. We believe the iST method will be useful for quickly and 
comprehensively producing copy number estimates for a large 
variety of biological systems, which will be a useful reference for 
understanding biological processes.
methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.
Accession codes. The raw mass spectrometric data used in this 
study and the MaxQuant analysis files are available via proteomeX-
change: PXD000269. (raw data and MaxQuant analysis files). 
MaxQuant database: P004 (protein copy-number estimations).
Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper.
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HeLa cell culture. Human epithelial carcinoma cells of the line 
HeLa (ATCC, S3 subclone) were cultured in SILAC DMEM where 
applicable (PAA Laboratories, E15-086), supplemented with 10% 
dialyzed FBS (PAA Laboratories, A15-107), 20 mM glutamine 
(PAA Laboratories, M11-006), 1% penicillin-streptomycin 
(PAA Laboratories, P11-010), 42 mg/l l-arginine (Sigma-
Aldrich, A6969) and 62 mg/l L-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, L8662). 
Cells were tested for mycoplasma contamination. For prepa-
ration of heavy isotope−labeled peptides, medium contained 
42 mg/l [13C615N4]arginine (Arg10, Cambridge Isotope 
Laboratories, CNLM-539) and 61 mg/l [13C615N2]lysine (Lys8, 
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, CNLM-291) instead of the natu-
ral amino acids. Cells were cultured for six passages until they 
were fully labeled. The cells were collected by centrifugation 
at 200g for 10 min, washed once with cold PBS and resuspended 
in cold PBS. Cell viability and number counts were performed 
according to the manufacturer using a Countess Automated Cell 
Counter (Life technologies, C10227).
Yeast cell culture. Budding yeast (S. cerevisiae) strains BY4741, 
YBR115C (lys2 deletion strain) and fission yeast (S. pombe) strain 
SP286 were acquired from EUROSCARF, Thermo Scientific or 
Bioneer, respectively. The wild-type strain BY4741 was grown in 
YPD medium (20 g/l Bacto peptone (BD, 211677), 10 g/l yeast 
extract (Fisher Scientific, BP1422-2)) supplemented with 2% w/v 
glucose (Sigma-Aldrich, G7021). SILAC labeling of YBR115C was 
achieved by growing the cells for at least eight generations in 
SC medium supplemented with l-13C615N2-lysine (Cambridge 
Isotope Laboratories, CNLM-291) and 2% w/v glucose. Fission 
yeast was grown in YES medium (5 g/l Bacto yeast extract sup-
plemented with 3% w/v glucose and 250 mg/l of each adenine 
(Sigma-Aldrich, A2786), l-histidine (Sigma-Aldrich, H6034), 
l-leucine (Sigma-Aldrich, L8912), uracil (Sigma-Aldrich, U1128) 
and l-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, L862)). Cells were grown at 30 °C 
to an OD600 of 0.6, harvested by centrifugation at 500g for 5 min 
at 4 °C, washed once with water and stored at −80 °C.
Tryptophan fluorescence emission assay for protein quantification. 
Protein concentrations were determined by tryptophan fluore-
scence emission at 350 nm using an excitation wavelength of 
295 nm. Briefly, 1 µl of sample was solubilized in 200 µl of 8 M 
urea, and tryptophan at a concentration of 0.1 µg/µl was used 
to build a standard calibration curve (0.25–1.5 µl). Protein con-
centration in samples was estimated considering the emission of 
0.1 µg/µl tryptophan equivalent to the emission of 7 µg/µl of 
human protein extract, assuming that tryptophan accounts for 
1.3% on the human protein amino acid composition, on average.
in-StageTip lysis, reduction and alkylation. Quantities of up 
to 20 µg protein material were loaded directly onto the enclosed 
StageTips (Eppendorf epT.I.P.S., 0030073266); larger quanti-
ties were lysed and digested in a separate vial before loading a 
StageTip. To avoid clogging, typically 14-gauge StageTip plugs 
were used. Unless otherwise stated, approximately 10 µg or 20 µg 
protein starting material was used for single-shot or fractionation 
sample preparations, respectively (Fig. 2, Supplementary Video 1 
and Supplementary Table 3). Cells were lysed in lysis buffer 
(Supplementary Table 3) at a ratio of 1–5 µg protein per 1 µl lysis 
buffer (S. cerevisiae, S. pombe and HeLa cells contain approxi-
mately 3 pg/cell, 9 pg/cell and 200 pg/cell of protein, respectively). 
To simplify calculation, yeast cells corresponding to 1 ml culture 
at OD600 = 1 should be lysed in 60 µl lysis buffer, and 106 HeLa 
cells should be lysed in 300 µl lysis buffer. The lysates were boiled 
for 5 min and then sonicated to denature proteins, shear DNA and 
enhance cell disruption using a water-bath sonicator for enclosed 
StageTips (Bioruptor, model UCD-200, Diagenode) for 15 min 
at level 5, or a Sonifier for large volumes (>500 µl) (model 250, 
Branson Ultrasonics) for 1 min at duty cycle 20% and output 
control 3. If bead-milling is desired, an adaptor for a bead-milling 
system (MP Biomedicals, FastPrep-24) can be constructed by 
drilling a centered 2 mm diameter hole at the bottom of a 2 ml 
screw-cap micro tube (Sarstedt AG & Co., 72.694.006). The 
enclosed StageTip filled with ~100 µl beads (Lysing Matrix Y, 
MP Biomedicals) can be placed inside the bead-milling adaptor.
Lysates were diluted for digestion using a dilution buffer 
(Supplementary Table 3). The dilution buffer should contain 
respective amounts of proteolytic enzyme to ensure a ratio of 
1:50 (micrograms of enzyme to micrograms of protein). Digestion 
was performed at 37 °C overnight. Peptides were acidified for 
C18, SDB-XC, SDB-RPS and SCX materials and basified for SAX 
material (Supplementary Table 3). The StageTips were centri-
fuged using an in-house-made StageTip centrifuge (identical 
specifications to the Sonation StageTip centrifuge) for up to 
2,000g; for higher centrifugation speed, Eppendorf tube adap-
tors (STH01, Sonation) were used. The StageTip was washed 1−3 
times using 100 µl washing buffer depending on the number of 
plugs (Supplementary Table 3). Elutions were performed using 
60 µl elution buffer depending on the StageTip material and 
whether fractionation was intended (Supplementary Table 3). 
All eluted materials were collected in autosampler vials and dried 
using a SpeedVac centrifuge at room temperature (Eppendorf, 
Concentrator plus, 5305 000.304). If remnants were visible after 
drying, the pellet was resuspended in double-distilled water 
followed by a second drying step. Only SAX elutions needed 
additional C18 desalting. Peptides were resuspended in buffer A* 
(2% acetonitrile (ACN) and 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)) and 
were briefly sonicated (Branson Ultrasonics, Ultrasonic Cleaner 
Model 2510).
96-well processing device. A 96-well StageTip holder (length ×  
width × height: 127 mm × 85 mm × 32 mm) was designed 
by drilling conical holes with the measures of the pipette tips 
(4 mm diameter) in a spacing corresponding to a 96-well PCR plate 
(9 mm). The material of the block was polyoxymethylene (POM). 
A second holder for PCR tubes was designed using a plate of the 
same material and equal area but 5 mm height. In the second 
holder, holes were drilled with equal spacing to hold PCR tubes 
(5 mm diameter). Spacers of 11 mm height above and 6 mm below 
the PCR holder were placed in the corners to of the two plates to 
maintain the distance between the StageTip holder and the PCR 
tube holder and to guarantee a correct alignment of the StageTips 
and the PCR tubes.
Phase transfer surfactant-aided in-solution sample preparation. 
In-solution sample preparation was performed as previously 
described40 with some adjustments for a more comprehensive 
comparison of the method. In brief, 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000 
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HeLa cells were resuspended in 5 µl 1% (w/v) sodium deoxycholate, 
10 mM TCEP, 40 mM 2-chloroacetamide (CAA), 100 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 
and subsequently lysed by 5 min boiling at 95 °C and sonication 
(Bioruptor, model UCD-200, Diagenode) for 15 min at level 5. 
Cell debris were pelleted by centrifugation at 13,200 r.p.m. for 
5 min and the clarified lysate was transferred into a new vial. 
The lysate was diluted 1:10 for LysC-trypsin digestion (0.4 µg 
of each enzyme in double distilled water), and the digestion was 
performed overnight at 37 °C. The digest was acidified with 50 µl 
2% TFA and sodium deoxycholate was extracted using 50 µl ethyl 
acetate and vigorous shaking. The organic phase was removed 
after centrifugation at 13,200 r.p.m. for 5 min. Finally, the pep-
tides were desalted on C18 StageTips (Supplementary Table 3). 
The LC-MS set up used for in-solution experiments was the same 
as described below.
Liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry. Approximately 
1 µg or 2 µg of peptides were loaded for 2 h or 4 h gradients, 
respectively. Peptides were separated on a 50-cm 75-µm inner 
diameter column packed in-house with ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ 
1.9 µm resin (Dr. Maisch GmbH). Reverse-phase chromatogra-
phy was performed with an EASY-nLC 1000 ultra-high pressure 
system (Thermo Fisher Scientific), which was coupled to the 
Q Exactive mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) via a 
nanoelectrospray source (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were 
loaded in buffer A (0.1% (v/v) formic acid) and eluted with a non-
linear 120-min or 240-min gradient of 5–60% buffer B (0.1% (v/v) 
formic acid, 80% (v/v) acetonitrile) at a flow rate of 250 nl/min. 
After each gradient, the column was washed with 95% buffer B 
for 3 min and reequilibrated with buffer A for 3 min. Column 
temperature was kept at 50 °C by an in-house−designed oven with 
a Peltier element and operational parameters were monitored in 
real time by the SprayQc software41. MS data were acquired with 
an automatic switch between a full scan and up to five or ten 
data-dependent MS/MS scans (topN method). Target value for 
the full scan MS spectra was 3 × 106 charges in the 300−1,700 m/z 
range with a maximum injection time of 20 ms and a resolution 
of 70,000 at m/z 400. Isolation of precursors was performed with 
a 1.6 m/z window and a fixed first mass of 100.0 m/z. Precursors 
were fragmented by higher-energy C-trap dissociation (HCD) 
with a normalized collision energy of 25 eV. MS/MS scans were 
acquired at a resolution of 17,500 at m/z 400 with an ion target 
value of 1 × 106 and a maximum injection time of 60 ms. Repeat 
sequencing of peptides was minimized by excluding the selected 
peptide candidates for 45 s.
Data analysis. MS raw files were analyzed by MaxQuant software 
(version 1.3.10.12) and peak lists were searched either against 
the human Uniprot FASTA database version of 25 February 2012 
(81213 entries), against the S. cerevisiae Uniprot FASTA database 
version of 25 February 2012 (6,649 entries) or the Saccharomyces 
genome database–based S. cerevisiae FASTA database 
orf_trans.20100105 (5,904 entries) or against the S. pombe 
Uniprot FASTA database version of 2 April 2013 (5,096 entries) or 
S. pombe FASTA database version of 2 April 2013 (5,031 entries) and 
a common contaminants database (247 entries) by Andromeda 
search engine42 with cysteine carbamidomethylation as a fixed 
modification and N-terminal acetylation and methionine oxida-
tion as variable modifications. False discovery rate was set to 0.01 
for proteins and peptides (minimum length of 7 amino acids) 
and was determined by searching a reverse database. Enzyme 
specificity was set as C-terminal to arginine and lysine, and a 
maximum of two missed cleavages were allowed in the database 
search. Peptide identification was performed with an allowed 
initial precursor mass deviation up to 7 p.p.m. and an allowed 
fragment mass deviation 20 p.p.m. Quantification of SILAC pairs 
was carried out by MaxQuant with standard settings and without 
the requantification option.
Bioinformatics analysis. Data analysis was performed with 
Perseus software in the MaxQuant computational platform and 
by R statistical computing environment. All enrichment analysis 
and analysis of variance tests were performed with Benjamini-
Hochberg correction at a false discovery rate of 0.02.
Absolute quantification of protein abundances (copy numbers) 
were computed using peptide label-free quantification values, 
sequence length and molecular weight as described before22 
based on a total protein per cell value of 3 pg, 10 pg or 200 pg for 
S. cerevisiae, S. pombe or HeLa cells, respectively.
To assign protein orthologs between S. cerevisiae, S. pombe  
and HeLa cells, the Uniprot identifier was annotated with its cor-
responding eggNOG identifier28. In case of the same eggNOG 
identifier for multiple Uniprot identifiers, the median copy 
number for the corresponding protein groups was calculated. 
The resulting data set contained information about the UniProt 
identifier of the identified protein groups, the protein and gene 
name, the copy number as well as the eggNOG identifier, indi-
cating orthologs between S. cerevisiae, S. pombe and HeLa cells 
(Supplementary Table 2).
To analyze GO-term differences between orthologs, we used 
the 2D Annotation Enrichment technique18 that employs a two-
dimensional generalization of the nonparametric two-sample test 
and uses the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate to correct 
for multiple-hypotheses testing.
40. Masuda, T., Tomita, M. & Ishihama, Y. Phase transfer surfactant-aided
trypsin digestion for membrane proteome analysis. J. Proteome Res.
7, 731–740 (2008).
41. Scheltema, R.A. & Mann, M. SprayQc: a real-time LC-MS/MS quality
monitoring system to maximize uptime using off the shelf components.
J. Proteome Res. (11 May 2012).
42. Cox, J. et al. Andromeda: a peptide search engine integrated into the
MaxQuant environment. J. Proteome Res. 0, 1794–1805 (2011).
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SUMMARY 
Absolute copy numbers of all expressed proteins in changing environmental and evolutionary 
states would help understanding cellular functions in a system-wide manner. We use a recently 
developed proteomics platform to quantify the protein-coding genome of budding yeast under 
diverse environmental conditions and evolutionary states. We identified 91% of all verified 
proteins, discover novel ones and achieved median peptide sequence coverage of more than 55% 
of all yeast proteins. This nearly complete protein expression map covers essentially all biological 
pathways and their variation across metabolic and evolutionary states. Moreover, more than half 
of the proteome can be phosphorylated. Expression levels of 499 proteins are highly stable under 
changing physiological conditions and during evolution providing a likely household proteome. 
Key members of ergosterol and sphingolipid biosynthesis in champagne yeast are significantly up- 
or down-regulated under various conditions, pinpointing a change of plasma membrane 
composition during evolutionary adaption. This system-wide study provides a new perspective on 
biological regulation and provides a paradigm towards comprehensive quantification for complex 
eukaryotic protein-coding genomes.   
 
HIGHLIGHTS 
• Quantification of the complete protein-coding yeast proteome 
• Dynamic regulation under environmental stress and evolution 
• More than half of the protein-coding proteome can be phosphorylated 
• Proteomics pinpoints evolutionary pathway optimization   
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INTRODUCTION 
Yeast is one of the best described eukaryotic model organism for studying highly conserved 
biological pathways and functions. The complete genome sequence of the budding yeast 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae in combination with many different system-wide biological screens 
provides insights into the complex regulation and conservation of cellular function (Bader et al., 
2003; Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003; Goffeau et al., 1996; Huh et al., 2003; Jorgensen et al., 2003; 
Tong et al., 2004). In particular, the precise quantification of differences in protein expression is 
poised to become a key to understand biological phenomena (Mallick and Kuster, 2010; Walther 
and Mann, 2010).  
Recent technology developments have enabled the mapping and quantification of the yeast 
transcriptome using RNA sequencing (Nagalakshmi et al., 2008), single-molecule sequencing 
(Lipson et al., 2009) and the genome-wide monitoring of translation via ribosome profiling (Ingolia 
et al., 2009). Transcriptomic analyses are valued for their low cost, high speed and general 
accessibility (DeRisi et al., 1997; Schena et al., 1995), however quantified mRNA is only a genetic 
intermediate and does not provide insights into regulatory processes such as post-translational 
modifications (Grimsrud et al., 2010; Gygi et al., 1999). In parallel to RNA quantification 
techniques, large scale proteomics has improved tremendously over the last 20 years, identifying 
first hundreds and then thousands of proteins (de Godoy et al., 2008; Figeys et al., 1996; Link et 
al., 1999; Peng et al., 2003; Shevchenko et al., 1996; Washburn et al., 2001). Very recent 
developments of the proteomics platform applying new generation LC systems and novel high-
resolution bench-top mass spectrometers with very high sequencing speeds have enabled the 
identification of more than 4,000 proteins in single-shot measurements (Hebert et al., 2014; 
Nagaraj et al., 2012). The single-shot concept is a significant improvement towards higher 
reproducibility, better quantification, and higher throughput and is a valid third approach 
between in depth shotgun proteomics employing pre-fractionation and targeted approaches 
(Picotti et al., 2013) . The largest proteome coverage to date for exponentially growing budding 
yeast identified 4,575 proteins with 99% certainty, comprising approximately 69% of the complete 
annotated yeast genome (Kulak et al., 2014).  
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Uncovering the mechanism underlying the robustness of a system under extreme 
environments and the evolutionary adaption to changing environments provides valuable insights 
into the dynamic regulation of cellular functions. Initial research on cellular adaptations was 
focused on the transcriptional response of yeast populations to environmental stress conditions 
over time (Causton et al., 2001; Gasch et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 2000; Nagalakshmi et al., 2008). 
Proteins, however, are the key components maintaining cellular functions and are consequently 
highly regulated in response to their surrounding milieu and even minor changes in protein 
abundance can lead to drastic changes in cellular physiology. We here set out to investigate the 
dynamics of the complete protein-coding genome of S. cerevisiae in response to environmental 
stress conditions and discovered evolutionary adaptions between laboratory and non-laboratory 
yeast strains. This system-wide study provides new perspectives into system biology and provides 
an outlook towards comprehensive quantification of all proteins in complex eukaryotic genomes.   
RESULTS  
Workflow for in-depth quantification of the protein-coding genome of yeast  
Recent developments of the MS-based proteomics workflow now enable the accurate 
quantification of the entire protein content of exponentially growing yeast within a few hours of 
measurement time (Kulak et al., 2014; Nagaraj et al., 2012). This inspired us to try to identify and 
accurately quantify the complete protein-coding genome of S. cerevisiae. To this end we prepared 
haploid budding yeast in different physiological cell states such as those found under stress (heat, 
oxidative, osmotic, DNA damage), metabolic changes (with ethanol and galactose as the sugar 
source), different cell-cycle phases (cell-cycle arrest in G2/M and G1) and starvation. Additionally, 
we cultured yeast of different mating types and native, non-laboratory champagne as well as 
baker’s yeast (Figure 1A). Harvested yeast cells were processed and proteolytically digested using 
the minimalistic, encapsulated proteomic sample preparation method recently developed in our 
group (Kulak et al., 2014). We acquired the proteomes of biological duplicates of all different 
yeast states in single-run mode (Figure 1). To additionally capture peptide sequences covering as 
much as possible of the entire yeast genome, we also included simple pre-fractionation steps, 
used additional proteolytic enzymes and enriched phosphorylated peptides from yeast growing 
under normal and heat stress.  
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All samples were measured using a high-resolution UHPLC setup coupled to the quadrupole 
Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Q Exactive) essentially as previously described (Nagaraj et al., 2012).  
Each single run consisted of a 4h gradient during which more than 25,000 MS and 100,000 MS/MS 
spectra were acquired (Figure 1B). When each duplicate was analyzed separately in MaxQuant at 
a false discovery rate (FDR) of 1%, we identified 5,199 unique protein groups covering 93% of all 
verified proteins of the yeast genome (Figure 1B and Table 1). Although we identified more than 
4,000 proteins in each condition, 147 proteins only appeared in a single cell state (Figure 1C). 
Among these cell state specific proteins, the mating factor alpha-1 is known to be expressed and 
secreted only by cells of mating type alpha, and was only observed in BY4742 (MATα) cells. These 
and other cell type specific proteins with known function validate the stringency of our MS-based 
proteomic workflow.  
Next we searched our dataset against an in silico six-frame translation database of the yeast 
genome. Although the genomic annotation of S. cerevisiae has been studied and redefined over 
nearly two decades, we identified 12 entirely novel proteins with more than two unique peptide 
identifications and extremely low posterior-error probabilities (Protein PEP < 3 x 10-5). Two of 
these novel proteins are of special interest because of their entirely separate genetic coding 
regions and their very high sequence coverage (80.7% and 48.8%, respectively Figure 1D). 
Moreover, we found evidence for a special protein isoform of Abp140p, which is known for its 
translational frame-shift and its actin-binding and methyltransferase activity (Noma et al., 2011). 
The truncated isoform which results from regular translation of the mRNA code was previously 
believed to be non-existing, yet our mass spectrometric data proves the existence of the smaller 
truncated isoform (Supplementary Data). 
VERY LARGE PEPTIDE SEQUENCE COVERAGE OF THE PROTEIN-CODING YEAST 
GENOME   
In order to quantitatively compare the dynamics of the protein-coding genome, we jointly 
analyzed all 304 LC-MS/MS files in the MaxQuant environment (Cox and Mann, 2008). This 
analysis resulted in an average of 38,317±7,249 unique peptide identifications for the single runs. 
On average 39,778±5,471 peptides were identified in samples using Lys-C as proteolytic enzyme, 
while samples digested with trypsin, and especially Asp-N, and Glu-C resulted in lower 
identification rates. In total 132,053 peptides were identified (Figure 2A). The median sequence 
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coverage of identified proteins was 53.9%, which is very high for shotgun proteomic experiments. 
Starvation and sporulation conditions as well as non-laboratory yeast strains resulted in lower 
sequence coverage compared to the other conditions (Figure 2B). To assess the completeness of 
our data, we compared our identifications with all theoretical peptides of Lys-C with a minimal 
length of 7 amino acids (see Materials and Methods). In our combined data set, we identified 
60,589 out of the 124,506 theoretical peptides. This represents the most extensive, high-
confidence S. cerevisiae peptide library to date and complements the previously synthesized yeast 
library comprising 28.000 tryptic peptides (Picotti et al., 2013). We identified more than half of 
these synthesized peptides, even though that library consists of tryptic and our measurements 
mainly of Lys-C peptides. The total set of identified peptides showed no detectable bias due to 
their physiochemical properties such as protein hydrophobicity (Figure 2D) and even analytically 
difficult peptides with  very basic isoelectric point values were evenly covered (Figure 2E). 
COVERAGE OF THE PROTEIN-CODING YEAST GENOME   
Using the “match between runs” feature in MaxQuant, we identified 4,268±243 protein groups 
per run and only a very low number of them (567±123) were identified by protein unique 
peptides (Figure 3A). In the combined dataset, 5,015 proteins were identified with 99% certainty, 
excluding common contaminants, covering around 90% of the protein-coding genome (annotated 
as “verified” and “uncharacterized” in SGD) (Figure 3B). Next, we compared our complete protein 
data set against our previous in-depth study (Kulak et al., 2014). This showed that we here 
extended the previously reported protein identifications by 475 proteins enriched for 
“ammonium transmembrane transporter activity” (P = 5.7 x 10-6), “nitrogen utilization” (P = 9.9 x 
10-5) and “reproductive processes” (P = 1.4 x 10-5) and observed a remarkable overlap of 4,527 
protein groups.  The missing 37 proteins were reported as low abundant with an estimated 
median copy number of only 13 (Figure 3C).  
The saccharomyces genome database (SGD) classifies 5,056 and 753 protein coding open 
reading frames (ORFs) as  “verified” and “uncharacterized” respectively (Cherry et al., 2012). 
Here, we identified 4,605 (91%) “verified” and 367 (49%) “uncharacterized” ORFs and covered 
76% of all ORFs in the S. cerevisiae database (Table 1). Additionally, a subset are classified as 
“dubious” (691 ORFs), “transposable elements” (90 ORFs), “pseudogenes” (18 ORFs) and 
“silenced” (4 ORFs), resulting in a total number of 6,612 annotated ORFs in the S. cerevisiae 
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database. Of special interest are the “dubious” annotations, which are described as unlikely to 
encode an expressed protein. They therefore provide an independent means to estimate false 
positive protein identifications (de Godoy et al., 2008). The combined data set, as described above 
only identified one dubious ORF, whereas based on a 1% false discovery rate (FDR) 5 
identifications would have been acceptable. Remarkably, applying a highly stringent 0.1% FDR 
cut-off did not remove the single dubious ORF identified.  
Notably, around 91% and 97% of all measured “verified” or “uncharacterized” ORFs were 
identified by at least two peptide sequences. GO enrichment analysis of 451 proteins, which are 
classified as “verified” and which were not identified in our dataset, revealed terms such as 
“ascospore wall assembly” (P = 5.3 x 10-26), “asparagine catabolic process” (P = 6.1 x 10-5) and 
“condensed chromosome” (P = 3.0 x 10-8) (Figure 3D). These are pathways that are expected to be 
active under very specific conditions. As described above, we identified the Mating factor alpha-1 
exclusively in BY4742 cells in a combined dataset of separately processed LC-MS/MS files while 
the identification did not pass the FDR cut-off of the combined analysis (Figure 1B).  
Our workflow using yeast grown under all relevant physiological conditions and the addition of 
native champagne and baker’s yeast identified 91% of all “verified” ORFs, covering almost all 
biological pathways and functions annotated in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 
(KEGG: 95% coverage) database and Gene Ontology (GO cellular-component: 85%; GO molecular-
function: 92%; and GO biological process: 91%) categories with more than 10 members 
(Supplementary Table 1; KEGG, GO). The complete dataset completely covers a remarkable 57 
(50%) KEGG, 282 (34%) GOCC, 121 (30%) GOMF and 454 (34%) GOBP annotated pathways or 
functions (Figure 3E). Interestingly, at least 80% of the proteins annotated in one specific 
pathways or function are identified in 89% of all pathways or functions and no pathways were 
covered with less than 25% unless it was entirely absent (Figure 3F). This data demonstrates that 
at the pathway level, our yeast proteome achieved near complete coverage of all known 
biological pathways and functions. The pathways with most missing proteins belong to processes 
involved in “ascospore wall” or “non-homologous end-joining”, which again reflect very 
specialized developmental and stress programs. Note that we restricted the analysis to pathways 
consisting of at least 10 proteins, as described previously (Nagaraj et al., 2012).  
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We next used the label-free MS signal for each protein as a fraction of the total MS signal of 
the proteome to estimate copy numbers according to the total protein abundance (TPA) 
calculation (Wisniewski et al., 2012). Comparison of our estimated copy numbers to previous 
published transcriptome datasets using single-molecule sequencing (Lipson et al., 2009) shows a 
higher dynamic-range and abundance of protein copy numbers compared to transcripts. 
Estimated copy numbers were found in the range from 1 to 1.000.000 copies per cell. In contrast, 
the dynamic range of mRNA transcripts spans 4 orders of magnitude.  On average, proteins were 
around 16 times more abundant than their respective mRNAs similar as in a study for S. pombe 
(Marguerat et al., 2012). The highest and lowest difference between mRNA and protein levels 
were detected for Swh1p, involved in lipid transport, and Met17p, involved in amino-acid 
biosynthesis, respectively.  
DYNAMIC REGULATION OF THE PROTEIN-CODING GENOME  
Next we investigated the system-wide proteomic response to environmental stress and during 
evolution. Despite many microarray studies of yeast under different environmental stress 
conditions (Causton et al., 2001; Gasch et al., 2000), no comprehensive in-depth proteomic study 
of different physiological conditions has been reported. Here, we have quantified the proteomes 
in response to different stress conditions, in different mating types, in cell-cycle stages, during 
metabolic changes, under starvation and in champagne and baker’s yeast. To compare the label-
free proteomes of all different measurements to each other, we performed a principal 
component analysis (PCA) as described previously (Deeb et al., 2012). This revealed common 
expression differences between conditions belonging to either stress, mating type, cell-cycle, 
metabolism, starvation and native yeast (Figure 4A). Baker’s yeast for instance, which was directly 
processed from a refrigerated dry-yeast block, clustered with the starvation condition, and is 
distant to other native yeast measurements.  
We then filtered for proteins that are significantly changing determined by analysis of variance 
with correction for multiple hypothesis testing. Hierarchical clustering was done with the median 
LFQ intensity between two biological replicates which was normalized by Z-score. Similar to the 
PCA analysis, conditions belonging to either stress, mating type, cell-cycle, metabolism, starvation 
and native yeast showed the highest similarity (Figure 4B). Cluster enrichment analysis revealed 
protein changes for terms such as “galactose metabolism” and “reproductive process” in yeast 
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growing in galactose or arrested in G1 phase of the cell-cycle, respectively (Supplementary  
Figure 1; Profile Plots). Comparing the dynamic range of proteins from ORFs annotated as 
“verified” or “uncharacterized” showed a smaller dynamic range, spanning around 2 orders of 
magnitude, for “uncharacterized” ORFs. Moreover “uncharacterized” ORFs were mostly found in 
the range of 100 to 10.000 copies per cell, whereas “verified” ORFs were found between 1 to 
1.000.000 copies per cell (Figure 4C). Interestingly, Fisher’s exact test in each protein abundance 
quartile of BY4741 revealed enrichment of low abundant protein groups involved in “response to 
nutrients” (P = 1.5 x 10-5). In contrast, low abundant proteins identified in champagne yeast were 
enriched for “mitotic chromosome condensation” (P = 7.7x 10-6) and “ubiquitin-dependent 
endocytosis” (P = 4.5 x 10-5) (Figure 4D).  
In addition to protein identifications, we used an optimized enrichment strategy for 
phosphorylated peptides to identify an in-depth yeast phosphoproteome. The deepest previously 
reported data set of yeast phosphosites was constructed by consolidating twelve publicly 
available phosphoproteomes (Amoutzias et al., 2012). We identified 80% of the reported 
phosphorylated proteins and identified an additional 499 new ones (Figure 4E). The majority of 
the identified 13,262 class I phosphorylation sites in our comprehensive data sets are on serine 
(84.7%) followed by threonine (14.9%). Interestingly, we did find a small but confidently identified 
subset of tyrosine phosphorylated peptides (0.4%), confirming the extremely low extent of 
tyrosine phosphorylation (0.027%) reported in a previous study (Chi et al., 2007) (Figure 4F). 
Proteins with tyrosine phosphorylation sites are significantly enriched for “kinase activity”  
(P = 5.0 x 10-7). At least half of the proteome can be phosphorylated (2,408 phosphoproteins) and 
the abundances of the phosphoproteins identified similarly span the entire range of measured 
protein abundances (Figure 4G). 
THE HOUSEHOLD PROTEOME 
Cells have to adapt to changing environmental conditions and can alter the protein expression 
program to maintain cellular functions. This environmental stress response program includes 
genes whose expression is stereotypically altered during stressful environmental changes (Gasch 
et al., 2000). In contrast, housekeeping genes are typically constitutive genes that are required for 
maintaining basic cellular functions and are expressed at relatively constant levels under different 
physiological conditions. Based on the differential expression of proteins during environmental 
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stress or due to evolutionary changes we defined different classes in the context of the household 
proteome. The maximum fold change of protein expression in comparison to normal growth of 
the laboratory wild-type strain (BY4741) for proteins identified in all measurements were plotted 
against the negative log p-value calculated using a multiple sample ANOVA test (Figure 5A).  
Class I household proteins were regulated up to 2-fold with a negative log p value up to 2 and are 
considered as tightly regulated. 499 Class I household proteins were enriched for pathways such 
as “GTPase activator activity” (P = 4.6 x 10-5), “establishment of protein localization”  
(P = 1.8 x 10-6) and “structural constituent of ribosome” (P = 3.1 x 10-6) (Figure 5B).  In contrast, 
Class IV proteins, which were identified as highly up- or down-regulated, were enriched for 
biological pathways such as “cytochrome-c oxidase activity” (P = 2.8 x 10-7), “respiratory chain 
complex IV” and (P = 3.5 x 10-6) “TCA cycle” (P = 3.3 x 10-6). Notably, Class I household proteins 
were identified across the entire dynamic range of estimated copy numbers (Figure 5C).  
No proteins below 100 copies per cell were determined as Class I household proteins.  
The Saccharomyces Genome Deletion Project reported 1,156 genes as essential for growth on rich 
glucose media (Giaever et al., 2002; Winzeler et al., 1999). We identified 684 of these essential 
genes in all conditions and 171 (25%) are found to be Class I, 315 (46.05%) Class II, 178 (26.02%) 
Class III and a small subset of 20 (2.92%) Class IV.  
In general, around 50% more proteins are up- than down-regulated during environmental 
stress or during evolution in comparison to standard laboratory conditions (Figure 5D). 
Enrichment analyses revealed pathways such as “aerobic respiration” (P = 3.3 x 10-5) and 
“establishment of localization” (P = 6.3 x 10-5)  or “ribosome” (P = 2.3 x 10-5)  and 
“glycosyltransferase” (P = 1.4 x 10-4)  as up- or down-regulated, respectively.  
A PROTEOMIC VIEW OF METABOLIC BIOSYNTHESIS PATHWAYS  
Our deep quantitative dataset and the resulting nearly complete coverage of all annotated  
KEGG and GO terms provide a detailed insight into the regulation of cellular functions in response 
to environmental stress conditions. Based on the sum of the ‘relative abundance’ of  
individual enzymes associated with specific metabolic pathways, we defined a certain metabolic 
pathway to be up- or down-regulated. The yeast plasma membrane regulate the selective uptake 
and/or secretion of solutes and maintains the structure and rigidity of the cell (van der Rest et al., 
1995). The yeast plasma membrane consists of phospholipid, sphingolipid and ergosterol and  
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the biosynthesis of these membrane components is highly conserved between eukaryotes. 
Interestingly, in champagne yeast proteins involved in the biosynthesis of sphingolipid and 
ergosterol are significantly down- and up-regulated, respectively (Figure 6A, B, C).  
Moreover, a direct comparison of all proteins involved in ergosterol biosynthesis between 
champagne yeast and BY4741 showed a significant up-regulation of nearly all members. 
Ergosterol, the yeast homolog of cholesterol, is an essential component of yeast cells, maintains 
the membrane integrity and was investigated as an important factor for ethanol tolerance of 
yeast cells (Swan and Watson, 1998). Sphingolipids serve as components of  
membrane rafts and regulate numerous key cell functions. A recent publication demonstrated 
that enzyme activities involved in sphingolipid biosynthesis decreased upon heat stress (Chen et 
al., 2013). 
In response to nitrogen starvation in the presence of a poor carbon source, diploid  
yeast cells produce haploid cells through the development program of sporulation, involving 
meiosis and spore morphogenesis (Chu et al., 1998). Interestingly, we found that  
enzymes involved in the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA cycle) are up-regulated during sporulation 
with a peak after 14 hours (Figure 6F). The TCA cycle combines catabolic and anabolic functions 
and generates energy through the oxidation of acetate derived from carbohydrates,  
fats and proteins into carbon oxide and ATP. A direct comparison of all proteins involved in the 
TCA cycle between yeast cells grown under normal condition and during sporulation,  
revealed an up-regulation of every factor (Figure 6G and Figure 6H), demonstrating an 
unexpected link between the TCA cycle and sporulation in yeast. Notably, a  
Bacillus subtilis mutant with a deletion in the gene encoding isocitrate dehydrogenase had greatly 
reduced ability to form the polar division septum (Matsuno et al., 1999).   
 
DISCUSSION 
MS-BASED PROTEOMICS FOR THE STUDY OF GENOME-WIDE EXPRESSION 
Here, we nearly comprehensively quantified the entire proteome of yeast in fundamental 
cellular states as well as in champagne and baker’s yeast. We applied very recently developed MS-
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based technologies to identify peptides covering around 50% of those encoded in the genome 
which resulted in the identification of approximately 90% of all protein-coding genome 
sequences. We further identified two entirely new yeast genes, and also observed an expressed, 
truncated isoform of a protein previously believed to be non-existent. Our data constitute a 
proteomic library, representing by far the deepest accurately quantified S. cerevisiae proteome, 
providing a valuable resource for follow-ups studies and comprehensive insights into the cellular 
regulation and evolutionary adaption to environmental stress conditions. Moreover, because of 
its very large coverage, this library provides a resource for targeted as well as non-targeted 
proteomics. The complete data set has been deposited in the publicly available MaxQB database, 
which provides a user-friendly interface to directly access the whole dataset  
(Schaab et al., 2012).  
S. cerevisiae is the best studied eukaryotic model organism and has been used for a large 
number of system-wide studies, which identified almost all primary metabolites, enzymes and 
metabolic pathways. In addition, the high conservation of genes and regulatory mechanism 
between S. cerevisiae and more complex eukaryotes has made yeast a main model organism for 
mathematical modelling of complex biological pathways. However, research on cellular regulation 
of gene expression in yeast has so far focused on the transcriptional response of yeast 
populations to environmental stress conditions over time (Causton et al., 2001; Gasch et al., 2000; 
Hughes et al., 2000; Nagalakshmi et al., 2008). Here we added a comprehensive description of the 
dynamic proteome in many different metabolic and other cellular states. We found that yeast 
expresses more than 4,000 proteins in each of these states, therefore the proteomes of different 
cellular states are characterized by quantitative rather than qualitative differences. This is similar 
to what has been observed in protein expression in mammalian cell and tissue types (Geiger et al., 
2012; Lundberg et al., 2010). Despite the substantial quantitative differences across the 
conditions there still were a large number of stably expressed proteins.  
We found that 499 proteins did not exceed two-fold regulation across all conditions, arguing for a 
household function. Interestingly, these proteins span the entire abundance range and are 
involved in diverse physiological functions such as “GTPase activator activity” and “establishment 
of protein localization”. Another interesting subset of 201 proteins is dynamically regulated and 
correspond to orthologs of uncharacterized human proteins. This set could provide insights into 
their human counterpart. For example, the voltage-gated potassium channel subunits beta-1 and 
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-3 (KCNAB and KCNAB3) are orthologous to a putative pyridoxal reductase (Uniprot ID: Q06494), 
which is strongly down-regulated during G1 cell-cycle arrest, suggesting a link to the cell cycle.  In 
addition, 147 proteins are exclusively expressed in one specific cellular state.  
Besides the identification of a large number of proteins in parallel in a single experiment, our 
analyses open up the possibility of investigating amino acid substitutions resulting from single 
nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) and alternative splicing of mRNA transcripts. SNPs are the most 
abundant forms of genomic sequence variation among populations of individuals (Altshuler et al., 
2005; Gibbs et al., 2003; Sachidanandam et al., 2001). Our MS-base proteomic workflow 
identified peptide sequences that cover more than 50% of the yeast genome. This suggests that 
the same technology could realistically identify many SNPs and their regulation at the protein 
level in mammalian cells or tissues. Moreover, the deep coverage allows the study of alternative 
splicing events that produce multiple protein isoforms from individual genes, generating complex 
proteomes (Matlin et al., 2005).  
In conclusion, our combination of a minimalistic, encapsulated pipette-based preparation of 
digested yeast cell lysates, the label-free quantification technology and single-shot proteomics 
enables streamlined and precise system-wide analysis.  Our study presents a new level of 
proteomic coverage of a eukaryotic model organism and demonstrates a paradigm for future 
mammalian systems, including clinical applications in human diseases. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
YEAST CELL CULTURE  
Unless otherwise noted, cells were grown at 30°C in YPD media (20 g/L BactoTM peptone (BD, 
211677), 10 g/L yeast extract (Fisher Scientific, BP1422-2) supplemented with 2% w/v glucose 
(Sigma-Aldrich, G7021). Budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) strains BY4741, BY4742 and 
BY4743 were acquired from EUROSCARF, Germany. Commercially available champagne (Arauner, 
Germany; Art.Nr. 0015) and baker’s yeast (Wieninger Hefe; Germany) were used. Champagne 
yeast was grown at 27°C in YPD media supplemented with 2 or 20% w/v glucose. Baker’s yeast 
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was either grown under normal conditions or directly processed after purchase. For cell cycle 
arrest in G1-phase or G2/M-phase, BY4741 cells were grown to early log phase and  incubated 
with either 10 µg/mL alpha-factor for 3 hours or with 15 µg/mL nocodazole for 3h, respectively. 
BY4741 cells were grown for 72 hours to reach stationary phase. For heat stress, BY4741 cells 
were grown to early log phase at 30°C, pelleted, resuspended in YPD at 37°C warm and incubate 
for 45 minutes at 37°C. To test different sugar sources, YP media was supplemented with either 
2% ethanol or galactose . For oxidative stress, BY4741 cells were grown to early log phase and 
incubated with 1 mM menadione for 1 hour. For sporulation, BY4743 cells were grown to late log 
phase, pelleted and incubated in sporulation media (1 g/L yeast extract (Fisher Scientific, BP1422-
2), 10 g/L KCl supplemented with 0.5% w/v glucose (Sigma-Aldrich, G7021)). Cells were harvested 
after 2, 7, 14 and 72 hours of incubation. For nitrogen starvation, BY4741 cells were grown to late 
log phase, pelleted and incubated in sporulation media (6.8 g/L BactoTM yeast nitrogen base (BD, 
291940)). 
20 mg/L uracil, 250 mg/L ammonium sulfate supplemented with 20% w/v glucose (Sigma-
Aldrich, G7021) and harvested after 3 hours. In addition, synthetic SCD media was used instead of 
nitrogen starvation media. For DNA damage stress, BY4741 cells were grown to early log phase 
and incubated with 1 mM cisplatin for 1 hour.  For osmotic stress, BY4741 cells were grown to 
early log phase, 0.4M NaCl was added to the media and cells were harvested after 5 or 20 
minutes. In general, cells were grown until an OD600 of 0.6 was reached, harvested by 
centrifugation at 500 g for 5 minutes at 4°C, washed once with water and stored at -80°C.  Protein 
concentrations were determined by tryptophan fluorescence emission at 350 nm using an 
excitation wavelength of 295 nm.  
iST LYSIS, REDUCTION AND ALKYLATION 
Sample preparation was done as described in (Kulak et al., 2014). Briefly, cells were lysed in 
GdmCl lysis buffer (6 M GdmCl, 10 mM TCEP, 40 mM CAA, 100 mM Tris pH 8.5), sonicated and 
diluted 1:3 or 1:10 with dilution buffer (10 % ACN 25 mM Tris pH 8.5) for LysC or trypsin digestion, 
respectively. For GluC or AspN proteolytic digestion, the lysate was diluted 1:10 with 5 % ACN 25 
mM Tris pH 7.8 or 10 % ACN 25 mM Tris pH 8.5, respectively. The dilution buffer contained 
appropriate amounts of proteolytic enzyme to ensure a ratio of 1:50 (µg enzyme : µg protein). 
Digestion was performed overnight at 37°C or 25°C for GluC. Peptides were acidified, loaded on 
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either SCX or SDB-RPS material and eluted or fractionated. All fractions were collected in 
autosampler vials and dried using a SpeedVac centrifuge (Eppendorf, Concentrator plus, 5305 
000.304). Peptides were resuspended in buffer A* (2 % ACN, 0.1 % TFA) and were briefly 
sonicated (Branson Ultrasonics, Ultrasonic Cleaner Model 2510). 
PHOSPHOPEPTIDE ENRICHMENT   
Cells were lysed in GdmCl buffer and proteolytically digested using LysC and trypsin (1:70). We 
acidified 5 mg of peptides per biological replicate with 0.5% TFA, centrifuged and loaded on 
equilibrated 100 mg (3cc) SepPak C18 cartridges. After washing with 1% TFA, peptides were 
eluted in 2 mL SepPak elution buffer (75% ACN, 0.1% TFA). Phosphorylated peptides were 
incubated with a 10-fold excess (10 x peptide quantity) of TiO2 beads, resuspended in loading 
buffer (80% ACN, 6% TFA) in a Bioruptor for 5 minutes at 4°C. Beads were pelleted, resuspended 
in 400 µL wash buffer (60% ACN, 1% TFA) and washed additionally 3 times with 200 µL wash 
buffer. Beads were resuspended in 100 µL transfer buffer (80% ACN, 0.5% acetic acid) and moved 
to C8 StageTips. Peptides were eluted 3 times with 20 µL elution buffer (40% ACN, 15% NH4OH), 
concentrated to 20 µL using a SpeedVac and acidified with 1 µL 100% TFA. Peptides were loaded 
on equilibrated SDB-RPS StageTips, washed with 100 µL 0.1% TFA and eluted with 60 µL SDB-RPS 
elution buffer (80% ACN, 5% NH4OH). Samples were concentrated to 2 µL using a SpeedVac 
centrifuge and briefly sonicated after adding 6 µL buffer A*.  
LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY AND MS  
Liquid chromatography and MS were performed as described (Kulak et al., 2014).  Briefly, 
approximately 2 µg pf peptides were loaded for 4h gradients separated on 50-cm columns. 
Reverse phase chromatography was performed with an EASY-nLC 1000 ultra-high pressure system 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), coupled to the Q Exactive mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
via a nanoelectrospray source (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were loaded in buffer A (0.1% 
(v/v) formic acid) and eluted with a nonlinear 240-min gradient or a 120-min gradient for 
phosphopeptides. Operational parameters were real-monitored by the SprayQC software 
(Scheltema and Mann, 2012).  
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DATA ANALYSIS  
MS raw files were analyzed by MaxQuant software (version 1.4.1.6) (Cox and Mann, 2008) and 
peak lists were searched against the S. cerevisiae Uniprot FASTA database version 2/25/2012 
(6649 entries) and a common contaminants database (247 entries) by the Andromeda search 
engine (Cox et al., 2011) with cysteine carbamidomethylation as a fixed modification and N-
terminal acetylation and methionine oxidation as variable modifications. MS raw files for 
phosphoproteome analyses were additionally searched with phosphor (STY) as variable 
modification. False discovery rate (FDR) was usually set to 0.01 for proteins and peptides 
(minimum length of 7 amino acids) and was determined by searching a reverse database. Enzyme 
specificity was set as C-terminal to Arg and Lys, and a maximum of 2 allowed missed cleavages. 
Peptide identification was performed with an allowed initial precursor mass deviation up to 7 
ppm and an allowed fragment mass deviation 20 ppm. Analyzed RAW files will be deposited at 
PRIDE (http://www.proteomeexchange.org). 
BIOINFORMATICS ANALYSIS 
Data analysis was performed with the Perseus software in the MaxQuant computational 
platform and in the R statistical computing environment. All enrichment analyses and analyses of 
variance tests were performed with Benjamini-Hochberg correction at a false discovery rate of 
0.02. Categorical annotation was supplied in form of Gene Ontology (GO) biological process (BP), 
molecular function (MF) and cellular component (CC), as well as participation in a KEGG pathway. 
All annotations were extracted from the UniProt database. Hierarchical clustering and 2D 
annotation enrichment were based on label free intensities (LFQ) of the samples (Luber et al., 
2010). Data was imputed by creating a Gaussian distribution of random numbers with a standard 
deviation of 30% in comparison to the standard deviation of measured values, and one standard 
deviation down-shift of the mean to simulate the distribution of low signal values. Two sample t-
tests were performed with FDR=0.05. Hierarchical clustering of significantly different proteins was 
performed after z-score normalization. Absolute quantification of protein abundances (copy 
numbers) were computed using peptide label free quantification values,  sequence length and 
molecular weight as described before (Wisniewski et al., 2012) based on a normalization using 
measured intensities of histone peptides. Relative protein abundance (mass) was calculated as 
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described before (Wisniewski et al., 2012) (Wisniewski et al., 2012). Briefly the intensity of 
individual protein was divided by summed intensity of the all proteins. 
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FIGURE 1. WORKFLOW FOR IN-DEPTH QUANTIFICATION OF THE COMPLETE PROTEIN-CODING 
GENOME OF YEAST 
(A) Haploid budding yeast was grown in different physiological cell states such as stress (heat, 
oxidative, osmotic, DNA damage), metabolic changes (ethanol and galactose as sugar source), 
different cell-cycle phases (cell-cycle arrest in G2/M and G1) and starvation. Additionally, yeasts of 
different mating types as well as native, non-laboratory champagne and baker’s yeast were 
cultured. Yeast samples were processed as described before (Kulak et al., 2014). We employed 
different pre-fractionation techniques, used different proteolytic enzymes and enriched 
phosphorylated peptides in this study. (B) All samples were measured using a high-resolution 
UHPLC setup coupled to a quadrupole Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Q Exactive, Thermo Fischer 
Scientific) as previously described (Nagaraj et al., 2012).  (C) Distribution of protein groups 
exclusively identified in a certain set of growth conditions (number in brackets). Measured raw 
intensities of mating factor alpha (Matα) over all conditions. (D) Identification of two novel 
proteins in the yeast genome. Red lines indicate identified peptides, their length and position 
within the genome sequence.  
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FIGURE 2. SUMMARY OF PEPTIDE SEQUENCE COVERAGE OF THE PROTEIN-CODING YEAST 
GENOME   
(A) Number of peptides identified in individual runs of two biological replicates for each condition. 
Peptides unique for individual runs are indicated in red. In total 132,053 sequence distinct yeast 
peptides were identified. (B) The median sequence coverage of identified proteins was 53.9%. (C) 
Comparison of all possible Lys-C peptides to actually detected Lys-C peptides. (D) Hydrophobicity 
distribution for all theoretical (blue) and for all detected LysC peptides (red). (E) Isoelectric point 
distribution for all theoretical (blue) and for all detected LysC peptides (red). 
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FIGURE 3. COMPREHENSIVE QUANTIFICATION OF THE PROTEIN-CODING YEAST GENOME 
(A) Unique protein groups identified in single runs of two biological replicates for each condition. 
Proteins identified with unique single peptide hits are shown in red.  (B) Schematic comparison of 
all annotated yeast ORFs (6612; dark grey) to all confirmed protein-coding ORFs (5809; light grey) 
and the total number of identified protein groups 5015; red). (C) Comparison of identified protein 
groups to the previous deepest coverage of an experimental S. cerevisiae proteome (Kulak et al., 
2014). (D) Distribution of identified and missing protein groups classified by the presence type, as 
annotated in SGD. The percentage of measured protein groups identified by more than 2 peptides 
is indicated for verified and uncharacterized proteins. Enriched GO categories (Fisher exact test) 
of non-identified proteins in the presence type verified. (E) Coverage of biological pathways 
classified in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genome (KEGG) and Gene Ontology (GO) 
database. Pathways covered 100%, below 100%, and which are completely missing are indicated. 
(F) Number of annotated pathway members for each KEGG or GO category. The red dotted line 
indicates pathway coverage of at least 80%. (G) Abundance distribution for mRNAs by single-
molecule sequencing (blue) (Lipson et al., 2009) and proteins (red). 
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FIGURE 4. DYNAMIC REGULATION OF THE PROTEIN-CODING GENOME 
(A) Principal component analysis (PCA) based on protein intensity (LFQ) values for all different 
conditions and for native champagne and baker’s yeast. The following conditions are grouped and 
color-coded together: metabolism (green; EtOH, galactose); mating state (black; BY4741, BY4742, 
BY4743); cell-cycle (light blue; G1 and G2/M arrest); stress (red; heat, osmotic, oxidative and DNA 
damage stress); starvation (purple; SCD media, nitrogen starvation, sporulation); native yeast 
(champagne yeast grown in 2 and 20% glucose, baker’s yeast directly or cultivated). (B) 
Hierarchical clustering of significantly changing proteins. Significance was determined by ANOVA 
with correction for multiple hypothesis testing. Average LFQ intensities were normalized by Z-
score. (C) Copy numbers of proteins by presence type, as annotated in SGD, and as an overlay of 
all different measurements.  (D) Ranking of estimated copy numbers for BY4741 (black) and 
champagne yeast (red). Proteins were ranked into five quantiles based on their abundance. (E) 
Comparison of identified phosphoproteins to a combination of twelve publicly available data sets 
(Amoutzias et al., 2012). (F) Relative distribution of serine, threonine and tyrosine 
phosphorylation sites. (G) Distribution of protein abundance of the phosphoproteome.   
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FIGURE 5. HOUSEHOLD PROTEOME 
(A) Different classes of protein groups are assigned based on the maximal fold change between all 
measurements and on the negative logarithmic p-value for a t-test of differences between 
samples. Maximal fold changes represent the maximal up-or down-regulation of a protein 
measured in all conditions. The fold change is the average protein intensity value (LFQ) of two 
biological replicates divided by the equivalent value in BY4741. The following values are assigned 
to the different classes: Class I (Max. fold change=2; -log10 p=2); Class II (Max. fold change=4; -
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log10 p=4); Class III (Max. fold change=8; -log10 p=8); Class IV no threshold. (B) Enriched GO terms 
extracted by Fisher exact test. (C) Ranking of estimated copy numbers for BY4741. Red dots 
indicate Class I household proteins. (D) Distribution of the maximal fold change for all identified 
proteins. Enriched pathways and functions for down- or up-regulated proteins extracted by Fisher 
exact test.  
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FIGURE 6. EVOLUTIONARY CONSERVATION AND REGULATION OF BIOLOGICAL PATHWAYS UNDER 
DIFFERENT CONDITIONS 
(A) Relative abundance of proteins involved in phospholipid, (B) sphingolipid or (C) ergosterol 
biosynthesis. (D) The ratio of the relative abundance of proteins involved in ergosterol 
biosynthesis between champagne yeast and BY4741. (E) Proteins involved in ergosterol 
biosynthesis are color-coded according to median fold change between champagne yeast and 
BY4741. The ratio of relative abundance is indicated for each protein. (F) Relative abundance of 
proteins involved in the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA cycle). (G) The ratio between BY4743 
cultured in sporulation media for 14h and BY4741 of the relative abundance between proteins 
involved in the TCA cycle. (H) Proteins involved in the TCA cycle are color-coded according to 
median fold change between BY4743 cultured in sporulation media for 14h and BY4741. The ratio 
of relative abundance is indicated for each protein.  
All bars represent average values ± st dev for two biological replicates.  
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF PROTEIN GROUPS IDENTIFIED 
Coverage of SGD database annotations and median sequence coverage for different datasets 
applying different FDR values.  
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DISCUSSION AND                
CONCLUDING REMARKS   
The MS-based proteomic platform consists of (1) sample preparation, (2) liquid 
chromatography, (3) mass spectrometry, and (4) bioinformatic analysis of the measurements. This 
thesis focused on improvements at the level of sample preparation, liquid chromatography, and 
mass spectrometry. A benchmark goal was to achieve complete coverage of the S. cerevisiae 
model organism and very deep proteomic coverage of higher eukaryotic systems. Together, the 
two main projects aimed to improve and optimize the workflow for complete proteomics to be 
more robust, reproducible, and straightforward in single-shot measurements or with simple pre-
fractionation techniques.  
The platform developments discussed in this thesis delivered near-complete proteomic 
datasets of S. cerevisiae with 4-h single-shot measurements and essentially complete proteomic 
coverage with six-fraction SCX measurements. The platform further delivered datasets with 
accurate and deep protein copy-number estimates for the model systems S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, 
and the HeLa cancer cell-line model. 
SAMPLE PREPARATION PIPELINES 
Development of a simplified sample preparation was a major undertaking to improve the 
existing proteomics workflow; the aim was to streamline the overall sample handling process. The 
first major alteration to classical sample preparation protocols was the combination of lysis, 
disulfide bond reduction, and cysteine alkylation into a single step. Importantly, replacing 
previous multi-step protocols did not negatively affect reduction and alkylation efficiencies but 
accelerated the first part of sample preparation from more than one hour to 20 minutes and the 
number of pipetting steps from three to one. While TCEP and CAA successfully reduce and 
alkylate proteins during the lysis procedure the long-term stability of the chemical mixture was 
not determined.   
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Previous reports about the compatibility of TCEP and IAA were somewhat inconsistent. A study 
focusing on alkylation efficiencies reported that iodo-acetamide remained active in the presence 
of TCEP but lost activity in combination with thiol-containing DTT [129]. These results were 
partially contradicted by Shafer et al. reporting a severe loss of IAA after 30 minute incubation in 
presence of TCEP and a near-complete loss in presence of 2-mercaptoethanol under basic 
conditions [130]. As iodo-acetamide demonstrates higher reactivity than chloro-acetamide it can 
be expected to be more stable in the presence of TCEP, also reaction rates with thiol-groups are 
consistently reported to be higher. It can therefore be concluded that dedicated lysis buffers 
should not be stored at room temperature for extended time periods. 
The next step of classical sample preparation workflows is lysate clarification in the presence 
of strong detergents and subsequent detergent removal. Most protocols perform a simple 
centrifugation step to pellet insoluble sample constituents; here the soluble fraction is transferred 
to a fresh reaction tube which necessarily leads to some sample loss since complete supernatant 
transfers are nearly impossible. Very recent publications reported a similar effect and argued for 
the removal of the sample clarification steps [71, 131].  
Strong detergents need to be removed before enzymatic protein digestion and this has mostly 
been accomplished by protein precipitation. Classical precipitation procedures are very laborious 
and efficient protein precipitation typically takes many hours at 4°C. The development of the FASP 
protocol has made detergent removal easier, leaving only few centrifugation steps. However, 
while easier, FASP is sensitive to sample loss when handled incorrectly. The technology developed 
in this thesis avoids sample clarification and protease incompatible detergents. This simplification 
of the protocol has proved to be very efficient and to also be suitable for the digestion of 
membrane-spanning proteins.  
PROTEOLYTIC DIGESTION 
Chemicals used during cell lysis and therefore during the digestion are of very high importance 
for the overall procedure. The most prominent chaotrope used for trypsin and Lys-C digestions is 
urea, which is still compatible with the enzymes even at high concentrations. It is a well-known 
fact that extended exposure or higher temperatures cause urea to carbamylate lysine residues 
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and protein N-termini [132]. The modified lysine residues can inhibit enzyme recognition, which 
can cause high missed cleavage rates and makes database search more difficult. Previous 
protocols therefore avoided increased temperatures, even though trypsin and Lys-C demonstrate 
higher digestion rates at 37°C than at room temperature. Recently guanidium-hydrochloride 
(GdmCl) has been shown to be a non-reactive alternative [39]. The protocol developed in this 
thesis successfully applied this chaotrope for lysis and protein digestion, however, we found that 
proteases can be sensitive to high GdmCl concentrations and that a relatively high dilution of the 
initial lysis buffer is necessary to achieve acceptable digestion rates.  
A recent publication compared digestion efficiencies in presence of various chemicals and 
concluded that trypsin and Lys-C achieve maximum results in presence of sodium-deoxycholate 
(SDC) which can be readily removed for final peptide fractionation and clean-up [40]. Two 
procedures for SDC removal have been published, namely by acidic precipitation of the surfactant 
and by extraction using ethyl acetate [133]. Our procedure successfully applied SDC/ethyl acetate 
extraction and the removal of the solvent by cation-based extraction on a StageTip. This 
combination resulted in very high and clean peptide recoveries but further improvements of SDC 
removal might be necessary for sensitive samples because large quantities of ethyl acetate may 
elute peptides and reduce the overall sensitivity while insufficient SDC extraction can lead to 
carry-over of the surfactant. 
Efficient and complete proteolytic digestions are a very important goal of sample preparation 
since reduced missed-cleavage rates translate to lower sample complexities at the peptide level. 
Furthermore, complete digestions are typically performed with 16h incubations, which represents 
the most time consuming step of the entire sample preparation. Increasing digestion rates and 
the stability of the protease has been an active field of exploration. The most prominent factor for 
more efficient digestion is increased temperature. However, one effect of higher temperature is 
increased auto-proteolysis and decreased life-time of the enzyme. For this reason trypsin has 
been chemically modified, increasing the temperature optimum [134, 135]. While these 
modifications greatly improve the temperature stability, simple and cost-efficient lysine 
modifications such as lysine methylation already reduce auto-digestion [136].  
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Besides temperature changes and chemical modifications other physical means were observed 
to increase protease activities. The most prominent methods are high-pressure cycling, ultrasonic 
treatment, and microwave assisted protein digestion [137-141]. These technologies may be 
especially interesting for very fast sample preparation where time is of the essence. This may be 
especially beneficial for certain clinically relevant tests or diagnostic assays. 
SAMPLE CLEAN-UP AND PRE-FRACTIONATION 
The majority of classical sample preparation protocols remove salts before LC-MS analysis. This 
is typically done using C18-based reversed-phase SPE protocols. Even though these materials are 
well suited for desalting, the actual affinity and retention of peptides is lower than in the 
corresponding micron-sized C18 materials used in modern LC systems. This can be observed by a 
loss of small and highly hydrophilic peptides otherwise eluting in the first part of the 
chromatogram. Other SPE materials have been well established in the field of metabolomics 
because metabolites are often more difficult to retain on the reversed-phase. Results of this 
thesis demonstrated that SCX-based materials are somewhat better suited to bind and retain 
peptides. This is expected since all peptides analyzed by positive-ion mode LC-MS need to be able 
to carry positive charges. 
We demonstrated compatibility of SCX-based StageTip materials with proteomic sample clean-
up and the selected materials had the additional benefit to enable fractionation of the samples 
with all volatile buffer components. A protocol to clean-up and fractionate the samples into three 
or six fractions proved highly efficient and resulted in very good fractionation efficiencies. The 
volatile buffers in turn can be removed from the sample using a vacuum centrifuge without any 
additional desalting step decreasing loss of material during preparation. 
REDUCTION OF METHIONINE SULFOXIDES 
Even though methionine sulfoxides (Met(O)) are currently disregarded in nearly all sample 
preparation procedures, they represent important post translational in vivo and in vitro 
modifications [142]. Besides being described in the context of biological stress conditions, they 
likewise occur spontaneously during sample work up in the presence of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS). Extended storage and even the electrospray ionization process can therefore introduce 
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Met(O) modifications and these modifications increase the observed sample complexity. While 
these modifications are not addressed in the current protocols, they may be of very high interest 
for future improvements. In particular, chemical reagents capable of Met(O) reduction could be 
interesting in this context.  
DTT has a mild reducing effect, N-methylmercaptoacetamide (MMA) and thioglycolic acid 
(TGA) demonstrate stronger reducing effects. Depending on pH, temperature, and incubation 
times all methionine sulfoxides can be reduced using stronger reagents [143]. In very recent tests, 
we applied MMA during proteolytic digestion and TGA for the final peptide acidification. 
Preliminary results have shown a decrease in Met(O)-containing peptides from typically >10% to 
less than 5%. While these improvements remain under development, they pose an intriguing 
opportunity to achieve more comprehensive proteomic coverage with identical identification 
rates. 
HIGHER RESOLUTION LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY 
Peptide separation by liquid chromatography is a major part of the proteomics platform and 
was one of the main topics for the developments described in this thesis. We set out to achieve 
excellent chromatographic resolution compatible with the high acquisition rates of a novel high-
performance benchtop quadrupole Orbitrap instrument (Q Exactive). Employing long packed 
chromatography columns with sub-2-micron particle size significantly reduced the peak width and 
improved the overall chromatographic resolution (50 cm, 75 µm I.D., 1.8 µm C18 beads). Long 
columns with reduced bead-size resulted in higher backpressure of the column which made the 
use of the ultra-high pressure (UHPLC) system essential. A good compromise between 
electrospray stability, peak shape, and flow-rate was observed at a flow-rate of 250 nl/min (35°C, 
approximately 500 bar).  
Higher resolution chromatography systems with high-backpressure columns often entails low 
utilization rates of the system – i.e. relatively long times with no data acquisition. Higher back-
pressures slow down sample loading (which is typically performed at higher flow rates) and longer 
columns cause a delay in peptide elution. The platform employed here works with 50 cm columns 
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with 250 nl/min flow-rate and a delay of nearly 20 minutes before first peptides elute can be 
observed. This in turn favors longer measurements because of the increased down-time. Shorter 
columns with smaller inner diameters may be able to increase the utilization rates while 
maintaining ESI efficiency and chromatographic resolution, but decreased column I.D.s typically 
lead to smaller sample capacity and even higher backpressures. Alternatively, higher flow-rates on 
shorter columns and higher temperatures might be beneficial for short measurements since 
steeper gradients cause small peak widths, but such developments should be done using even 
faster mass spectrometers. 
HIGH PERFORMANCE MASS SPECTROMETERS 
Current developments on mass spectrometry instrumentation are the most important aspect 
for future proteomics platforms. The Q Exactive mass spectrometer is one of the best performing 
instruments today and is capable of acquiring an entire Top10 cycle within 1.2s while reaching up 
to 60% identification rates. A combination of high-resolution chromatography with the high-
performance Q Exactive was therefore a key to achieving near-complete proteomic depth in 4h 
measurements. Even though acquisition rates are improving, the ion-source and ion-path remain 
bottle-necks. Recent advances of the Q Exactive PLUS appear to have improved the ion path and 
these and other MS developments hold tremendous promise to achieve even better coverage in 
shorter time. 
COMPLETE PROTEOMICS 
Coupling a high-resolution nano-UHPLC system to the Q Exactive was a fortuitous choice since 
very high identification rates became possible. Especially single-shot measurements of the  
S. cerevisiae model systems demonstrated the deep proteomic coverage enabled by modern mass 
spectrometers. The simple six fraction approach discussed above resulted in the deepest 
proteomes measured for the model organisms S. cerevisiae and S. pombe (4,575 protein groups 
and 4,087 protein groups respectively) in only 24 h total gradient time. Applying the same iST 
fractionation approach in quadruplicated to the human HeLa cancer cell line resulted in a 
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remarkable 9,667 protein identifications. The overall results on complete proteomes argue for the 
very high potential of proteomic platforms for comprehensive measurements. Future 
developments will likely make analysis shorter and easier. 
MS-BASED CLINICAL-DIAGOSTICS 
The work presented here demonstrates the capabilities of MS-based proteomics platforms. 
Since sample handling steps, LC-MS measurements, and bioinformatic analysis are very 
streamlined many clinical applications should now become feasible. The major challenges of the 
proteomics platforms have now been solved and only few challenges remain to broadly apply the 
technology. We believe that clinically relevant measurements would be possible and could 
potentially help to elucidate unknown disease mechanisms and diagnose known ones. With new 
and faster instrumentation LC-MS has the potential to become a major competitor to well 
established diagnostic tools. 
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